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The implementation and evaluation of a sequential, 
structured approach for teaching LogoWriter 
to classroom teachers 
Thomas E. Walsh Jr. 
Under the supervision of Ann Thompson 
From the Department of Professional Studies in Education 
Iowa State University 
The goal of this exploratory study was to implement 
and evaluate a Logo inservice model which focused on 
effective principles of staff development and emphasized 
Logo problem solving using teacher-mediated intervention 
strategies. The model was designed to facilitate teacher 
use of Logo in their classrooms. 
Subjects for this study included 19 elementary 
teachers and media specialists from the Ames Community 
Schools. Subjects completed The Stages of Concern 
Questionnaire (SoCQ), the LogoWriter Basic Comprehension 
Test, END-OF-DAY inventories, and the Inservice 
Evaluation LogoWriter Workshop Instrument. Additional 
outcome measures included projects shared during a final 
inservice sharing session, and questions, worksheets, and 
tape recordings from a follow-up discussion session. 
X 
Results measuring change in teacher stages of 
concern indicated all participants, except one, made 
significant shifts to higher stages focusing on using 
Logo with students. Seven participants were identified 
as showing potential nonuse tendencies in implementing 
Logo into their classrooms. Support for Logo 
implementation was found for structured instructional 
teaching balanced with opportunities for discovery-based 
learning. 
Results from teacher self report of mastery of 
LogoWriter knowledge and skills indicated that subjects 
reported mastery of 20 out of 27 objectives. In 
addition, results from the LogoWriter Basic Comprehension 
Test validated these self reports. A t-test pairs 
procedure on the LogoWriter test indicated that there was 
a significant difference between the pre- and posttest 
group means (p<.001). Auxiliary findings included 
results in teacher perceptions of Logo and gender 
differences. 
Evaluation of the Logo inservice provided positive 
support for the Logo inservice approach providing 
organization and structure and opportunity for individual 
exploration. Subjects also responded favorably to the 
inservice sharing session of Logo projects and teaching 
xi 
strategies/ and the follow-up sharing session discussing 
implementation, curriculum integration, classroom 
management, and Logo procedural concerns. The study 
found that a structured Logo inservice appears to be a 
positive step in promoting future use of Logo in the 
classroom. 
1 
CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION 
In his book The Paideia Proposal, Mortimer Adler 
(1982) presents the principle that the quality of 
learning depends largely on the ability of the teacher to 
aid the process of discovery. Adler describes this 
principle of learning as follows: 
All genuine learning is active, not passive. It 
involves the use of the mind, not just the 
memory. It is a process of discovery, in which 
the student is the main agent, not the teacher. 
(Adler, 1982, p. 50) 
Likewise, Seymour Papert (1980a), the developer of a 
computer learning program called Logo, envisions the 
computer as a means of making learning an active process 
enabling children to learn mathematics without explicit 
teaching. Papert believes that Logo is the tool for 
providing a "Mathland" in which students learn 
mathematics as naturally as they learn to speak. Papert 
questions why children learn some things without formal 
instruction and do not learn other things despite formal 
instruction (Salomon, 1987). Both Papert and Adler 
envision learning as a process of discovery in which the 
student assumes the central active role. 
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Logo Defined 
Logo, which means "word" in Greek, was developed in 
the late I960's by Seymour Papert and his colleagues at 
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology's (MIT) 
Artificial Intelligence Laboratory. Logo was designed to 
provide an environment in which students can learn as 
naturally as possible. Markuson, Tobia, and Lough (1983) 
describe Logo as a powerful programming language, a tool 
for learning and thinking, and a language that is 
easy-to-learn for all ages. Markuson et al. contend that 
Logo is usually introduced to beginners through its 
graphics capabilities, yet the language goes beyond 
graphics and accomplishes the entire range of normal 
mathematical and logic operations. Logo comes in several 
software versions compatible with different computer 
models. Roth (1984) reports that early versions of 
Logo's core language can be licensed through MIT and most 
of the advanced versions of Logo were developed by 
Papert's associates at Logo Computer Systems Inc. (LCSI). 
The LogoWriter (LCSI) software used in this study is an 
evolved enhancement of the original Logo version 
including improved editing, word processing, and expanded 
shape and turtle graphic capabilities. 
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Background of the Problem 
Papert and Adler differ philosophically when 
defining the role of teachers as aids to learning. Adler 
describes how the teacher can aid students' discovery 
learning; 
Learning by discovery can occur without help, but 
only genuises can educate themselves without the 
help of teachers. For most students, learning by 
discovery must be aided. That is where teachers 
come in—as aids in the process of learning by 
discovery, not as knowers who attempt to put the 
knowledge they have in their minds into the 
minds of their pupils. (Adler, 1982, p. 50) 
Structured Logo instructional contexts supported by 
teachers who guide and assist the learning of the pupil 
have been documented with support for their potential 
(Zelman, 1985; Littlefield et al., 1988). Clements 
(1983-84) reports that a sensitive balance must be 
maintained using teacher-directed lessons, group problem 
solving, and student planned and executed activities. 
Support for Logo Instruction and Use 
Support in the literature is given for the idea that 
Logo instruction, when properly executed, promotes 
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problem solving, geometry understanding, and affective 
benefits (Emihovich and Miller, 1986; Olson, Kieren and 
Ludwig, 1987; Carmichael, 1985). In addition, tentative 
support is given for the idea that the Logo skills 
students acquire have practical transfer to other 
learning tasks such as problem solving tasks (Geva and 
Cohen, 1987; Mayer and Fay, 1987; Lee 1990). 
While Logo appears to be a positive way to use 
technology to improve instruction and learning, it is not 
as widely used as one might expect. Becker (1987) 
reports in a national survey of instructional uses of 
school computers that more than nine percent (i.e., 
40,000) teachers who use computers were using Logo in 
their classes. While Becker reports that the use of Logo 
is increasing, he stated that Logo is being used by 
elementary school teachers in much the same way as they 
employ academic games or other computer programming 
activities, primarily for enrichment rather than as an 
integral part of an effort to improve students' cognitive 
abilities. In a later report, Becker (1989) claims 
computer programming has reached a plateau in use, 
particularily at the elementary level. Becker found 
respondents were unlikely to report substantial increases 
in programming instruction for their schools between 1987 
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and 1989. According to this study, only 10 percent of 
computer-using teachers reported students using 
programming languages more than five times during the 
year. Drill-and-practice programs were most frequently 
named (59%) as the computer program of choice. 
Need for Logo Inservice Training Addressing Teachers' 
Concerns 
One way to increase Logo's use and proper employment 
is through inservice education and teacher training. The 
discovery oriented approach advocated by Logo developers 
may be quite foreign to the practices of many teachers. 
Thus, an effective inservice program must lead teachers 
gradually into this approach. To create an effective 
model, the inservice must be developed and organized 
around principles of effective staff development and must 
meet teachers needs in order to increase the likelihood 
of adoption and implementation. Hall and Loucks (1981) 
state that inservice activities should focus on what 
teachers are actually doing and on facilitating the 
desired operational forms of the innovation. 
Staff development methods directed toward meeting 
the needs and developmental concerns of teachers is 
provided in the literature. Glassberg's (1981) study of 
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personal professional growth of teachers found that 
teachers at higher stages of psychological development 
(i.e., ego, moral and conceptual growth) function in the 
classroom at a more complex level. Donlan (1983) studied 
internal versus external locus of control teachers and 
reports that internal teachers tend to have more positive 
attitudes toward inservice education than do teachers 
with external loci of control. Miller and Ellsworth 
(1983) investigated subgroup variation in the staff 
development context and found that when uniform content 
is presented, it is assimilated and implemented at vastly 
differing levels by different learners. Cecchelli and 
Baecher (1987) support the idea that comprehensive 
inservicing needs to be personalized and responsive to 
the developmental concerns of teachers in order to 
facilitate computer use in the school environment. 
The Concerns-Based Adoption Model (CBAM), developed 
as part of a four-year study at the University of Texas, 
is a conceptualization of the way concerns of individual 
teachers change as they become familiar with and involved 
with new programs or practices in their schools. Hall, 
Wallace, and Dossett (1973) report that CBAM approaches 
educational change as a process of resolving the concerns 
of the persons involved. Hall and George (1979) report 
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that the model hypothesizes changes in concerns as users 
become increasingly familiar with and skilled in using 
the innovation. They report that the purposes of CBAM 
are 1) to identify an individual stage(s) of concerns, 2) 
to prescribe appropriate interventions (e.g., inservice 
workshops) for the resolution and 3) to move students 
toward higher levels of concerns. The seven stages of 
concern about the teaching innovation are summarized, 
from Hall and Hord (1987) as follows: 
o Awareness Stage 0 - little concern or 
involvement with the innovation, 
o Informational Stage 1 - awareness and 
desire to learn innovation, without an 
appreciation of the relationship of the 
innovation to self. 
o Personal Stage 2 - concern about the 
impact and demands of innovation and 
inadequacy in dealing with the innovation, 
o Management Stage 3 - attention focusing on 
using and organizing the innovation 
efficiently. 
o Consequence Stage 4 - investigation of 
motivation, student performance, and 
changes in the classroom caused by the 
8 
innovation. 
o Collaboration Stage 5 - attention on 
coordination and cooperation with 
colleagues regarding use of the 
innovation. 
o Refocusing Stage 6 - attention on 
exploring additional benefits and uses of 
the innovation and more effective use. 
Table 1-2 (see Appendix I) presents typical expressions 
of concern about the innovation. Figure I-l (see 
Appendix I) shows four hypothesized stages of concern. 
The CBAM model supports the idea that inservice practices 
should be responsive to the developmental needs of 
teachers. 
Principles of effective inservice practices, 
focusing on the developmental needs and concerns of 
teachers, were reviewed for developing a Logo inservice. 
Major themes in the literature include inservice 
practices focusing on individualization, demonstrations 
with feedback, cooperative or collaborative learning, 
experiences relating to ongoing practices and curriculum 
expectations, and teacher decision making regarding 
implementation. 
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Support for inservice practices which promote 
individualized learning activities is provided in the 
literature. Individualized training experiences which 
provide variation in learning rate, content and learning 
style promote later adoption and use (Lawrence, 1974; 
McLaughlin and Marsh, 1978; Smylie, 1989). Roger's 
(1983) adoption diffusion theory supports individualized 
learning. Rogers states individuals tend to expose 
themselves to ideas that agree with their interests, 
needs, or existing attitudes and beliefs. 
Modeled demonstrations with supervised trials and 
feedback are also suggested in the literature (Lawrence, 
1974; Cicchelli and Baecher, 1987; Johnson and Sloat, 
1980). Joyce and Showers (1988) found inservice 
activities promoting adoption and transfer of a new 
innovation provide for facilitator demonstration, 
practice, and participant feedback. These authors 
reported a large and dramatic increase in transfer of 
training occurs when in-class coaching is added to the 
training experience. 
Support for cooperative or collaborative learning 
opportunities during inservice training is provided in 
the literature as well (Cicchelli and Baecher, 1987; 
Heller and Martin, 1987; Sparks, 1988). Teachers' desire 
10 
to share ideas with colleagues and collaborate with one 
another, to discuss problems, and to develop 
communication networks promotes later use and adoption of 
an innovation. 
It was suggested in the literature that professional 
learning should be related to ongoing classroom 
activities and topics of immediate concern, rather than 
in isolation from teachers' day-to-day responsibilities, 
to create an effective inservice practice which promotes 
later use (Gall et. al., 1982; Smylie, 1989; Rappa et 
al., 1983). Designing an inservice experience that is 
related to existing curriculum expectations and classroom 
activities is critical to avoid possible rejection of the 
innovation. 
While the inservice experience needs to relate to 
the teachers' classroom experience, teachers must be 
involved in the decision-making process regarding 
implementation of the innovation into their classroom 
(McLaughlin and Marsh, 1978; Copeland and Kingsford, 
1981; Genre and Parker, 1981). Rogers stated that an 
idea not compatible (i.e. capable of coexisting) with the 
prevalent values and norms of a social system will not be 
adopted as rapidly as an innovation that is compatible. 
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In order to create an effective inservice model the 
developer will need to design effective staff development 
principles which address teachers' concerns. The staff 
development experience will need to focus on methods that 
1) are related to teachers' current instructional 
activities, 2) are directed toward meeting the 
developmental concerns of teachers, 3) promote effective 
inservice practices (i.e. individualization, 
demonstration with feedback, and cooperative learning), 
and 4) encourage teacher involvement during 
implementation and use in the classroom. 
Statement of the Problem 
No suitable Logo workshop organization based on 
principles of effective staff development and problem 
solving strategies is available, that meets the needs and 
concerns of teachers. A Logo inservice model needs to be 
constructed to meet the current needs and concerns of 
teachers. Such an inservice model should be organized 
around the following three themes: 1) principles of 
effective staff development, 2) opportunities for 
teachers to learn Logo skills and concepts which will 
promote problem solving strategies, and 3) advice to help 
teachers resolve concerns which will encourage 
12 
implementation and classroom adoption. Only a few 
reports on Logo inservice experiences are discussed in 
the literature and these reports tend to describe only 
teacher behaviors (i.e., Logo attitudes, skills learned, 
or instructional misconceptions) or suggest a pedagogy 
based on a particular theoretical model (Davis et al., 
1984; Ponte et al., 1986; Lee and Lehrer, 1987; Watt and 
Watt, 1989). 
Given the lack of inservice models for teaching 
computers and technology, this researcher developed a 
training program providing diversified experiences for 
teachers of possible Logo curriculum applications to 
improve and increase teacher use of Logo in the 
classroom. Teachers are not using Logo with students in 
their classrooms (Becker, 1989). The research problem 
investigated if this inservice model design will improve 
and enhance Logo use and meet the needs of teachers. 
Goals of the Study 
The overall goal of the study was to evaluate the 
major potential effects of providing a structured Logo 
inservice model. This model emphasized problem solving 
using teacher mediation strategies on a group of 
experienced teachers. The primary objective was to 
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monitor teachers' concerns and the changes in their 
levels of concern prior to, during, and following the 
inservice program. The second objective was to evaluate 
the instructional units or skills of the model designed 
and delivered for teacher training in LogoWriter. The 
third objective was to evaluate teachers' knowledge about 
Logo concepts gained from the inservice experience. A 
fourth objective of this study was to investigate 
implementation problems and strategies or solutions 
identified by teachers regarding Logo use in their 
classrooms. Thus, the goal of this study was to 
investigate teachers' concerns using a Logo inservice 
model which focuses on effective principles of staff 
development and emphasizes Logo problem solving using 
teacher-mediated intervention strategies. 
Research Questions 
The following research questions concerning Logo 
staff development were established to address issues 
related to teacher concerns and adoption, teacher 
knowledge and skills, program implementation and 
integration, and inservice evaluation. The primary 
research question for the study is: 
How will concerns of teachers implementing 
14 
Logo into the curriculum change during the 
inservice experience? 
The secondary research questions for the study are; 
a. What Logo skills, and/or concepts, and 
learning difficulties will teachers achieve 
or experience from the inservice training 
workshop? 
b. What activities (programming or 
nonprogramming), skills (e.g. problem 
solving or debugging), and instructional 
techniques will teachers report they plan 
to use with students? 
c. What implementation problems in teaching 
Logo to students will teachers experience 
or predict they will experience? 
d. How will teachers evaluate the effectiveness 
of the LogoWriter workshop and which inservice 
activities will they list as most effective? 
Delimitations 
The delimitations of this study included the 
following: 
1. Only a small sample of elementary 
teachers, special education instructors 
15 
and media specialists who are employees 
of the Ames Community Schools were 
included in this study. 
2. The subjects were selected on a 
voluntary basis as opposed to a random 
sample and therefore may not be 
representative of a population of 
Ames teachers. 
3. The teacher data were self-reported; 
therefore, accuracy depends on the 
respondent's ability to recall facts and 
state beliefs. 
4. The researcher could not control the 
amount of practice time that some 
teachers may have received on their own 
during the fifteen-week period of the 
study. 
5. Subjects received Iowa Phase III funding 
for volunteering in this project; 
therefore, monetary compensation may 
have impacted on willingness to 
participate and on attendance in the 
training program. 
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Summary 
In this chapter the background of the study was 
discussed. Logo was defined and the LogoWriter software 
package identified for use in this study. Support for 
Logo instructional use using more structured learning 
formats and teacher mediation strategies was discussed. 
The cognitive and affective benefits of using Logo with 
students were identified and shown as not being met by 
most teachers using current instructional practices. 
The problem of developing an inservice model 
centered around three themes: principles of effective 
staff development, Logo skills and concepts promoting 
problem solving strategies, and solutions for teacher 
concerns which will promote implementation and classroom 
adoption. Also critical was that the inservice 
experience model and demonstrate teaching strategies to 
support the discovery (or structured quasi-discovery) 
learning ideals established by Papert. 
The overall goal of the study was to evaluate the 
potential effects of providing a structured Logo 
inservice model. This inservice model emphasizes problem 
solving using teacher mediation strategies on a group of 
experienced teachers. These goals were related to the 
developed research questions. 
17 
Research delimitations and a definition of terms 
were presented. Research related to Logo programming, 
teacher concerns, and inservice education is discussed in 
Chapter II. 
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CHAPTER II. REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
The purpose of this chapter is to review previous 
research related to the following: Logo programming 
instruction, effective staff development pedagogies, 
teacher concerns of change, and innovation adoption. 
Various pedagogical implications for Logo inservice 
training related to staff development and teacher 
concerns will be discussed. 
This review was structured by focusing on three 
areas: 1) research on Logo programming, 2) research on 
staff development pertaining to Logo training, and 3) 
research on teacher concerns, change, and adoption 
affecting classroom use of the Logo innovation. 
Logo Programming 
Computer programming has often been a topic of 
discussion in educational computing research. One reason 
frequently cited by researchers and decision-makers in 
education for placing such a heavy emphasis on computer 
programming is its presumed impact on problem solving 
beyond programming activities (Liao and Bright, 1989, p. 
10). Support for Logo programming activities ability to 
contribute to problem solving through possible cognitive 
benefits has been reported by researchers (Papert et al., 
19 
1979; Emihovich and Miller, 1986; Clements, 1986) . 
Logo's potential for transfer to other skills has also 
been documented (Geva and Cohen, 1987; Mayer and Fay, 
1987; Lee, 1990). In addition, Logo's potential for 
positive affective student benefit has been suggested 
(Hawkins, 1984; Carmichael, 1985; Emihovich, 1985). 
However, researchers report these potential benefits will 
only be achieved with appropriate teacher mediated 
delivery and support of instruction (Pea and Kurland, 
1984; Littlefield et al., 1988). To effectively use Logo 
with students, related Logo issues need to be 
investigated including student learning styles and gender 
differences. Problem solving and these related issues 
discussed above are reviewed in this section of Chapter 
I I .  
Logo Theory and Development 
Logo, which means "word" in Greek, was developed in 
the late I960's by Seymour Papert and his colleagues at 
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology's Artificial 
Intelligence Laboratory. Logo was designed to provide 
all environment which allows students to learn as 
naturally as possible. Papert (1980a) viewed the 
traditional classroom as an artificial and inefficient 
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learning environment; he believed the school did not 
provide the enriched culture and materials which students 
can explore and learn by doing; and he criticized the 
manner of teaching mathematics in schools which is 
characterized by rote learning. Papert envisioned the 
computer as a means of making learning an active and 
exciting process and claims that Logo enables children to 
program the computer rather than the computer programming 
the child. According to Salomon (i987), Papert believed 
that Logo is a tool providing a "Mathland" in which the 
computer becomes an instrument for students to learn 
mathematics as naturally as they learn to speak. 
Papert (1980b) stated that Logo has no threshold and 
no ceiling even though it was designed for children. 
This claim has permitted early programming instructional 
use with preschool handicapped students and provided 
secondary student application of Logo in mathematic 
problem solving, geometric theory, science, language 
activities, computer programming, and other content 
areas. Special students have been provided Logo 
instruction with reported cognitive benefits (Weir and 
Watt, 1980-81; Grant and Semmes, 1983). 
Logo Defined 
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Markuson, Tobia, and Lough (1983) stated that Logo 
has been tested in classrooms, revised, and tested again 
to insure that any child at any grade level can 
experience success with the computer language from the 
beginning. They described Logo as a powerful programming 
language, a tool for learning and thinking, an 
easy-to-learn language, and a computer language for young 
and old alike. The authors contended that Logo is 
usually introduced to beginners through its graphics 
capabilities, yet the language goes beyond graphics and 
accomplishes the entire range of normal mathematical and 
logic operations. They further suggested that Logo is 
set apart from other computer languages such as BASIC and 
Pascal because Logo possesses the following valuable 
educational experiences: 1) The structure of its 
programming procedures and the logic required are readily 
applicable to many other programming languages students 
may eventually encounter; 2) Logo procedures encourage 
students to plan their work, develop a logical sequence, 
then test it; 3) Abstract thinking is encouraged since 
children have to consider new possibilities and learn 
what to anticipate from a given procedure; 4) Logo is 
rooted in the theory of Jean Piaget; and 5) In teaching 
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the machine how to "think," the children are developing 
and sharpening their own reasoning processes—logically, 
systematically, and in a manner that encourages 
self-reliance and persistence. 
Logo Use 
Becker (1987) reported that in a national survey of 
instructional uses of school computers, more than 40,000 
teachers were using Logo in their classes, about nine 
percent of all computer-using teachers. More than three 
quarters of the Logo-using teachers taught in the 
elementary grades K to 5. Among the elementary teachers, 
more than one quarter of those who engaged students in 
computer programming of any kind used Logo. Nearly 
three-quarters of elementary school Logo-using teachers 
said that most computer work was for "enrichment" rather 
than for "regular" instruction (Becker, 1987, p. 11). 
Becker believed that Logo is being used 
disproportion- ately with high-ability students. 
Logo-using teachers were twice as likely to identify an 
"above average" student as one who had "been most 
affected by their experience with computers in school" as 
were teachers who used computers in other ways with 
elementary grade students (Becker, 1987, p. 12). 
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Support for Logo Instruction 
Support for Logo integration into the curriculum and 
for teaching programming in the schools has been 
documented in the literature. Nickerson's (1982) support 
for programming was stated as follows : 
Perhaps the basic reason for the belief that 
programming might be an effective vehicle for 
the acquisition of generally useful cognitive 
skills is the assumption that programming is 
prototypical of many cognitively demanding 
tasks. It is a creative endeavor requiring 
planning, precision in the using of language, 
the generation and testing of hypotheses, 
the ability to identify action sequences that 
will realize specified objectives, careful 
attention to detail, and a variety of other 
skills that seem to reflect what thinking is 
all about. (Nickerson, 1982, p. 45) 
Masterson (1985) argued that the educational 
importance of programming languages lies in their ability 
to teach concepts and skills related to mathematical and 
information sciences, as well as to their ability to 
represent mathematical and information-transforming 
processes. Logo is one of the few programming languages 
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designed to meet the requirements of being simple, 
powerful (i.e., ease with which programming language can 
be applied to complicated problems), and cognitively 
efficient (i.e., the extent the language facilitates 
thinking about problems) (Masterson, 1985, pp. 181-182). 
Logo Contributing to Understanding Geometry 
Research in Logo contributing to learning geometric 
concepts has been documented by researchers. Rieber 
(1983) studied 25 second-grade students in an 
experimental group programming with Logo's turtle 
graphics and found that Logo programming made a 
significant difference in the systematic and procedural 
thought patterns of young children and also made a 
significant contribution to their learning of basic 
geometric concepts. 
Further support for Logo geometry learning is 
provided by Olson, Kieren, and Ludwig (1987). These 
authors studied the inter-relationships between the van 
Hiele theory. Turtle Geometry, Logo language use, and 
language use in general. Two heterogeneous grade seven 
classes were involved in the study which monitored 10 
students throughout teaching a geometric unit. The 
analysis of students' Logo/geometry behaviors indicates 
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several categories of behaviors changed over time. These 
authors reported their results suggest that one can do 
fairly complex geometry at different levels (i.e., the 
sequential nature of learning in geometry were related to 
the levels of learning in mathematics). These results 
indicated that children might be doing sophisticated 
geometry but in a very concrete way. 
Claims for Problem Solving Benefits 
There has been documented support that programming 
languages contribute to student development of problem 
solving skills. Many of the claims for the potential 
cognitive benefits of computer programming have centered 
on the Logo language. The Brookline Logo project 
(Papert, Watt, deSessa, and Weir, 1979), conducted by MIT 
Logo Group, is an earlier study on the effectiveness of 
Logo programming. Conducted during the 1977-1978 school 
year, it developed an extensive documentation of Logo 
programming among sixth grade students. Instruction was 
totally self-discovery with 16 students targeted for 
anecdotal records. Based on teacher observation of 
students' work, progress, attitudes, and learning style, 
this study concluded that Logo programming enhanced 
students' problem solving skills, cognitive abilities. 
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and positive attitudes toward Logo. Even slow learners 
were documented as making gains in their learning. 
The benefits of the Logo experience were reported in 
a case study by Lawler (1980), for his doctoral 
dissertation, of his eight-year-old son using Logo. This 
six-month case study used a self-discovery learning Logo 
environment. The benefits of the Logo experience became 
clear when his son solved complex mathematical, non-Logo 
related problems using Logo strategies. 
Further support for student development of higher 
order mental regulative processes can be found in a study 
by Emihovich and Miller (1986). Emihovich and Miller 
reported two pairs of randomly selected five-year-old 
children were given a total of 11 Logo lessons over a 
three-week period. Emihovich and Miller reported that 
after numerous mediated social learning experiences, 
externally imposed higher order mental regulative 
processes are eventually taken over and internalized by 
the child. These authors believed that this 
transformation process from externalization to 
internalization occurs as children engage in meaningful 
mediated verbal interactions with adults (and peers) 
during Logo. To achieve these higher order thinking 
skills, the teachers need to reconceptualize their role 
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from simply providers of information in the form of 
didactic instruction to facilitators of information 
(i.e., teaching children how and when to use strategies 
for learning). 
Kull's (1988) year-long qualitative study found Logo 
contributes to the development of metacognitive skills. 
Kull reported children in two first-grade classrooms were 
observed as they worked in pairs at the computer learning 
Logo within a discovery-oriented context. Kull found 
that Logo provides a rich, well-structured, consistent, 
and increasingly complex medium in which children can 
practice or develop mathematical and problem solving 
skills. He stated that Logo allows for construction of 
mathematical ideas and metacognitive skills, but that 
such learning does not automatically take place. Kull 
stated that the learning environment shapes the way in 
which children learn as well as what they learn. 
Additional support for Logo's contribution in the 
development of problem solving skills is provided by 
Clements and Gullo (1984). This study found that 
programming can increase some aspects of problem solving 
ability and may affect cognitive style; however, there is 
no evidence that it affects general cognitive 
development. 
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A later study by Clements (1986) extended previous 
work by Clements and Gullo (1984) in demonstrating that 
Logo programming could increase performance in specific 
cognitive and metacognitive skills and on measures of 
creativity. Posttesting revealed that the Logo 
programming group scored significantly higher on measures 
of operational skills of classification and seriation, 
metacognitive skills involving problem solving, 
assessment of creativity, and higher on the test of 
describing directions. 
In another study, it was found that a Logo learning 
experience contributes to one aspect of cognition, rule 
learning. (Degelman et al., 1986). The ability of 
kindergarten children to solve rule-learning problems 
following five weeks of Logo computer experience was 
studied. Fifteen students, participated and were 
randomly assigned to a Logo experience group or a 
wait-list control group. Degelman et al. found that the 
Logo group had a significantly higher proportion of 
correct responses on two problem solving tasks. 
The Lehrer and Randle (1987) experimental study 
found that Logo contributes to student metacognitive 
learning in monitoring solutions to problems. Low SES 
first-grade students were compared in two treatments 
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consisting of a composition condition (i.e., use of a 
commercially available interactive software program 
called Story Machine) and a Logo programming condition. 
Both software environments were contrasted to a no 
treatment condition. Teacher scaffolding (i.e., 
emphasizing the role of the teacher in planning and 
providing feedback) was provided across conditions. 
Findings indicated that both software environments 
enhanced problem solving performance for a novel task, 
but the Logo environment was most facilitative for 
comprehension monitoring. These authors reported that 
students in the Logo condition were more likely to 
monitor their solutions and engage in other behaviors 
which could be termed metacognitive than were students in 
the composition condition. 
Lehrer, Guckenberg and Lee (1988) evaluated the 
influence of learning to program in Logo on children's 
thinking and cognition. Forty-five third-grade children 
were randomly assigned to one of two Logo-based 
instructional conditions or to a third problem solving 
software control condition. All instructional groups 
received inquiry-based instruction (i.e., structured 
teaching methods). These authors found that their 
results provide little evidence for boosting general 
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problem solving skills as a result of programming 
experience. These authors found children who were 
instructed in Logo programming planned more effectively 
than did their counterparts in the control condition. 
Children who were instructed in Logo coordinated multiple 
problem constraints, whereas their counterparts in the 
control condition acted to resolve constraints one at a 
time. In addition, children receiving instruction in 
either Logo condition developed more dynamic descriptions 
of geometric concepts than did their peers in the control 
condition. Children learning geometry with Logo also 
demonstrated increased metacognitive skills. The degree 
of understanding of geometry in both Logo conditions was 
associated closely with knowledge of Logo. As a result, 
these authors attributed children's increased 
understanding of geometry to knowledge restructuring with 
turtle geometry. The results of this study suggested 
that differences in instruction rather than the software 
itself (i.e., Logo program) may successfully serve as a 
tool with which to think, especially in the subject area 
of geometry. 
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Challenging Problem Solving Benefits 
Some empirical research examining problem solving 
using Logo has shown no significant benefits derived from 
Logo instruction. Pea and Kurland (1984) examined 
effects of Logo programming on various aspects of 
planning skills. Nine- to twelve-year-old students were 
randomly assigned to a Logo programming or non-Logo 
group. The results indicate no difference in any aspect 
of planning skills between two groups. Additional 
studies have also found no significant effect in 
development of problem solving skills from Logo work 
(Littlefield et al., 1988; Missiuna et al., 1987; 
Mid-continent Regional Educational Laboratory, 1985) 
Despite evidence presented by some researchers 
claiming no significant benefits are derived from Logo 
instruction that contribute to development of problem 
solving skills, perhaps these benefits will only be 
achieved with appropriate teacher mediated delivery and 
support of instruction. The following discussion in this 
chapter provides additional support for Logo use and 
recognizes the need for providing Logo instruction 
focusing on carefully planned, teacher-directed lessons. 
The inconclusive results on Logo as a vehicle for problem 
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solving suggest a need for study of elements of 
transferring problem solving skills. 
Logo Transfer 
Numerous authors have studied Logo to determine if 
these newly acquired skills have practical transfer to 
other learning tasks. While there is limited support 
for this transfer effect, Pea and Kurland (1984) found 
this effect was not present in students learning Logo 
programming. In this section evidence for Logo transfer 
will be presented followed by research suggesting the 
need for explicit Logo instruction. 
Initial support for Logo transfer was made in 
geometric applications. Lawler (1980) presented a case 
study of computer-based learning showing how learning 
experiences in turtle geometry carried a special idea of 
general applicability into a child's mind and was later 
used for a self-directed problem solving activity. 
Lawler described Robby's experiences making polyspirals 
and learning the thought process of stepping variables 
(i.e., applying a Logo procedure to enable the changing 
of polyspiral size given different command input 
numbers). He found that Robby's experiences resulted in 
his ability to solve a paper-ring puzzle and suggested 
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that learning to step variables on the computer provides 
guidance for thinking about solving a later problem. 
Additional support for Logo geometric transfer was 
given by Rieber (1986). This author found that in a 
study of 25 second-grade students, the experimental group 
of children using Logo performed better on problem 
solving measures than children who received no Logo 
programming exposure. The Logo programming group 
appeared to gain mathematical insight to certain 
geometric tasks merely by their Logo programming 
experience, whereas the non-Logo group did not change 
significantly during the three months in which the study 
took place. 
Support for Logo learning in transfer of map-reading 
skills was made by Geva and Cohen (1987). These authors 
studied the effects of Logo instruction on the 
performance of 21 grade-two and 26 grade-four Canadian 
students on a map-reading task. This examination in a 
pretest-treatment- posttest design with controls was 
implemented through a series of four graduated, 
sequential Logo microworld programs which were used by 
students daily for seven months. The map-reading task 
required children to give instructions to a puppet about 
how to proceed along the paths of 12 maps. This study 
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showed that Logo concepts, involving use of alternate 
frames of reference and manipulation of directions, can 
be facilitated through implementation of the Logo 
microworld. By careful implementation of these 
microworlds, transfer of specific skills occurred related 
to map-reading. Geva and Cohen reported that this study 
highlights the importance of carefully matching concepts 
in Logo with specific cognitive effects and of taking 
into consideration task complexity and cognitive 
developmental factors. 
Gallini (1987) found that Logo contributes to the 
ability to generate accurate directions. This 
investigation compared Logo with a more traditional CAI 
context in promoting one's ability to follow directions 
and construct directions in the process of solving 
problems. Forty-four fourth-grade students were randomly 
assigned to one of the two treatment groups. Gallini 
reported the Logo group showed superior improvement in 
the ability to generate accurate directions by using the 
Logo framework. 
A study by Carver (1986) found support for transfer 
of Logo programming instruction. Carver examined the 
extent to which learning debugging in the context of Logo 
programming improves children's debugging in other 
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programming and nonprogramming contexts. Assessment of 
students' debugging skills reveal that the debugging 
strategies learned from the context of a Logo course 
(i.e., either graphics or list-processing) did transfer 
to a second Logo mini-course and to nonprogramming tasks 
requiring debugging of directions. The learning of 
transferable debugging skills was achieved by adding only 
a small amount (less than one hour) of explicit 
instruction. Carver suggested that methods need to be 
developed to strengthen the transfer effect by giving 
more instruction, examples, and/or practice. 
Support for transfer is provided by Mayer and Fay 
(1987) who used mediated learning techniques to 
investigate the cognitive changes which occur when 
children learn to program in Logo. Thirty novice 
programmers from fourth- grade classes were given three 
sessions of Logo programming followed by a Logo test 
after each session and a map test of spatial cognition 
before and after learning. Mayer and Fay found that 
children show an increase in their knowledge of Logo and 
a reduction in their misconceptions related to Logo 
(e.g., egocentric bugs such as thinking turning right 
means to turn and keep moving). These authors reported 
that children who lost or never had egocentric 
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misconceptions showed pretest-to-posttest gains on a test 
of spatial cognition. These results provided evidence 
that learning a programming language involves a chain of 
cognitive changes, with lower-level changes facilitating 
higher-level changes (i.e., changes from learning 
language syntax to semantics to transfer). These results 
suggested that productive learning of a programming 
language can be transferred to other domains under 
appropriate conditions. These authors suggested that 
diagnosis and guidance, such as mediational learning, 
computer analogies, or prêtraining in prerequisite 
concepts will probably be needed in teaching any 
heterogeneous group of novice programmers. 
Lee (1990) found that students were able to transfer 
Logo cognitive monitoring strategies to other problem 
solving tasks outside the programming domain. An 
experimental group of 65 undergraduate students were 
given guided instruction using cognitive monitoring 
strategies in solving Logo problems. A comparison 
control group of 67 students engaged in solving similar 
Logo problems using self-discovery learning. After four 
weeks of Logo instruction, both groups were given five 
tests to determine transfer effects. Based on 
statistical analysis, Lee found that the students in the 
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guided Logo group performed significantly better than the 
students in the self-discovery group on the following 
skills: Logo error identification, general decomposing, 
general planning, and general error identification. Lee 
reported that guided or explicit instruction in problem 
solving skills along with teacher mediated learning 
produces positive near transfer (e.g., debugging Logo 
programs) and far transfer (e.g., higher order thinking) 
of problem solving skills. 
Logo Affective Benefits 
An extensive qualitative study examining the student 
and teacher social learning context is presented by 
Carmichael (1985). Carmichael reported on a multi-site, 
multi-method, and longitudinal investigation of 
microcomputer innovations involving 433 students in 18 
classrooms with 13 different teachers. Five teachers and 
40 students were involved in the study for two years. 
Logo was studied extensively in grade levels kindergarten 
to grade eight inclusively, except for grade four. 
Affective student observations and learning 
activities were made in this study. Some of the 
positively derived social benefits reported in this study 
are summarized as follows: 1) Student interaction was 
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improved in the classroom; 2) Computer activities became 
powerful media for exploring social skills, communication 
skills, and problem solving skills based on real needs; 
3) Students reported an increase in their general 
confidence level; 4) Analysis of confidence levels did 
vary when gender was compared (i.e., 100% of the boys in 
both grade six and seven received an increase in their 
overall confidence level, whereas only 80% and 70% of the 
girls reported increase in confidence level within the 
same class. The latter results of reported confidence 
levels did vary with school sites. Factors affecting 
students' general confidence level were determined by the 
teacher's ability to integrate activities on the computer 
with regular classroom activities, manage balanced 
direction with free exploration, respond to the needs of 
individual students to share new discoveries and problems 
with the class, and reduce competition and preferential 
individual treatment. 
Carmichael found that working with Logo in a 
supportive environment gave many students the confidence 
to accept mistakes as an integral process in learning. 
Social problem solving and finding strategies to resolve 
conflict was evident within working with student pairs. 
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Support in the literature for Logo as a programming 
language (Markenson et al., 1983; Masterson, 1985) and 
for promoting geometric learning has been given. In 
addition, numerous studies have claimed that Logo 
contributes to student development of problem solving 
skills and has practical transfer to other learning 
tasks. Despite the evidence presented for these Logo 
benefits, some researchers claim these benefits will only 
be achieved with appropriate teacher mediated delivery 
and support of instruction. The next section of Chapter 
II discusses teacher-directed and planned Logo 
instruction. 
Support for Structured Teacher Mediated Logo Instruction 
Numerous studies have examined various learning 
styles and teaching techniques for providing Logo 
instruction to students. Claims for and against Logo 
problem solving benefits have been discussed. While 
research in this area has been somewhat conflicting, it 
appears greater support is being found for providing Logo 
instruction that focuses on carefully planned, 
teacher-directed lessons balanced with student problem 
solving and planned discovery of executed activities (Pea 
and Kurland, 1984; Mayer and Fay, 1987). 
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Support for more carefully planned, teacher-
directed lessons during initial introduction and learning 
of Logo skills is provided in the literature (Jaworski 
and Brummel, 1984; Cuneo, 1985). Hawkins (1985) found 
that once students learn the fundamentals of Logo, it is 
better to let them learn by experimenting rather than use 
teacher-planned programs. 
Additional support in the literature is provided for 
more explicit Logo instruction for learning Logo 
programming skills and developing cognitive or 
metacognitive learning. Clements' (1983-84) study 
investigated a method for teaching procedural programming 
to kindergarten and primary grade children which allowed 
them to make a gradual transition to the full Logo 
language. Using teacher "scaffolding" methods, students 
progressed through three levels of support programs 
designed to remove the obstacles of programming including 
psychomotor typing skills, memory skills, mathematical 
skills, and programming planning skills. Logo programs 
were written permitting single keystroke entry of 
commands and visualization of procedures executed in a 
single step fashion. Clements found after three months 
(two sessions a week) that the children became more 
reflective and made fewer errors compared to 
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non-programming children. These children performed 
higher on a test of creative thinking and a task 
requiring discovery of incomplete directions than the 
control group. A very sensitive balance must be 
maintained among brief teacher-directed lessons (on 
specifics of the language), group problem solving 
discussions, and student-planned and executed activities. 
Littlefield et al. (1988) found explicit Logo 
instruction produced higher scores on a Logo mastery 
test. These authors examined the effects of teaching 
methods of Logo programming on general problem solving 
skills. They employed unstructured, self-discovery 
instruction versus structured teacher-mediated Logo 
instruction. These authors looked at Logo mastery and 
general problem solving skills of fifth grade students 
after one hour a day for a six week period of the 
experiment. Students receiving explicit Logo instruction 
produced higher scores on a Logo mastery test. 
Carver and Klahr (1986) found that explicit 
instruction in debugging was necessary since students did 
not acquire this skill on their own. Nine seven- and 
eight-year-old children were given twenty-four hours of 
Logo instruction encouraging exploration. These authors 
reported that students did not develop effective 
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debugging activities. Carver reported students need to 
be taught debugging in a series of steps and they need to 
record discrepancy-bug mappings encountered for future 
debugging situations. 
Additional support for structuring of the 
Logo-teaching process is provided in the literature. 
Emihovich and Miller (1986b) found that careful 
structuring of the teaching process increased children's 
metacognitive skills in self-monitoring. Leron (1985) 
found that more tightly structured microworlds and use of 
concrete metaphors improved student understanding of 
variables and recursion in Logo programming. Kee Au and 
Ryba (1987) found with effective teacher intervention and 
a process-oriented approach, programming tends to help 
develop students' problem solving skills. Perkins' et 
al. (1986) clinical study of student programming 
difficulties suggested a need to design pedagogy and 
instruction to deal with these. Bradley's (1985) 
examination of student programming strategies revealed 
that students may benefit from training that helps them 
develop and optimize processing strategies (e.g., 
top-down programming styles) and may need very structured 
tasks and special instruction. Kull's (1988) 
longitudinal study of first-graders' construction of 
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mathematical ideas and metacognitive skills found that 
such learning does not automatically take place and that 
the learning environment using teacher "helping time" and 
peer collaboration shaped the way in which children 
learn. Carver (1986) reported that the learning of 
transferable debugging skills was achieved by adding just 
a little explicit instruction. 
In examining the role of the teacher, Carmichael 
(1985) found the role of the teacher to be an 
indispensable part of a student's learning process. 
These authors found that the teacher needed to be aware 
of both the process and the product of the learning event 
and to be a facilitator and coordinator in furthering the 
student's learning. Based on review of the literature, 
student acquisition of the Logo lanaguage and development 
of problem solving, along with opportunity for 
independent Logo exploration will need to be provided. 
Logo and Cooperative Learning 
The positive effects of cooperatively engaging in 
Logo at the computer has been supported in the literature 
(Hawkins, 1984). Student pairing seems to promote 
greater time on task in problem solving and correcting of 
program errors. Positive benefits in social skills and 
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specifically in developing student self-esteem have been 
reported (Carmichael, 1985). 
Emihovich (1985) et al. found that working with 
student pairs promotes learning, and Logo has a positive 
effect on student self-esteem. This research project 
studied the relationship between Logo programming and 
young children's self-monitoring and comprehension skills 
in a social context. Emihovich et al. found that 
learning was facilitated not only through the teacher's 
metacognitive cues, but also by peers who acquired the 
concepts more quickly, and then helped the children with 
whom they were paired. 
Logo and Gender Differences 
Several authors have reported gender differences 
with respect to students use and involvement in Logo. 
Carmichael (1985) reported differential effects for males 
and female students when engaging in and completing Logo 
computer activities. Carmichael found boys consistently 
outperformed girls on having knowledge in angle size and 
proficiency at relating the concept of a variable. 
Gender comparisons in this study examining the nature of 
students' computer work in class revealed the quantity of 
work done (i.e., programs saved) and variety of work 
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(i.e., graphics) was greater by boys. Based on teacher 
interviews, the boys were found to be more innovative in 
exploration of Logo primitives and were more eager to 
experiment and discover a variety of ways to create 
movement on the screen. For girls, the amount and 
complexity of the work increased with age and ability. 
Carmichael et al. reported that a key difference in 
performance between boys and girls appeared to be access 
to computers. Boys were found to more aggressive in 
getting "extra time" and free periods for scheduling 
computer use. 
Carmichael et al. stated that teachers' actions can 
inadvertently bias the appeal of computers. These 
authors found the nature of the challenges or assignments 
for the computer and the way they are presented by the 
teacher can have differential effects on boys and girls. 
Evidence of these differential behaviors were found as 
early as kindergarten. 
Carmichael et al. reported that cultural factors 
outside the school influenced and reflected male and 
female students' activities. The influence of video 
games could be seen in the students' work in this study. 
Games boys made were often based on video games with 
which they were familiar and tended to have explosions 
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and collisions. Few video games were created by girls, 
with the exception of one MISS PACKMAN and a number game. 
These authors reported that according to Dan Gutman, 
editor of Video Games, most games are designed by boys 
for other boys. These authors reported that there is 
tentative evidence that the sex of the teacher, the way 
access to computers is organized in the class or in the 
school, and the nature or content of the computer 
activities can all be readily modified to make the 
computer technology more attractive to girls. 
In a study investigating gender differences in the 
use of Logo, Siann and Macleod (1986) examined the 
introduction of computers to children aged five to seven 
years attending a primary school in a severely 
disadvantaged area in a large city in Scotland. These 
pre- to posttest gains involving block design, digit 
recall, and basic numbers were found more robust for the 
nine boys than the six girls. 
In a follow-up study on gender differences by Siann 
and Macleod, 22 children were assessed by two subtests of 
the WISC-R. Part of the study investigated the social 
interaction between boy-girl dyads. In the observations 
of social interaction between the dyads, the following 
profile revealed three tendencies; girls on the whole 
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were less interested and motivated than the boys; girls 
were more disposed to turn to and seek help from the boys 
than the reverse; and although the girls did seek help 
from the boys, they resented it when the help was given 
practically (i.e., by pressing the appropriate keys) 
rather than verbally. 
Summary 
The purpose of this section in Chapter II was to 
review previous research related to Logo programming 
instruction for use in developing and implementing a Logo 
inservice training program. Support for Logo use as a 
programming language was given (Markuson et al., 1983; 
Masterson, 1985). Research in Logo contributing to 
learning geometric concepts was documented by 
researchers. In addition, numerous studies claimed that 
Logo contributes to student development of problem 
solving skills and has practicial transfer to other 
learning tasks (Clements, 1986; Lehrer and Randle, 1987; 
Lee, 1990) . Carmichael (1985) found Logo facilitated 
development of affective skills for students in improving 
social interaction, confidence levels, and interest in 
artistic expression. These positive findings were 
substantiated when Logo instruction was provided which 
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focused on carefully planned, teacher-directed lessons 
balanced with student problem solving and planned 
discovery of executed activities (Pea and Kurland, 1984; 
Mayer and Fay, 1987). Support for having students 
working cooperatively in pairs when engaging in Logo work 
was suggested (Hawkins, 1984; Emihovich; 1985). 
Differential Logo gender effects were found to favor 
males in promoting Logo program procedures development, 
confidence levels, and cooperative learning. 
Staff Development 
If instructional use of Logo is going to increase, 
inservice training experiences will need to be developed 
based on principles of effective staff development 
administered at the local level. The major source of 
such training will need to reside in the school district. 
Support for inservice training sponsored by the district 
was reported in a congressional report on technology 
assessment titled Power On! New Tools for Teaching and 
Learning. This report found: 
While states play a large and growing role in 
providing inservice technology training, the 
major source of such training is the school 
district. The most consistent professional 
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education experience for a teacher is the 
inservice program sponsored by the district. 
Some of the most effective teacher training 
comes through support from more experienced 
teachers in informal sessions where new 
strategies can be practiced before use in the 
classroom. (Office of Technology Assessment, 
1988, p. 108) 
In order to provide the appropriate inservice 
intervention strategies and develop a Logo inservice 
training program, a review of the literature on staff 
development was conducted. Various pedagogical 
implications for instruction were examined, along with 
the potential application of these intervention 
strategies to a Logo workshop training model. 
This review was structured by focusing on these 
three research areas: 1) effective elements and 
principles for staff development, 2) inservice models 
used in computer and Logo training, and 3) identification 
of trainee learning styles and misconceptions when using 
the Logo language. This discussion attempts to target 
inservice practices which will provide insight into 
effective practices of delivering a Logo inservice 
training program to teachers. This discussion will begin 
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with more general research about staff development 
provided from the Rand Study and Daresh's literature 
review. Specific effective elements of inservice 
practices will then be discussed. Staff development 
issues and practices regarding computer and Logo 
inservice training will follow the presentation of these 
more general research studies on staff development. 
The Rand Study 
A comprehensive study on staff development was the 
Rand study completed under the sponsorship of the United 
States Office of Education (USOE). McLaughlin and Marsh 
(1978) described and presented the findings of this two 
phase study. The Rand study was often referred to as the 
"Change Agent Study" looking closely at the local process 
for change and the factors that support teacher growth. 
The study collected extensive information from 
superintendents, district federal program officers, 
project directors, principals, and teachers about the 
local process of change. Phase one of the project 
involved surveying 293 local projects and fieldwork 
conducted in 24 school districts. Phase two of the study 
involved a survey of ICQ projects in 20 states and 
fieldwork in 18 school districts. 
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Institutional motiviation was critical to project 
outcomes. The Rand study found that teacher commitment 
had the most consistent positive relationship to all the 
project outcomes (e.g., percentage of project goals 
achieved, change in teachers, change in student 
performance, and continuation of project methods and 
materials). The authors reported both the fieldwork and 
survey analysis suggest that teacher commitment is 
influenced by motivation of district managers, project 
planning strategies, and scope of the proposed 
change-agent project. This study found the following 
factors affected teacher commitment and change: 1) 
administrative support; 2) collaborative planning; 3) 
amount of effort required of project teachers (i.e., the 
greater the overall change in teaching style attempted by 
the project); 4) intrinsic professional rewards (i.e., 
those implicit in the proposed scope for change); 5) 
staff-support activities (i.e., activities to support 
teacher assimilation of skills and information delivered 
in training sessions); and 6) specific project goals. 
The Rand study reported a number of guidelines for 
design and implementation of staff-development activities 
and suggested: 1) teachers as a best source for available 
clinical expertise; 2) individualized training according 
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to learning rate and learning style; 3) continued 
professional learning as a long-term, nonlinear process 
sometimes taking one to several years to achieve full 
implementation; 4) professional learning related to 
ongoing classroom activities and not in isolation from 
teachers' day-to-day responsibilities; 5) teacher 
involvement in project-skill development activities and 
decision making about the innovative process; 6) 
integration of teacher improvement with other aspects of 
school change (e.g., curriculum development and 
administrative reform) and within the continued integral 
part of the school improvement process; and 7) a 
sufficient number of school staff to bring about school 
change and provisions for classroom follow-up with staff 
support after completion of the inservice. These authors 
stated it was clear that packaged inservice programs, 
especially those offered without extensive classroom 
follow-up and teacher participation, are not likely to be 
effective according to the Rand research. 
Daresh's Literature Review 
A systematic review of research on staff development 
between 1977 and 1984 was conducted by Daresh (1985). 
Daresh reported findings that appeared to be 
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generalizable across the studies. These findings 
indicated that staff development and inservice education 
was viewed as more effective when content was based on 
the self-reported needs of participants (i.e., concerned 
with topics of immediate concern to practitioners). 
Daresh stated teachers and other educators wanted to be 
involved with planning their own staff development and 
inservice education programs and activities (Daresh, 
1985, p. 7). 
This author found that more than 180 studies, 
reviewed by Daresh, addressed the preferred methods to be 
utilized in the planning and carrying out of staff 
development and inservice education activities. Daresh 
reported a number of findings related specifically to 
procedures that could be gleaned from this large body of 
research: 1) Staff development and inservice education 
participants wanted to be involved with planning, 
implementing, and evaluating their learning experiences; 
2) Staff development and inservice education participants 
indicated that they preferred activities and programs 
which made them active participants in a process, not 
passive viewers of presentations by others who "talked 
at" them (i.e., demonstrations were more highly valued 
than lecture presentations where theoretical material was 
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presented); and 3) Staff development and inservice 
education was viewed as more effective when it was part 
of training that continued over an extended period of 
time (Daresh, 1985, p. 8). Daresh stated that the only 
generalized finding that came from the review of these 
studies was that short term training has little or no 
discernible effect on the attitudes or observable 
behaviors of educators. 
Effective Elements 
Principles of effective elements in the staff 
development process derived from the more comprehensive 
studies on staff development presented in the previous 
sections of this chapter, along with additional research 
to support these principles, provide greater insight into 
appropriate behaviors contributing to developing a Logo 
training program. Effective elements in staff 
development programs cluster around four recurring themes 
including trainer qualities, teacher joint planning 
efforts, integration with existing practices, and 
provisions for follow-up and support. 
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Trainer Qualities 
Anderson (1984) and Cicchelli and Baecher (1987) 
studied effective trainer behaviors. These researchers 
found trainers use teaching strategies which include use 
of direct instruction, organizational structure (i.e., 
use of examples and practice exercises), provisions for 
feedback, and applications for classroom teaching. While 
these studies identified effective traning components, 
Cicchelli and Baecher found the choice of content for 
training workshops was more important to teachers' 
acceptance of an innovation than specific training 
activities. 
Teacher Joint Planning Efforts 
Reports from the literature on staff development 
support the idea that locally-developed inservices 
planned by teachers were more effective than outside 
district in promoting change in existing practices. 
Johnson and Yeakey (1977) study involved collecting data 
from 313 teachers and 23 administrators from 17 
elementary schools (K-6) in five New Jersey counties. 
Findings from a questionnaire developed by the authors 
revealed that the most effective and successful staff 
development program workshops will be those that are 
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planned and implemented by teachers and administrators 
jointly, thereby addressing the needs of both. 
Further support for collaboration inservice planning 
by teachers and administrators was provided by Genre and 
Parker (1981). These authors reported that collaborative 
planning was necessary for successful implementation of 
an inservice program conducted in a large urban school 
district. This study found an equalitarian (i.e., equal 
input from project managers and persons whose behavior is 
to be changed) or dialectical (i.e., integration of 
top-down, grassroots, and joint planning) collaboration, 
depending on the inservice context, was important in the 
change process. 
Support for teacher involvement in staff development 
planning activities was reported in a district resource 
network developed to meet staff development needs. 
Copeland and Kingsford's (1981) study of this network 
found a lack of change in this district was due to 
absence of early teacher involvement in staff development 
planning activities. 
The importance of teacher involvement and district 
sponsorship of staff development programs was 
investigated in a study of teacher training models. 
Bowyer (1987) found that districts were more likely to 
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select the more effective staff development options for 
their constituents. Descriptive statistics and a 
Chi-square analysis of data revealed that there are 
distinct advantages in having staff development sponsored 
by school districts rather than organizational groups. 
Integration with Existing Teacher Practices 
Support in the literature is given for providing 
inservice experiences that are relevant and related to 
existing teacher practices in the classroom. Inservice 
training activities related to the experiential 
applications in the classroom was suggested to promote 
future adoption and use. 
The national congressional report on technology in 
the schools (Office of Technology Assessment, 1988) found 
that teachers' computer use in most cases is adapted to 
the curriculum at hand and the teacher's existing 
teaching methods. According to this report, teachers 
used computers in ways that work best with their own 
teaching styles and methods, but these styles evolved as 
teachers gained more computer experience. 
Inservice program development based on individual 
classroom level needs was found in a study by Copeland 
and Kingsford (1981). These researchers examined the 
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effectiveness of two approaches used by a California 
School Resource Network to meet district-wide staff 
development needs. These authors found attendees 
responded more positively to staff development which 
identified inservice approaches tailored to meet 
individual classroom needs (i.e., support classroom 
instruction), and they responded less positively when 
staff development was oriented to meet school-wide issues 
(i.e., meet the mutual needs of a staff working together 
collectively). 
The importance of providing inservice activities 
related to existing classroom practices to facilitate 
predicted or future use by teachers was supported in a 
follow-up study on inservice training. Rappa et al. 
(1983) investigated longitudinal effects of staff 
development efforts on school improvement and knowledge 
use. Rappa et al. reported that teachers preferred 
programs which have application of information in their 
own classrooms and worked effectively with students in 
motivating achievement. These authors reported that 
effective inservice workshops must successfully create a 
link between the workshop and the classroom. 
Relevancy of inservice experiences to existing 
teaching practices and later receptivity of new practices 
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were revealed in analyses of pre- to posttraining change. 
Sparks' (1988) study examined the relation between 
teachers' attitudes toward teaching practices presented 
in inservice training and the subsequent use of these 
practices. Sparks reported teachers who rated the 
practice as important tended to use that practice in 
their classrooms (i.e., teachers appeared to increase 
their perception of the importance of using practices 
that increase academic time). Comparisons between 
improving and nonimproving teachers found that 
nonimproving teachers' lack of change reflected a 
conflict between the teachers' preferred mode of teaching 
(i.e., a philosophical belief that their way of teaching 
is best) and the adopted new practice. Improving 
teachers indicated that as a result of the training, they 
had experienced a heightened sense of control over their 
teaching environments (i.e., self-efficacy to deal 
effectively with classroom problems). Sparks suggested 
that one way to increase self-efficacy is to provide 
intimate, structured small-group sharing and problem 
solving sessions for teachers. 
Davis et al. (1984) reported on a Logo workshop 
training course which provided applications to different 
tasks in promoting classroom integration. These authors 
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described a two-week computer summer camp for teachers of 
grades one through seven which required completion of a 
series of Logo lessons in a tutorial workbook. Davis et 
al. found that teachers' enthusiasm for Logo and their 
readiness to implement it in the classroom must be 
balanced by the application of this newly acquired 
knowledge to a variety of different tasks and must be 
accompanied by the teachers' reflecting on what they have 
learned. 
Follow-up and Support 
The importance of an adequate support system and 
follow-up activities built into the inservice training 
program is suggested in the literature. The importance 
of follow-up procedures along with provisions for 
in-class coaching was documented by Joyce and Showers 
(1988). Joyce and Showers' research on staff development 
training examined the efficacy of various training 
components and combinations that particularly influence 
adoption (or transfer) of an innovation. Joyce and 
Showers reported a large and dramatic increase in 
transfer of training (i.e., ES of 1.68) occurs when 
in-class coaching is added to the initial training 
experiences. According to Joyce and Showers, if transfer 
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of training is the training objective, follow-up in the 
work place will probably be necessary. Joyce and Showers 
found that a large and dramatic increase in transfer of 
training occurred when in-class coaching was added to the 
initial training experience comprised of theory 
explanation, demonstrations, and practice with feedback. 
The need for follow-up procedures to maintain behavior 
change has been substanciated in the literature (Johnson 
and Sloat, 1980; Copeland and Kingsford, 1981; Templeman 
et al., 1983; Bean, 1988; Ingvarson and Mackenzie, 1988). 
Computer Technology Training Issues 
Teacher attitudes toward computers and computerized 
instruction were key factors in the successful 
implementation of a computer-based education program, 
report Lawton and Gerschner (1982) . Clement (1981) 
reported that teachers do not always have positive 
attitudes toward computers, and it has even been reported 
that poor teacher attitudes have resulted in covert and 
in some situations overt sabotage of computer-based 
projects. Lack of experience with computers has been 
identified as one factor which may contribute to 
teachers' fear of computers, or "computerphobia" 
(Clement, 1981, p. 28). 
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The national congressional report on technology in 
the schools (Office of Technology Assessment, 1988) found 
that despite the presence of computers in almost all K-12 
schools nationwide, only half of the nation's teachers 
reported that they have used computers in instruction. 
Barriers to use were both practical (inadequate access to 
technology) and intellectual (initial fears of using the 
technology and a lack of understanding of the computer's 
value in serving the curriculum). Despite these 
barriers, the congressional report on technology found 
that most teachers wanted to use technology due to 
personal reasons, to the desire to develop 
professionally, to learn the newest tool of the trade, 
and to do their jobs better. Other reasons for 
technology use were centered on the following: 1) to 
prepare students for work outside of school, 2) to 
provide a vehicle to channel students' enthusiasm for 
technology into creative learning, 3) to quell fear of 
being left behind or being replaced by the technology, 
and 4) to ease pressure from parents, school boards, and 
administrators. 
Despite these teacher efforts to develop use of 
computer technology, evidence of "computerphobia" or 
anxiety is given in the literature. The national 
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congressional report on technology (Office of Technology 
Assessment, 1988) found that inservice training in 
technology must be sensitive to the concerns or anxieties 
with which teachers approach the use of technology. This 
report found: 
Many teachers, especially those who consider 
themselves "B.C."—before computers—have not 
yet worked with computers and admit to being 
"technophobic." Others had negative computer 
training experiences including: programming 
emphasized, course tried to cover too much, 
too fast, and had no relevance to their teaching 
needs (Office of Technology Assessment, 1988, 
p. 104). 
A study of teachers and administrators enrolled in a 
semester-long introductory course on computer 
applications found that for those with no prior 
experience, the decline in anxiety did not appear until 
after some 30 contact hours with the computer (Bracey, 
1988) . 
One study on computer anxiety identified this 
condition as a temporary behavioral state which could be 
eliminated through computer training. Harrington et al. 
(1990) explored the nature of the relationship between 
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computer anxiety and computer use within a training 
context. This laboratory experiment involved study of 74 
undergraduate students randomly assigned to training 
treatment groups. Harrington et al. suggested that 
computer anxiety can be influenced by the type of 
training provided and the receipt of a desired training 
approach. These results, according to the authors, 
supported the conceptualization of computer anxiety as a 
state (i.e., temporary normal type of anxiety) rather 
than a more permanent trait. The results of this study 
offered some empirical evidence suggesting that computer 
anxiety may be a temporary, normal form of state anxiety 
and simple exposure to computers, incorporating 
individual differences into the training experience, may 
be sufficient to make an individual computer functional. 
Lawton and Gerschner (1982) suggested that the most 
effective way to alleviate "computerphobia" and improve 
computer attitudes of teachers in general may be to 
implement staff development programs which provide 
opportunities for teachers to learn about and work with 
computers. Studies examining inservice computer 
education programs have identified instructional 
procedures that contribute to effective staff development 
practices. 
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An analytical descriptive project described by 
Stecher (1984) identified inservice practices promoting 
computer use. Stecher reported on a training program in 
computer education tested in 89 secondary schools which 
focused on the use of computers as tools in all subject 
areas. Stecher identified 23 factors directly related to 
the success of the summer computer training phase of the 
program. Stecher has grouped the variables into three 
broad categories to include contextual, programmatic, and 
personal elements. Stecher's descriptive and analytic 
project provided an analysis of and recommendations to 
improve the quality of computer education programs. 
Additional reports (Heller and Martin, 1987; 
Cicchelli and Baecher, 1987) supported findings made by 
Stecher, recommending computer education programs 
providing opportunities for peer collaboration and 
support networks. Use of these support systems were 
found to promote later computer adoption. 
Review of an earlier study in this chapter provided 
identification of other instructional practices that 
contribute to computer use in the classroom. Bean (1988) 
found that computer use in the classroom was related to 
knowledge of basic computer operation, computer support, 
computer availability, classroom management skills, and 
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teacher commitment. Grade level and classroom structure 
(formal vs. informal) were not factors in successful 
implementation of computer activities. Instructional 
practices contributing to classroom computer use for 
subjects were: 1) knowledge of computer basic operation 
helped in identifying problems with the computer more 
quickly and with less frustration, 2) use of simple 
written directions of computer procedures aided in 
remembering frequently used commands, 3) value in 
providing instruction in a few programs which could be 
implemented in a variety of ways throughout the 
curriculum based on the needs of their students rather 
than to be overloaded with many programs, and 4) 
development of classroom management skills was necessary 
for successful use of the computer (e.g., teaching style 
and implementation procedures for computer activities). 
The national congressional report on technology 
(Office of Technology Assessment, 1988) found studies 
examining inservice education programs have identified 
several instructional practices that contribute to 
effectiveness. Factors contributing to effective 
inservice computer education programs included; 1) 
appropriate balance between lecture and guided practice, 
2) detailed curriculum guides and lesson plans, 3) clear 
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and relevant objectives, 4) lesson-related materials and 
handouts, 5) inservice lessons linked to instruction, 6) 
peer interaction, 7) strategies for teaching 
heterogeneous classes, and 8) follow-up. The impact of 
training was much stronger when followed up. These 
follow-up procedures involved teachers coming back 
together, reporting on their use of the computer 
application in the classroom, and sharing experiences. 
Effective instructional practices were identified as 
part of a comprehensive review of inservice technology 
training activities in Minnesota. As part of the 
Minnesota legislature's educational technology 
initiative, evaluation covered 3 years (1985 to 1987) and ' 
involved 17 technology demonstration sites. This study 
found, as reported by the Office of Technology Assessment 
(1988), teachers preferred learning about technology from 
other teachers or those who understand the settings in 
which they work (including the limitations and 
constraints of those settings). Teachers said they 
wanted access to follow-up support and access to 
equipment and software during and after the inservice 
training. The evaluators concluded in this study that 
for inservice education to be a powerful force in moving 
technology into the classrooms, it must include; 1) a 
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strong practice or "hands on" component, 2) teaching by a 
credible source (most notably other teachers) 3) 
suitability to the competence level of the teachers, 4) 
follow-up support and guidance, 5) sufficiently long 
program, 6) and extensive instruction in the use of 
computer software tool applications. Interviews with 
technology site directors or district superintendents 
indicated they believe strongly that teachers should be 
involved in the planning of technology inservice 
activities and that such activities must be based on 
teachers' needs. 
Logo Inservice Training 
This section describes staff development activities 
specifically designed to provide inservice training using 
Logo. Presented in these studies are procedures and 
models for teaching Logo and some implications of these 
approaches. 
Davis et al. (1984) reported on a Logo inservice 
course for teachers of grades one through seven. These 
authors found that teachers still preferred to use 
computers essentially for the dispensing of information 
or for drill and practice. Most were not planning to 
have their students become actively involved in writing 
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computer programs. These authors stated that this 
preference seemed to imply that despite their emphasis on 
programming tasks, the teachers did not see much of 
Logo's potential as Papert sees it. 
Another approach to providing inservice training was 
based on the developmental learning phases teachers 
progress through when learning Logo. Tipps and Bull 
(1985) outlined major milestones in teacher development 
with Logo and suggest some ways of providing appropriate 
support. This report was based on observations made of 
teachers in different settings at the University of 
Virginia over the last three years. Tipps and Bull 
reported that teachers learning Logo progress through 
four phases; 
Phase One: Interest and acceptance or 
skepticism and resistance. 
Phase Two: Excitement and commitment or 
rejection. 
Phase Three: Sense of mastery or sense of 
failure and withdrawal. 
Phase Four: Implementation and integration 
in curriculum or neglect and 
fragmentation. (Tipps and Bull, 
1985, pp. 273-274) 
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Tipps and Bull reported phase three is characterized 
as Logo mastery of skills. The authors reported that 
while knowledge of only a few commands is needed for 
working with list processing, the intricacy of control 
structures with lists seemed to be a stumbling block for 
many people in this sequence. According to Tipps and 
Bull, working with lists seemed more abstract than 
drawing with the turtle. To support teachers in phases 
three and four, Tipps and Bull suggested using a 
laboratory manual for reference and ideas and open-ended 
laboratory assignments. 
One inservice training course, stressing Logo 
programming and problem solving, was described by Ponte 
(1986). Ponte reported this inservice course in 
instructional computing involved 14 participants, nine 
elementary and five middle school teachers. Ponte found 
that the course appeared to be effective in helping 
teachers develop their programming skills and become 
aware of the range of instructional applications of the 
computer. This author found teachers' projects oriented 
toward drill and practice. Ponte believed that this 
attraction to drill and computation reflect the initial 
role that teachers see for computers in schools or 
reflect their conception of the mathematics curriculum. 
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Ponte also found noticeable progress in teachers' 
programming skills apparent from the projects and 
performance on the programming test. This author found 
teachers successful in creating Logo programs, but 
stressed the need for more time for teacher reflection 
and consolidation in acquiring progamming skills. 
Observations made six months after the end of the course 
suggested that the implementation of instructional 
computing stressing the educational role of student 
programming and problem solving requires effective and 
ongoing support and follow-up. 
Missiuna et al. (1987) found that 80% of the 
teachers felt comfortable using the Logo language for the 
"Thinking with Logo" curriculum emphasizing problem 
solving compared with 63% using traditional Logo 
instruction. In addition, Missiuna et al. found a higher 
percentage of teachers using the Logo problem solving 
curriculum following the inservice. The authors 
attributed differences in program delivery to students 
within two weeks of receiving the inservice and 
consultative and teaching support from the researchers. 
Another staff development strategy for teaching Logo 
by emphasizing problem solving, used a modified project 
approach. Cunniff (1989) reported this modified project 
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approach strategy was used in teaching Logo which 
combined direct teaching with discussion and a variety of 
planned and discovery-based short and long term projects. 
Cunniff reported the key element in this course was the 
focus on the development of a project (microworld) and 
activities that support the goals of the curriculum of a 
specific grade level or subject area. Cunniff reported 
the major concepts and structures of the Logo language 
were taught directly and were presented using a wide 
variety of strategies designed to illustrate effective 
ways to introduce concepts to children. Examples of 
direct teaching strategies were; 
1. Recursion - Copies of procedures are used 
with its own "memory jar." Students execute 
the recursive procedure and fill each "jar" 
with the appropriate value, checking off lines 
on the procedure as executed. 
2. Directionality primitives - A picture-filled 
grid is used to introduce Logo commands (e.g., 
FORWARD or SETHEADING) and the student moves 
the turtle on the grid to develop the 
concepts. 
Cunniff reported student Logo microworlds projects were 
designed not to focus on developing computer-assisted 
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instructional programs, rather they were designed as 
programs that explore and illustrate a concept and allow 
for creative expression in an area of personal interest. 
Cunniff stated that Logo should not be seen as a vehicle 
for the development of traditional CAI, yet it is easy 
for teachers to fall into the "CAI mode" when thinking 
about computer applications (Cunniff, 1989, p. 152). 
Cunniff found the best design for a Logo course combines 
some directed teaching of Logo constructs and concepts, 
discussion of application, exploratory programming, and 
reflection on the process. 
Noss (1985) described the recursive nature of Logo 
project development. Noss observed the use of Logo with 
children in England and identified three working modes to 
include 1) making sense of a new command, 2) exploration, 
and 3) the goal-directed activity. Noss noted that once 
his students had mastered the first mode and understood 
how to use a feature of the language, they would switch 
back and forth between the second and third modes. Noss 
observed that students could learn and understand a new 
concept more effectively if it was introduced to them 
during an exploratory activity, rather than during a 
goal-directed activity. Noss found if they needed help 
in completing a specific goal-directed project, students 
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might use a new idea and get on with their work but would 
not take the time to fully understand the new concepts. 
Another approach for teaching Logo suggested 
modeling teaching experiences after strategies used in 
the writing process. Watt and Watt (1989) discuss a 
process approach to Logo pedagogy based on observations 
of Logo programming projects carried out by adults and 
children. As a result of these observations. Watt and 
Watt developed a model through which a Logo project 
develops from conception to completion. These working 
modes include: 1) brainstorming and explorations, 2) 
choosing a project, 3) planning and simplifying the 
project, 4) creating a working draft, 5) debugging, 
revising and elaborating, and 6) sharing through 
publication (Watt and Watt, 1989, 182). Watt and Watt 
reported this process of developing a Logo project is 
usually recursive, rather than linear. This means the 
programmer is likely to move back and forth flexibly 
among different modes while working on any particular 
project. 
Watt and Watt reported this pedagogy or Logo model 
nearly approximates the reforms in writing instruction. 
Watt and Watt believed some of the instructional 
strategies and teacher development strategies used by 
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writing process advocates may be useful models for 
resolving some of the difficulties these researchers have 
observed in Logo classrooms. Based on these writing 
principles. Watt and Watt suggested Logo instructional 
environments include: 1) time for children to spend part 
of their Logo work time on activities of their own 
choosing, 2) different types of instructional support or 
scaffolding for different types of working modes (e.g., 
provide some children specific procedures for planning or 
revising a Logo program), 3) create opportunities for 
students to get feedback from peers about their work in 
progress and the opportunity to publish some of their 
work for specific audiences, and 4) experiences with 
programming projects at their own level, rather than 
merely learning the content their students are expected 
to learn (i.e., opportunities to benefit from whatever is 
known about practical methods to support students in the 
different modes of the Logo programming process). Watt 
and Watt reported the ideas set fourth in this report 
suggest a research and development agenda that could lead 
Logo-using educators to an effective Logo pedagogy based 
on a process approach. 
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Logo Trainee Misconceptions 
In the previous section of this chapter Tipps and 
Bull (1985) reported that the intricacy of control 
structures with lists seems to be a stumbling block for 
many people at phase three of the inservice training. 
Studies have reported difficulties students experience 
when working with Logo (Perkins et al., 1986; Kurland and 
Pea, 1983). 
One study by Lee; Lehrer (1987) specifically 
identified Logo learning styles of and misconceptions 
experienced by graduate students learning Logo 
programming skills. These authors examined students' 
implementation of looping constructs, particularly 
recursion, as they learned Logo for the first time. 
Seven graduate students participated in a Logo 
programming seminar for 1.5 hours each week for eight 
weeks. Errors and misconceptions identified which varied 
in proportion between the groups, with and without prior 
programming experience, included: 1) use of a "goto" 
looping structure for recursion, 2) inappropriate use of 
syntax to intialize variables, 3) inefficient use of 
syntax to update variables, and 4) inefficient overall 
structure (i.e., unnecessary nesting subprograms). Lee 
and Lehrer reported that these findings show that novice 
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programmers rely upon templates and concrete examples 
(structural analogy) when they first translate a 
programming problem into code. The authors suggested the 
following instructional procedures based on the results 
of this study: 1) Recursion should be introduced as a 
procedure wherein the call to itself includes a parameter 
manipulation; 2) Concrete examples of logical operations 
and conditional statements should be provided (i.e., TEST 
IFT IFF); and 3) Opportunity for planning before writing 
specific program procedures using concrete examples 
showing relationships between procedures (i.e., global 
planning) should be provided. These authors reported 
that novice programmers tend to develop a systematic set 
of misconceptions traced to general properties of 
cognition, but many of the misconceptions observed in 
this study appear remediable through instruction. 
Summary 
The purpose of this section on staff development was 
to review the literature in order to gain knowledge of 
various pedagogical implications which apply to a Logo 
workshop training model. This review focused on three 
research areas which study effective elements and 
principles for staff inservice, develop inservice models 
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used in computer and Logo training, and identify trainee 
learning styles and misconceptions when using the Logo 
language. This section began with a presentation of 
general findings on staff development reported from the 
Rand Study, and Daresh's comprehensive review. Specific 
effective elements of inservice practices were discussed 
which contributed positive effects including trainer 
qualities, teacher joint planning efforts, integration 
with existing practices, and provisions for follow-up and 
support. Staff development issues and practices 
reviewing computer and Logo inservice training were then 
presented. 
Teacher Concerns, Change, and Adoption 
If inservice efforts are going to be successful, it 
will be necessary to understand the change in behavior of 
individuals as a result of a new program. Knowing an 
individual's stage of development or concerns regarding 
adoption of new inservices practices can provide 
information as to whether these new practices will later 
be adopted into the classroom. The literature review 
addressing teacher concerns, change, and adoption will 
examine research supporting the existence of 
developmental and subgroup variation. Information 
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regarding adoption of new innovations and implementation 
differences will be presented from Roger's Adoption 
Diffusion Theory and the Concerns-Based Adoption Model. 
Developmental and Subgroup Variation in Learning 
Support in the literature is provided suggesting 
that teachers show developmental and subgroup variation 
in learning, attitudes, and implementation of inservice 
experiences. People who have explored this include 
Glassberg (1981), Donlan (1983) and Winner (1983). 
Winner found that faculty involvement in the computer 
implementation process paralleled adoption based on 
stages. 
Rogers' (1983) reported that individuals evaluate an 
innovation's desirability for implementation and pass 
through five main steps including knowledge, persuasion, 
decision, implementation, and confirmation. Roger's 
reported the rate individuals pass through these stages 
depends on their interests, needs, or existing attitudes 
and beliefs. Roger's Adoption Diffusion Theory 
identified characteristics of adopter types based on 
socioeconomic status, personality variables, and 
communication behavior. Roger's reported an idea not 
compatible (i.e., capable of coexisting) with the 
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prevalent values and norms of a social system will not be 
adopted as rapidly as an innovation that is compatible. 
Use of the Concerns-Based Adoption Model (CBAM) and 
SoC Questionnaire, described later in this chapter, 
provided further information about the developmental 
level or concerns of teaching following an inservice 
program. Faucette (1987) identified participation-style 
categories of teachers as they proceed through an 
inservice program. Faucette collected data using the 
Stages of Concern Questionnaire to determine the 
teachers' stages of concern as the inservice program 
evolved. Faucette found that teachers could be placed in 
participation-style categories according to their Stages 
of Concerns inventories and qualitative data collected 
during this study. Teachers were found to cluster into 
one of three categories with the following profiles: 
1. Registers - remained nonusers and 
believed they did not have sufficient 
information about the innovations to be 
able to implement them. 
2. Actualizers - reported an increased 
confidence with the innovations and 
reported their principals contributed to 
their sense of efficacy. 
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3. Conceptualizers - felt insecure (like the 
resisters) with their abilities to implement 
changes with coupled insecurity by the 
school system to make changes causing them 
to react defensively. 
Faucette reported that these results suggest inservice 
leaders should be aware that their efforts may be 
resisted if they do not consider using personalized 
techniques to nurture teachers through the sometimes 
difficult process of change. 
The Concerns-Based Adoption Model 
Research on teachers' attitudes and concerns in 
educational change was conducted in the early 1970's by 
the Procedures for Adopting Educational Innovations 
(PAEI) Program at the Research and Development Center for 
Teacher Education at the University of Texas, Austin. 
Hall, Wallace, Dossett, George, and others (Hall and 
George, 1979) at the Texas R&D Center for Teacher 
Education sought ways to address the problem of how 
individuals react to and perceive new programs. 
The Concerns-Based Adoption Model (CBAM) was the 
result of a four-year study by the PAEI. Hall, Wallace, 
and Dossett (1973) reported the model is a 
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conceptualization of the way the concerns of individual 
teachers change as they become familiar with and involved 
with new programs, processes, or educational practices in 
their schools. CBAM approaches educational change as a 
process of resolving the concerns of the persons 
involved. Hall and George (1979) stated a key assumption 
of the Concerns-Based Adoption Model was that the 
individual must be attended to in establishing a frame of 
reference for understanding, studying, and managing the 
change process in organization. 
CBAM is based on Frances Fuller's (1969) research of 
the concerns of student teachers. Fuller examined the 
evolution of concerns of student teachers and identified 
three phases of concern: a pre-teaching phase 
(non-concern), an early teaching phase (concern with 
self), and a late teaching phase (concern with pupils). 
Hall and George (1979) reported these concerns were later 
identified by Fuller as "self," "task," and "impact." 
Fuller proposed a "developmental conceptualization of 
teachers' concerns and suggested that teachers who have 
self-related concerns at the early teaching phase will 
progress to more mature concerns centered on pupil 
progress. Fuller's research has been verified with 
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subsequent research at the University of Texas Research 
and Development Center for Teacher Education. 
The development of the Stages of Concern (SoC) 
component of the Concerns-Based Adoption Model was based 
on Fuller's research. Hall and George (1979) reported 
the model developers hypothesized that: 
Concerns change as users become increasingly 
familiar with and skilled in using the 
innovation. This progression appears to be 
very similar to that observed by Fuller with 
student teachers : early concerns deal with self, 
then come task-related concerns, and finally 
concerns about the impact of the innovation on 
others. It appeared that it was necessary for 
early stage concerns to be resolved, or at least 
reduced in intensity before later more mature 
concerns can emerge or increase in intensity. 
(Hall and George, 1979, p. 9) 
Dominquez, Tunmer, and Jackson (1980) reported the 
model was constructed to a) assist those in the 
innovation process, b) provide a framework within which 
to conduct empirical investigations of the adoption 
process, c) define the degree of involvement with and 
quality of use of the innovation by all members, and d) 
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provide the adoption agent (school or district) with 
diagnostic information on which to build prescriptive 
interventions (inservices or workshops) for each user in 
the system. 
Hall, Wallace, Dossett, George, and others (Hall and 
Hord, 1987) identified seven Stages of Concerns (see 
Table I-l Appendix I). Hall and Rutherford (1976) 
reported these stages were verified through longitudinal 
studies of elementary school teachers involved in team 
teaching of college professors involved in the use of 
instructional modules. Loucks (1977) reported a 
longitudinal study focusing on the concerns of elementary 
school teachers involved in implementing the Science 
Curriculum Improvement Study (SCIS) verified the 
developmentalism of the stages of concern. 
Two other dimensions of the Concerns-Based Adoption 
Model have been identified and verified through research 
and include Levels of Use (LoU) and Innovations 
Configurations (IC). Hall and Hord (1987) reported that 
the Stages of Concern dimensions describe how teachers or 
others perceive an innovation and how they feel about it, 
while the Innovation Configurations dimension deals 
directly with characteristics of the innovation and what 
use means when the innovation is the frame of reference. 
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Pagan (1991) reported Wolfe described the Concerns-
Based Adoption Model as a model conceptualization for the 
adoption of an innovation based on the concerns of 
teachers. According to Pagan, Wolfe defined CBAM as a 
diagnostic prescriptive model for addressing the concerns 
of people adopting an innovation and for planning 
interventions that resolve those concerns; that is, CBAM 
is to change as diagnostic learning is to teaching. Hall 
and George (1979) stated the purpose of CBAM was to 
diagnose and identify an individual's stage(s) of 
concerns and then prescribe appropriate interventions or 
inservice workshops for the resolution and movement 
toward higher levels of concerns impact related concerns. 
Hall, George, and Rutherford (1986) stated there 
have been no outstanding relationships between standard 
demographic variables and concerns data. These authors 
report : 
As our research unfolds, there is increasing 
support for the hypothesis that "interventions" 
and "conditions" associated with the 
implementation effort are more critical 
variables than age, sex, teaching experience, 
etc. (Hall, George, and Rutherford, 1986, p. 52) 
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While these authors have reported no outstanding 
relationship between demographic variables and concerns 
data, a study by George and Rutherford (1980) found a 
relationship between years of experience and Stages of 
Concern. This study involved a district-wide 
implementation of an activity-oriented science curriculum 
in Colorado. These researchers found after two years 
that teachers in with 10-30 years of experience had 
higher Personal concerns than teachers in 0-3 or 4-9 year 
experience groups. George and Rutherford reported these 
finding may indicate, as some have hypothesized, that 
making changes is more difficult for experienced 
teachers. While this relationship was found here, the 
authors were unable to find significant differences in 
concerns associated with the total number of years 
teaching in a second two-year study. Obviously, more 
research is needed to study the relationship, if any, 
between standard demographic variables and concerns data. 
Summary 
The purpose of the final section of Chapter II was 
to gain an understanding of change processes individuals 
experience when adopting a new innovation. Knowledge of 
an individual's stage of development or levels of concern 
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in the change process provides information as to whether 
or not training experiences later become integrated into 
classroom practices. This literature review examined 
research supporting the existence of developmental and 
subgroup variation. Information about the adoption and 
implementation process was presented from Roger's 
Adoption Diffusion Theory and the Concerns-Based Adoption 
Model. 
Chapter Summary 
The purpose of Chapter II was to review previous 
research related to Logo programming instruction, 
effective staff development pedagogies, and teacher 
concerns related to change and innovation adoption. 
Various pedagogical implications for Logo inservice 
training related to staff development and teacher 
concerns were presented. 
This review was structured by focusing on three 
areas: 1) research on Logo programming, 2) research on 
staff development pertaining to Logo training, and 3) 
research on teacher concerns, change, and adoption 
affecting classroom use of the Logo innovation. 
Although this discussion targeted Logo instruction 
and inservice pedagogies, teacher concerns and studies 
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addressing related Logo issues were incorporated into 
this review. The primary goal of the literature review 
was to provide knowledge and skills for developing, 
implementing, and evaluating a Logo inservice workshop 
for classroom teachers. 
Research investigating Logo inservice methodologies 
and approaches have been weakened by a lack of empirical 
studies focusing on specific inservice strategies and 
models for effectively delivering Logo instruction to 
classroom teachers. While descriptive studies are 
available which discuss courses or pedagogies based on 
theoretical models (Davis et al., 1984; Lee and Lehrer, 
1987; Watt and Watt, 1989), there is not comprehensive 
Logo inservice training program available which 
encompasses the principles of staff development, problem 
solving strategies, and that is relevant to the needs and 
classroom concerns of teachers. 
It would seem that a necessary research endeavor 
would be development of a Logo training program that 
studies potential effects on teachers. A study of this 
type would help overcome the existing limitations in 
research and help narrow the gap between educational 
research and classroom practice. Such a study is 
described in Chapter III. 
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CHAPTER III. METHODOLOGY 
The purpose of this chapter is to describe the 
methods and materials used in this study. Sections 
included in this summary of research methodology pertain 
to research design, subject sample, research procedures, 
materials, instruments, data collection procedures, and 
data analysis. 
Research Design 
This study is exploratory in nature. Parts of the 
study use a quasi-experimental design, with one group 
measured at two times. This one-group pretest-posttest 
design measures teachers' knowledge and attitudes of the 
LogoWriter program over a fifteen-week period. The 
experimental treatment given to all subjects was provided 
by a structured sequential Logo training program 
developed by this researcher. To determine the effects 
of the experimental treatment, the LogoWriter Basic 
Comprehension Test and the SoCQ were administered two 
times as pre- and posttests. 
In addition, other additional data collection 
techniques were included. Teachers' perceptions of the 
inservice and concerns regarding Logo use with students 
were monitored using weekly inventories, open-ended 
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questionnaires, work sample collections, and inservice 
evaluation assessment techniques at the end of each 
session. The sequence of the study events are shown in 
Figure 1. 
Group Week 1 Weeks 1-11 Week 12 Week 15 
Experimental 00 X 000 00 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
0 - The LogoWriter Basic Comprehension Test 
1 (pretest) 
0 - SoC Questionnaire with a Demographic page 
2 (pretest) 
X - Instructional treatment of structured Logo 
inservice training 
0 - Inservice Sharing Session 
3 
0 - The LogoWriter Basic Comprehension Test 
4 (posttest) 
0 - The Inservice Evaluation LogoWriter Workshop 
5 Instrument 
0 - Follow-up Session Discussion (tape recorded) 
6 
0 - SoC Questionnaire (posttest) 
7 
Figure 1. Sequence of Study Events 
The LogoWriter Basic Comprehension Test and the SoCQ 
were given at the beginning of the first session, during 
week one of the course to determine baseline Logo 
knowledge skills and to determine sample characteristics. 
The instructional treatment began during the first week 
and continued through week 11 (session 11). Outcome 
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measures were administered in the week directly following 
this period (session 12) and during week 15 (follow-up 
sharing session). During week 12, teachers shared 
projects and/or teaching strategies, completed the 
LogoWriter Basic Comprehension Test a second time 
(posttest), and completed the Inservice Evaluation 
LogoWriter Workshop Instrument to evaluate the overall 
effectiveness of the workshop. During week 15, teachers 
participated in a large group discussion session 
reviewing Logo implementation and teaching concerns. In 
addition, teachers completed the SoC Questionnaire 
(posttest) for a second time. 
Sample 
Subjects for this study included 19 teachers and 
media specialists from the Ames Community Schools. Ames 
is a suburban, upper-middle class college community in 
Iowa with a population of approximately 47,000 that 
represents an equal proportion of residents and 
university students. The assistant high school principal 
reported that over half the students attending this 
district have one or more parents employed by the local 
university. The school districts' students averaged near 
the 93rd national percentile (grades three through eight) 
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on the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills for the 1990-91 school 
year. Grade nine and 11 students averaged 99 percentile 
(Iowa and National norms) on the Iowa Test of Educational 
Development for the 1990-91 school year. 
Subjects eligibile for the study were teachers of 
regular or special education classes (grades three 
through eight) in this district and media specialists. A 
list of teachers employed by the Ames School District was 
obtained from the district central administrative office. 
One hundred letters were sent in November, 1990, to every 
elementary (grade three through six) teacher and media 
specialist in the district to ascertain interest in 
participating in a Logo inservice research project. Four 
teachers who participated in the pilot study were not 
included. These subjects were eliminated from the 
selection pool because of their pilot experience using 
the Logo workshop materials and knowledge of the 
experimental procedure itself. The cover letter (see 
Appendix A), addressed to each individual teacher, 
explained the purpose of the study and requested the 
recipients' cooperation in completing the enclosed 
Participation Request Form (see Appendix A). The letter 
included a description of the research project, the 
availability of payment up to $595.80 ($16.55 per hour) 
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from the school district for participating, arrangements 
for earning college graduate credit, tentative schedule 
for Saturday morning sessions, statement of 
confidentiality, and statement about where to locate 
additional information about the inservice in each 
principal's office (e.g., a Logo Inservice Syllabus 
available for review). The letter also indicated that 
the number of participants was limited (n = 20), and if 
more requests were received than could be accommodated, a 
drawing would be held to select participants. 
A low response and return rate from the 
participation request form along with feedback from 
teachers indicated that Saturday morning was not a 
desirable time for a Logo inservice. Therefore, a 
follow-up letter (see Appendix A) was sent in December, 
1990, to the original 100 teachers with an enclosed 
questionnaire to ascertain their interest in 
participating and to indicate their most convenient time 
for participation. A total of 59 questionnaires and/or 
letters were received by January, 1990. A telephone call 
to interested teachers was made in December, 1990, which 
resulted in 21 subjects able to participate in the 
LogoWriter inservice on Thursday afternoons from 4:00 to 
7:00. After completing session 1 on January 31, 1990, 
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two participants dropped out. The final sample consisted 
of 19 volunteer subjects from the Ames School District. 
The Ames Community Schools granted permission to use 
of Phase III funding for this inservice program. This 
researcher received Phase III (see Appendix B) monies 
from the school district for conducting and preparing the 
inservice. In addition, costs for texts, disks, and 
printing were covered by this researcher's Phase III 
monies. Phase III provided additional monies to teachers 
for participating in the Logo inservice project. Phase 
III reports were written by the researcher and provided 
to teachers (see Appendix B) for application to and 
approval by a district steering committee. Eighteen of 
the 19 participants in this study received Phase III 
money. The one participant who did not receive Phase III 
monies had earlier made commitments on another project 
and participated in the inservice with no compensation. 
As a result of this recruiting process, 12 
elementary classroom teachers (grades three through 
five), four special education teachers, two elementary 
media specialists, and one high school media specialist 
volunteered to participate in this study. 
Characteristics of the 19 subjects were collected from 
the SoCQ Questionnaire Pretest Demographics page 
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attachment (see Appendix E). A description of the 
characteristics of the sample are shown in Table 1. 
Twelve of the subjects were regular education classroom 
teachers (i.e., grade three to five). Special education 
and media specialists working in district school 
libraries made up the remainder of the sample. A 
majority of participants were female, and the sample was 
somewhat evenly distributed in age. Over half the 
subjects had completed a master's degree. The teachers 
were fairly evenly distributed in the number of years 
teaching, although the majority had been in education for 
20 to 25 years. Over half of the subjects had little or 
no experience using LogoWriter, while seven reported 
Table 1. Characteristics of the Subjects in the Logo 
Research Project 
Description Category Frequency 
Job Regular classroom 12 
Special Education 4 
Media Specialist 3 
Grade level/ Classroom Grade 3 3 
position Classroom Grade 4 6 
Classroom Grade 5 3 
Learning Disabilites 2 
Behavior Disabilities 2 
Elementary Media 2 
High School Admin. Media 1 
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Table 1. (Continued) Demographics for Subjects in the 
Logo Research Project 
Description Category Frequency 
Sex Female 17 
Male 2 
Age 20-29 3 
30-39 5 
40-49 5 
50-59 5 
60-69 1 
Educational level Bachelor's degree 9 
Master's degree 10 
Total Years 0-5 3 
Teaching 6-10 4 
11-15 3 
16-20 2 
21-25 7 
Years Using Never 8 
LogoWriter 1 4 
2 0 
3 3 
4 2 
5 or more 2 
LogoWriter Nonuser 8 
Expertise Novice 8 
Intermediate 2 
Old hand 1 
Past user 0 
Previous LogoWriter Yes 12 
Training (Workshops) No 7 
being involved using LogoWriter for three or more years. 
While a significant number reported LogoWriter use or 
previous training (e.g., courses, inservice, or 
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workshops), a majority classified themselves as nonusers 
or novices. The lower rating in LogoWriter expertise may 
be explained by written comments, like "limited" or "very 
little," recorded on the demographics page. It may also 
mean that information learned from these courses was 
forgotten due to a high response by the subjects 
indicating "nonuse" for LogoWriter expertise and "never" 
for the number of years they had been involved using 
LogoWriter. 
Attendance to the inservice sessions was monitored 
closely because subjects received an hourly rate from the 
school district for participation. Subjects were given 
three hours credit for the twelve sessions and two hours 
for the follow-up session. A total of 722 hours of 
inservice training was provided for this project. 
Subjects were present 95.29 percent of the time. Two 
make-up sessions were provided (following session 6 and 
11) resulting in 97.16 percent of the time subjects were 
present. Two subjects were absent for the follow-up 
sharing session. 
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Protection of Human Subjects 
Approval for the study was obtained from the Iowa 
State University Human Subjects in Research Committee 
(see Appendix C) prior to the LogoWriter inservice in 
January, 1990. Application and approval for conducting 
research in the Ames School District (see Appendix C) was 
also approved prior to the research project. 
Confidentiality and anonymity were assured in the 
first cover letter notifying teachers of this project. 
Participation in the study was voluntary and was 
contingent upon completion of the Informal Consent Form 
(see Appendix C) signed by the 19 subjects. All data 
collected were kept secure throughout the duration of the 
study with names removed immediately following the 
completion of the data analysis and final writing. 
Procedure 
Logo Pilot 
A Logo pilot project was completed using the 
inservice materials (excluding the test instruments) 
described in the following section. The primary purpose 
of this pilot was to identify errors in the text material 
and program errors or bugs on disks, and to gain insight 
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into participants' conceptual and affective attitudes 
toward LogoWriter. Four elementary teachers participated 
in this pilot project on a voluntary basis after school 
and on Saturdays for ten sessions (90 minutes each). 
These teachers recorded errors and made suggestions for 
improving the text and software materials. Participants 
were instructed to narratively evaluate each session with 
regard to their conceptual understanding of Logo 
concepts, rate the inservice presentation, and record 
their feelings or attitudes about Logo. Teachers 
reported gaining confidence in using Logo primitives and 
investigating programming procedures. Participants 
believed they need more practice in learning commands and 
applying these primitives to programming procedures. 
Participant comments are summarized in the appendix in 
table J-1 (see Appendix J). 
During the final pilot session participants reviewed 
Logo primitive commands, were provided a roleplay (i.e., 
microteaching) lesson on the SHADE command, and discussed 
overall perceptions of the inservice experience. This 
small group of elementary classroom and resource learning 
disability teachers found that the most beneficial 
aspects of the inservice applicable for classroom use 
were 1) integrating word processing (writing) and graphic 
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capabilities of Logo, 2) using primitive commands for 
mathematical problem solving, and 3) incorporating Logo 
into the study of geometry (e.g., angles and rays). 
Least applicable aspects of the workshop were 1) 
non-graphic programming activities and 2) using Logo in 
math calculator activities. 
All participants reported that they planned to teach 
Logo to their students either on a regular basis (i.e., 
at least once a week) or as a unit of instruction 
integrated into the curriculum. The participants thought 
they needed more usage and practice and believed it would 
be helpful to collaborate with another teachers when 
providing instruction to students. Some participants did • 
not feel as comfortable with the programming aspects of 
Logo and felt fewer elements of programming should be 
presented (e.g., focus on two or three things). This 
researcher believes the willingness of the participants 
to teach Logo to their students may be because they 
volunteered to participate in this pilot. They also 
seemed to appreciate that this researcher was readily 
available to provide follow-up support and additional 
assistance when necessary. 
The primary purpose of the Logo pilot was to 
identify errors in the text material and program errors 
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on disks, and to gain insight into participants' 
conceptual and affective attitudes toward LogoWriter. 
The teachers serving in the pilot recorded errors and 
made suggestions for improving the text and software 
materials. The identified errors and suggestions for 
improving the inservice materials were made for use in 
the Logo research project. The materials subjects were 
given for participation in this study are described as 
follows. 
Materials 
Computer inservice participants were given the 
following LogoWriter software program disks : 
1. Two LogoWriter Student Disks - for saving 
Logo programs, microworld projects, and 
creating programs using STARTUP as a page 
name 
2. LogoWriter Activity Disk - contains Logo 
programs for investigation of primitives 
and programming procedures to complete the 
inservice activity pages 
3. LogoWriter Geometry Disk - contains Logo 
programs to investigate geometric 
applications 
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4. EZ LogoWriter Disk - provides an example of 
the interactive nature of Logo using a STARTUP 
procedure 
In addition, the Logo users were provided the following 
texts developed by this researcher and Dr. Ann Thompson, 
Professor of Curriculum and Instructional Technology, 
Iowa State University: 
1. LogoWriter; An Inservice Model - contains 
literature review, instructional design, 
goals, objectives, and session activities 
2. Discovering LogoWriter - contains a lesson 
sequence and activities for classroom 
students, along with providing an additional 
reference guide for participants 
Participants were given the following paper and pencil 
tests to complete: 
1. The SoC Questionnaire 
2. The LogoWriter Basic Comprehension Test by 
Nealy Frank Grandgenett (1989) 
3. The END-OF-DAY INVENTORY 
4. The Inservice Evaluation LogoWriter Workshop 
Instrument 
An inservice outline of agenda activities was 
provided to participants at the beginning of each 
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session. Typically, one or more of the following items 
would be included with this outline: references to 
Discovering LogoWriter text listing review pages, 
attached copies of papers listing a review of Logo 
commands, and Logo programming examples (e.g. variable, 
modular, recursive, animation, words and lists, and E-Z 
Logo with a STARTUP program) . 
Materials used for the follow-up sharing session 
included handouts given to participants photocopied from 
the LogoWriter; An Inservice Model text. The "Discussion 
Questions Regarding Logo Adoption and Integration into 
the Classroom" and "LogoWriter Implementation Concerns 
and Teaching Strategies" were provided for small group 
and large group taped discussion of Logo teaching 
strategies and implementation concerns. 
Approach 
The inservice model used a structured approach to 
provide a comprehensive training experience in learning 
various components of LogoWriter. It was the belief of 
this researcher that a structured approach would fit the 
way teachers are already teaching. The intent was to 
reach teachers at their level with respect to teaching, 
using a model that would relate and enhance existing 
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curriculum expectations. Research in the areas of staff 
development and teacher concerns suggests that inservice 
experiences relevant and related to existing teacher 
practices will promote future adoption and use 
(McLaughlin and Marsh, 1978; Sparks, 1988; Smylie, 1989). 
The comprehensiveness of the model means that various 
programming and nonprogramming (e.g., word processing and 
primitive commands to execute graphics) aspects of Logo 
were provided during the inservice. 
Instruction in the Logo language was presented in a 
hierarchical fashion allowing for the building and 
application of primitive commands toward development of 
procedures and programs. This hierarchical presentation 
of the Logo language parallels the developmental learning 
phases identified by Tipps and Bull (1985) when teachers 
progress learning Logo. The procedural instruction 
analysis chart (see Appendix D) shows the five inservice 
goals along with the instructional subskills for 
achieving these goals. This inservice model is 
hierarchical in nature and thus requires learning 
subordinate skills prior to mastering more advanced 
programming skills. An outline of the major components 
of the model follows; 
1. Logo and a review of the literature 
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2. Pretest Evaluation; The LogoWriter Basic 
Comprehension Test and the SoC Questionnaire 
3. Logo primitive commands 
4. Word processing 
5. Music capabilities 
6. Introductory programming 
7. Modular programming 
8. Variable programming 
9. Recursive programming 
10. Logo and geometry 
11. Non-graphic Logo capabilities (Words and 
Lists) 
12. Arithmetic operations and problem solving 
13. Interactive programming and animation 
14. Project (microworld) and teaching strategies 
sharing session 
15. Posttest Evaluation: The LogoWriter Basic 
Comprehension Test 
16. Inservice Evaluation LogoWriter Workshop 
Instrument 
17. Follow-up discussion session: teaching 
strategies and implementation problems 
18. Posttest evaluation: The SoC Questionnaire 
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Components of this model do not require complete subskill 
mastery prior to reaching the next higher skill level. 
Instead these components are categorical and represent a 
cluster of skills. For example, portions of both the 
Logo geometry unit and problem solving skills could be 
learned after receiving instruction in introductory 
programming. 
During this developmental learning process, student 
activity ideas were provided for reinforcing and applying 
the learning of Logo skills. Some activity ideas were 
presented using programmed instruction techniques in 
which subjects explored Logo commands and program 
procedures on disks through a guided structured 
presentation. During the programmed instruction, 
subjects typed commands and pressed keystrokes and 
recorded (written answers or drawings) outcomes after 
viewing and/or executing procedures. Subjects were 
provided with Logo disks which accompany the LogoWriter; 
An Inservice Model text for completing activity ideas and 
programmed instructional pages. While investigating text 
activity pages, teachers were given ideas for project and 
Logo microworld development to apply and reinforce the 
commands and program procedures presented. Additional 
instructional techniques used demonstration and modeling 
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of Logo commands and program procedures and classroom 
teaching strategies (e.g., turtle mazes and degree 
clocks). During the training process the inservice model 
provided ideas for integrating Logo into the classroom. 
It was the intent of this study that these ideas would 
relate to existing teacher practices which would promote 
adoption and use of Logo in the classroom. For example, 
participant study of the set position command (SETPOS) 
would facilitate teacher use of the primitive in student 
development of grids and pie graphs in social studies. 
Inservice session six provided teachers with ideas for 
applying Logo to mathematics teaching in geometry. 
The structured Logo inservice approach used 
facilitator modeling techniques to encourage discovery 
learning and problem solving. During participant 
learning of Logo commands and programming procedures, the 
inservice facilitator attempted to provide and model 
teaching assistance using mediated or "teacher 
scaffolding" instructional procedures. Support for Logo 
instruction focusing on carefully planned 
teacher-directed lessons balanced with student problem 
solving and planned discovery of executed activities is 
suggested (Pea and Kurland, 1984; Mayer and Fay, 1987) . 
Some researchers claim that the benefits of Logo 
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contributing to student development of problem solving 
skills and practical transfer to other learning tasks 
will only be achieved with appropriate teacher mediated 
delivery and support of instruction (Emihovich and 
Miller, 1986; Lehrer and Randle, 1987; Lee, 1990). This 
researcher believes that modeling teacher assistance 
using mediated or "teacher scaffolding" while 
participants complete inservice activities would 
encourage development of this teaching procedure when 
using Logo with students in the classroom. 
In addition, the Discovering LogoWriter text was 
provided which integrates and complements the inservice 
training model text, Logo; An Inservice Model, for 
providing teachers with a set of sequentially planned 
instructional lessons for introducing commands and 
programming procedures. The Discovering LogoWriter text 
was developed to provide a teacher delivery mechanism for 
introducing a selected number of commands and keystrokes 
using teacher demonstration with discussion and 
application of the primitives in creating turtle projects 
and microworlds. Teachers using this text would provide 
the appropriate support and "scaffolding" to assist 
students in create Logo projects and develop problem 
solving skills. Examination of the inservice model 
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supports the use of a structured presentation of Logo 
language using programmed instruction, activities 
promoting existing teacher practices, and teacher 
mediated intervention strategies promoting use of 
"scaffolding" techniques to promote student development 
of problem solving skills during completion of structured 
and open ended projects or microworld exploration. 
Setting 
Subjects participating in the research project met 
at the Ames High School computer laib. The lab contained 
14 Apple computers (seven 2e's and seven IIGS's) with an 
additional 2e connected to overhead monitors and an LCD 
projector. The computers were dual disk drive with color 
monitors connected in a series of four to ImageWriter 
printers. 
Inservice sessions typically placed the user in the 
active role of learning Logo on the computer at which 
he/she was the "center of learning" in the process. Some 
computer users worked cooperatively in pairs at an Apple 
computer. This LogoWriter inservice was written so that 
participants were primarily involved in actively working 
at the computer. This meant less time was devoted to 
lecture and practice demonstrations. A typical class 
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began with a review of previous workshop information 
(e.g., Logo commands) and included an introduction (e.g., 
computer demonstration of a Logo program) to the 
session's major topic or theme. Participants practiced 
suggested activities and/or create Logo projects. 
Visual and verbal demonstration of primitive 
commands, keystrokes, and software were presented with 
discussion, questions, and guided practice opportunities. 
Users were presented information in the following format : 
1. Demonstration of Logo primitives and/or 
keystrokes 
2. Practice using primitives in writing 
procedures or programs 
3. Discussion or feedback from peer user, 
instructor, and/or computer 
Practice activities consisted of completing activity 
pages and applying presented Logo commands when creating 
microworlds (e.g., programming projects). Users were 
given a sequential presentation of commands that lead to 
programming instructional activities. Programming 
activities required users to load and manipulate program 
procedures written on disks and to discover the meaning 
of graphics or interactive text. Opportunities for 
individualized microworld development of Logo programs 
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and means for presenting Logo to students in the 
classroom were presented as the inservice progressed. 
A geometry unit using Logo program procedures was 
completed by the users. Working with procedures stored 
on disk, users engaged in problem solving activities in 
which they investigated geometric principles and ideas. 
Using Logo procedures the users examined a hierarchy of 
geometric concepts. Activities included creating 
geometric polygons and investigating principles of 
congruence, intersection, bisection, symmetry, and 
transformation. Optional microworld project ideas were 
provided in this unit of instruction. 
The inservice text, LogoWriter; An Inservice Model, 
was sequenced into 12 inservice periods including a 
follow-up discussion session. The sessions included 
activities based on the objective(s) to be covered in a 
three-hour period. The sessions were scheduled for three 
hours after school on Thursday. Participants met 
once-a-week for 12 weeks at the Ames High School computer 
lab. 
A post-inservice follow-up sharing session was 
provided after participants completed the 12 inservice 
sessions. This follow-up discussion (see Appendix L), 
usually lacking in many teacher staff development plans. 
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was viewed as critical for providing teacher support in 
dealing with problems of implementation, curriculum 
integration, classroom management, or Logo procedural 
concerns. 
Outcome Measures 
Teachers completed three paper and pencil evaluation 
instruments, participated in sharing Logo projects 
(microworlds) and teaching strategies, and attended a 
follow-up discussion session after completing the 
inservice workshop. The Stages of Concerns Questionnaire 
(SoCQ) and the LogoWriter Basic Comprehension Test were 
administered as pretests and posttests. The Logo 
Inservice Evaluation was given at the completion of the 
inservice program. Projects shared (i.e., disks and 
handouts) were collected and notes were recorded from the 
Inservice 12 sharing session. Handouts of questions and 
worksheets were collected from the follow-up session 
along with tape recordings from the discussion. 
The SoC Questionnaire 
The SoC Questionnaire (see Appendix E) was developed 
by Hall, Wallace, and Dossett in 1973. The SoC 
Questionnaire consists of thirty-five items from which a 
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respondent's stage(s) of concerns (see Figure 2 in 
Chapter 1) can be determined. Each of the seven stages 
of concern is comprised of five items. A seven response 
Likert-type scale is used to determine the respondent's 
concern. Hall and Hord (1987) report that scales of 
concerns represent a quasi- developmental pattern of 
change in concerns when the change process unfolds. 
According to Hall and Hord, their theory and research 
have shown that teachers experience a combination of 
concerns in two or more stages (areas) that are stronger 
than their other concerns. These authors have found that 
changes in these stage patterns can be linked to the 
change process as it unfolds. These seven hypothesized 
SoC are primary dimensions of the Concerns-Based Adoption 
Model (CBAM) developed by Hall, George, and Rutherford 
(1986). The seven stages of concern are awareness, 
informational, personal, management, consequence, 
collaboration, and refocusing. Figure 1 (see Chapter 1) 
shows typical expressions of concern about the innovation 
for the seven stages. 
Hall et al. (1986) report correlations between the 
seven stages of concern ranging from 0.65 to 0.86, with 
four of the correlations above 0.80. For the same study, 
estimates of internal reliability ranged from 0.64 to 
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0.83. These authors state that a series of validity 
studies resulting from its use in longitudinal studies 
provide increased confidence that the SoC questionnaire 
measures the hypothesized Stages of Concerns (Hall et 
al., 1986, 20). 
The SoC Questionnaire was administered to the group 
at the beginning of the first inservice session prior to 
Logo inservice instruction. The SoC Questionnaire was 
given again to the group following completion of the 
follow-up session. This pretest-posttest design 
permitted a comparative analysis of teachers' concerns 
about Logo prior to and following the inservice training 
to confirm developmental patterns of change regarding use 
of the innovation and later adoption with students. 
The LogoWriter Basic Comprehension Test 
A cognitive measure evaluating knowledge of Logo 
skills and concepts was administered. The LogoWriter 
Basic Comprehension Test (see Appendix F) developed by 
Nealy Frank Grandgenett (1989) was used to assess 
knowledge of primitive commands, strategies in creating 
geometric shapes, and programming skills. This test was 
constructed to insure content validity by evaluation by 
four university field experts. These professors and 
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doctoral candidate provided written critiques for the 
objectives and questions used for later test 
modification. The KR-20 reliability estimate of 0.82 was 
calculated following administration to a summer class of 
university Secondary Education 101 students (n = 18), at 
the conclusion of a LogoWriter unit. Permission to use 
this test was received from the author. This test uses a 
multiple-choice format, and it assesses user knowledge 
and application of primitive commands in positioning the 
turtle and creating drawings. Questions pertaining to 
the understanding of the REPEAT command are designed to 
test understanding in producing drawings efficiently. 
The Logo procedure and programming questions test 
participants' understanding of how to use the editor, 
program concepts (e.g., calling procedures, 
sub-procedures, super-procedures, variables, recursion, 
and conditional statements), and apply primitives written 
in various program formats. Participants were asked to 
apply program procedures and predict the resulting 
graphic outcomes in this test. A sample item from the 
test is shown in Figure 2. 
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Q. Which of the following procedures would 
correctly draw the figure shown below? 
(Assume that the turtle starts in the home 
position) 
/\ 
a.To Peak b.To Peak c.To Peak d.To Peak e.None 
RT 45 FD 50 RT 45 RT 90 of 
FD 50 RT 90 FD 50 FD 50 These 
RT 45 FD 50 RT 90 RT 45 
FD 50 End FD 50 FD 50 
End End End 
Figure 2. Sample Test Item 
The END-OF-DAY INVENTORY 
A formative evaluation of the inservice experience 
was completed by participants at the end of each 
inservice session. The END-OF-DAY INVENTORY (see 
Appendix G) was developed from the Concerns-Based 
Adoption Model (CBAM) Project at the University of Texas, 
This instrument was taken from the Concerns-Based 
Consulting Skills Workshop materials, developed by Hall 
et al. (1983), at the Texas Research and Development 
Center for Teacher Education in Austin. This inventory 
uses a five-item semantic differential for rating the 
session based on material, relevancy, information, 
organization, and rate or pace of presentation. Three 
open-ended questions ask the respondents to identify 
useful and non-useful elements of the inservice. 
Opportunities for recording questions or concerns that 
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need addressing is also provided. A cover page was added 
for participants to assess whether they reached the 
session objectives. In addition, teachers had an 
opportunity to record reasons why they did not meet 
inservice objectives. 
Inservice Sharing Session 
The final inservice session was designed so 
participants could share or show Logo projects they had 
created during the inservice period. These projects were 
programs or procedures created and/or Logo teaching 
strategies successfully used with students. Ideas could 
be shared individually or in pairs and presented verbally 
with handouts and/or demonstrated on the computer. The 
sharing session started with a demonstration by the 
researcher of three Lego Logo projects created by third 
grade students and computer operation using Lego Logo 
programming procedures. While participants shared 
projects, the researcher recorded the major points of 
each presentation, received hand-outs, and collected work 
samples (e.g., disks or print-outs). 
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Follow-up Discussion Session 
Following the formal inservice experience, 
participants met for a sharing session to discuss 
implementation, curriculum integration, classroom 
management, and Logo procedural concerns. Using 
self-report measures, participants worked together in 
cooperative groups (two to five) which responded to 
questions regarding Logo implementation strategies, Logo 
instruction use or anticipated use with students, 
implementation concerns or problems encountered using 
LogoWriter, and identified strategies (solutions) to 
alleviate these problems. Teachers recorded responses to 
the "Discussion Questions Regarding Logo Adoption and 
Integration into the Classroom" (see Appendix L) and 
"Logo Implementation Concerns and Teaching Strategies" 
(see Appendix L). Participants later regrouped for a 
large, group-sharing session of the ideas generated. The 
"LogoWriter Follow-up Sharing Session Guided Questions" 
(see Appendix L) facilitated the discussion. The 
discussion was tape-recorded and evaluated. These 
recordings were transcribed and narratively reported. 
The discussion question papers and the "LogoWriter 
Implementation Concerns and Teaching Strategies" 
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worksheets (see Appendix L) were collected for reporting 
purposes also. 
The Inservice Evaluation LogoWriter Workshop Instrument 
The purpose of the Inservice Evaluation Instrument 
(see Appendix H) was to assess the overall effectiveness 
of the Logo staff development experience and to ascertain 
information to strengthen subsequent Logo inservice 
offerings. To help ensure the content validity of this 
instrument. Dr. James Sweeney, Professor of Educational 
Administration, Iowa State University, provided 
assistance in developing instrument items. The items 
were developed based on effective school research found 
in the literature. 
Duignan (1986) provides an organizing framework or 
model relating many literature findings on effective 
schools (classrooms) to the school and environment. 
Duignan reports effectiveness in these studies is 
generally equated with student achievement in the school 
setting. The various factors identified by Duignan which 
influence the outcome of schooling are: 1) the school's 
environment (i.e., accountability standards and 
technology change pressures), 2) principal and staff 
leadership, 3) high expectations, 4) clear goals, 5) 
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effective staff development programs, 6) orderly learning 
atmosphere, 7) emphasis on basic-skill acquisition, 8) 
system for monitoring student progress, 9) school climate 
(e.g., collégial and collaborative relationships among 
staff), 10) structured and sequenced curriculum, 11) 
teacher planning and preparation, and 12) student 
involvement with appropriate content which provides 
opportunity for success. 
Using these factors or elements of effective school 
research. Dr. Sweeney provided fourteen categories for 
development of the inservice evaluation instrument as 
follows ; 
1. Clarity 
2. Organization 
3. Materials 
4. Technology 
5. Time allocation 
6. Practice and participation 
7. Feedback 
8. Help provided 
9. Sequence of activities 
10. Purpose 
11. Environment (i.e., choice) 
12. Leadership 
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13. Examples provided 
14. Explanations given 
Based on these categories, twenty-five items were written 
(i.e., one to two items for each category) along with 
three general narrative and a multiple choice items. A 
Logo pilot group of four teachers reviewed and critiqued 
inservice evaluation items during the development 
process. Dr. Sweeney reviewed the instrument on a second 
occasion, providing critiques through verbal and written 
discussion of the test items. 
Using a Likert scale, participants rated low to high 
aspects of the workshop on organization, content 
(objectives), computer experiences, instructor 
leadership, learning environment, applicability to 
teaching, interest, and use of the evaluation 
instruments. Following administration of the Inservice 
Evaluation LogoWriter Workshop instrument, a reliability 
estimate was obtained using SPSS-X statistical 
procedures. A Cronbach alpha reliability, to test the 
internal consistency of the instruments' items, resulted 
in reliability coefficients for the twenty-five items 
(i.e., alpha if item was deleted) ranging from 0.90 to 
0.92. The overall reliability coefficient for all 
twenty-five items was 0.91 for 17 teachers. Two of the 
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instruments were not calculated into the reliability test 
due to a "no" response found on one or more of the items. 
Data Analysis 
The SoC Questionnaire was scored following the 
detailed set of instructions outlined in the manual by 
Hall et al. (1986). The authors recommend hand scoring 
the SoC and plotting the profile procedure for studies of 
50 or less because the time and effort involved in 
computer scoring approximately equals the time of hand 
scoring 50 SoC s (Hall et al., 1986, 26). After 
administration of the SoC at two periods (i.e., pretest 
prior to and posttest following inservice training), the 
SoCQ Quick Scoring Device was used to transcribe each of 
the 35 SoCQ responses into the corresponding stage of 
concern. The seven stages of concern about the 
innovation are described in Table I-l (see Appendix I). 
The raw scores were then totaled and converted into 
percentiles for profile graph plotting. The profiles for 
both the pre- and posttests were then plotted on a single 
graph for comparison (see Appendix I). A complete 
profile interpretation (i.e., analysis of a subject's 
profile) was conducted on each participant using 
guidelines outlined by the authors. Hall et al. reports 
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the most sensitive interpretation can be developed by 
analyzing the complete profile. Further analysis and 
study of individual and group data were conducted through 
study of highest stage percentile scores (Peak Stage 
Score Interpretation). In addition, peak stage scores in 
relation to the second highest stage scores were 
analyzed. Interpretation of peak scores along with 
display of SoCQ data was conducted following the 
procedures established in the SoCQ manual. 
Pretest and posttest scores from the LogoWriter 
Basic Comprehension test were analyzed using the 
statistical software package SPSS-X. SPSS-X programs 
were written to analyze pre- and posttest item responses 
and to compare mean scores of the group using a t-test 
pairs procedure. 
The END-OF-DAY Inventory completed by participants 
following each inservice session was analyzed using the 
SPSS-X program. Programs were written to obtain 
descriptive frequency and percent statistics regarding 
objective mastery and session ratings as reported by 
participants. In addition, variables were recoded to 
obtain overall inservice session ratings on the five 
Likert-scale categories of the instrument. Narrative 
comments written on the inventory were coded and 
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categorized for later reporting purposes. All narrative 
comments were recorded and grouped together around 
central themes or ideas. These comments were then 
summarized into frequency tables. Frequencies for the 
total number of times a response was made for a 
particular category were recorded. 
The Inservice Evaluation LogoWriter Workshop 
Instrument was analyzed using SPSS-X program analysis to 
obtain descriptive frequencies, means, and standard 
deviations for each item. Variables were recoded to 
obtain an overall inservice session mean on the 
instrument. Narrative written comments on the instrument 
were coded and categorized for study. An SPSS-X 
reliability program was then conducted on the instrument 
to compute Cronbach's alpha and standardized item alpha. 
Information from the inservice projects and teaching 
strategies was collected from notes gathered from the 
researcher, participant handouts, and Logo disks. 
Information gathered was analyzed and coded for later 
reporting. 
During the follow-up session, participants completed 
questions and a worksheet on teaching strategies and 
implementation concerns. These papers were collected and 
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coded. The large group discussion was tape recorded and 
later transcribed and coded for reporting findings. 
Summary 
In this chapter the methods and materials used in 
this study have been described. The research design 
employed on the sample derived from the population was 
described. Characteristics, human subjects approval, and 
Phase III funding for this sample of subjects has been 
outlined in this chapter, along with computers and 
materials participants used. A description of each 
evaluation instrument and other data collected from the 
subjects was reviewed. Participation expectations in 
completing the inservice model has been outlined. 
Procedures for data analysis of evaluation instruments 
and work samples collected from this sample was presented 
for reporting purposes in the findings. 
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CHAPTER IV. RESULTS AND FINDINGS 
The purpose of this study was to investigate the 
major potential effects of providing a structured Logo 
inservice model to a group of practicing teachers. To 
achieve this purpose, the study focused on four goals: 1) 
evaluation of the instructional units or skills of the 
model designed for teacher training in LogoWriter, 2) 
evaluation of teachers' knowledge of Logo, 3) monitoring 
of teachers' concerns and changes in their levels of 
concern, and 4) investigating implementation problems and 
strategies or solutions for Logo use with students. 
As discussed in Chapter III, the study was 
exploratory in nature. The study used a 
quasi-experimental design to learn about teacher 
implementation concerns and other effects of a LogoWriter 
training program. The experimental treatment consisted 
of administration of a structured sequential Logo 
training program developed by this researcher. 
Outcome measures used to investigate the 
implementation and knowledge of Logo were pre- and 
post-measures using the Stages of Concerns Questionnaire 
(SoCQ) and the LogoWriter Basic Comprehension Test. 
Other measures included the: END-OF-DAY INVENTORY, 
inservice sharing session 12, follow-up session 
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questionnaires, large group discussion, and the Inservice 
Evaluation LogoWriter Workshop Instrument. 
This chapter is divided into three sections. In the 
first section results and findings are presented and 
organized according to the research questions posed in 
Chapter I. In the second section, auxiliary findings 
that emerged from this study are reported. The third 
section summarizes the results and findings for the 
entire chapter. 
Primary Research Question 
The primary research question was stated as follows: 
How will concerns for teachers implementing Logo into the • 
curriculum change during the inservice experience? 
The SoCQ data was interpreted at three levels of 
abstraction, following instructions by Hall et al. 
(1986), including the most sensitive analysis studying 
individual profile interpretations. These profiles were 
compared with demographic data items completed by 
participants during the pretest period and other 
instrument measures used in this study. An additional 
analysis was made of peak stage score and first and 
second high stage score interpretations. This provided a 
holistic perspective regarding movement or change in the 
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developmental conceptualization of teachers from 
self-related to higher level concerns centered on pupil 
progress. 
Profile Interpretations 
In order to confirm hypotheses regarding movement in 
the developmental conceptualization of teachers from 
self-related to higher level concerns centered on pupil 
progress, a group profile interpretation was made. Study 
of change in group concerns from the pre- to posttest 
period was made through analysis of SoCQ data peak 
scores. Table I-l (see Appendix I) shows the stages of 
concern about the innovation. Tables J-2 and J-3 (see 
Appendix J) show the pre- and posttest percentile scores 
for each participant. The highest stage score for each 
individual is identified with a bracket. The highest 
stage (i.e., peak) score is the greatest percentile a 
subject shows for a stage on the SoC Questionnaire. 
Review of this table reveals that 14 of the participants 
peak scores moved right (i.e., to a higher stage of 
concern) from one to five stages based on pre- to 
posttest scores. Five of the participants showed shifts 
from a lower stage of concern (Stage 0 to 3) to a higher 
stage of concern (Stage 4 to 6). The participants 
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identified as potential nonusers (r^ = 7) of the 
innovation showed shifts from lower to higher stages of 
concern. Of these seven subjects, only participants 13 
and 19 had peak scores surpassing Stage 3 personal 
concerns. The changes in peak scores indicate postive 
shifts in concern and support for implementation of Logo. 
Further support for change in group concerns is 
shown at the bottom of Table J-3 (see Appendix J) 
displaying group pre- and posttest means. While peak 
score means shifted from Stage 0 to Stage 1, second 
highest stage of concerns from pre- to posttest means 
shifted from Stage 1 to Stage 6. The posttest mean 
percentiles were greater for Stages 4 to 6 than the 
pretest mean scores for these stages. 
Additional support for change in group concerns from 
self-related to higher level concerns is shown in Table 
2. The frequency of highest concerns for each individual 
is displayed for the pre- and posttest measures. This 
table shows that 11 participants had pretest peak scores 
at Stage 0 (Awareness Stage of the innovation). Four 
participants peak scores were at Stage 1, indicating they 
wanted more information about the innovation. A 
majority, or 15 of the 19 participants, had higher low 
stage concerns (Stage 0 to 1) about the innovation. Four 
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Table 2. Frequency of Highest Concerns Stage for all 
Subjects 
Number of 
Individuals 
Test 
Period 
Highest Stage of Concern 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
19 
19 
Pre 
Post 
11 
2 
4 
4 
0 
0 
0 
5 
3 
2 
1 
2 
0 
4 
participants showed pretest peak scores at Stage 4 or 5. 
These four subject showing pretest scores at higher 
stages was supported by the fact that they had previously 
received formal training in LogoWriter and had been 
teaching their students using LogoWriter for three to 
more than five years. Three of the four participants had 
the highest pretest scores for the group on the 
LogoWriter Basic Comprehension Test (see Table J-6 
Appendix J), suggesting prior Logo knowledge and skills, 
supporting less concern for lower Stages on the SoC 
Questionnaire. Three of the four participants either 
shifted up (i.e.. Stage 5 to 6) or maintained the same 
posttest stage (with percentile scores showing shifts to 
higher stages). One participant showed a reverse shift 
(i.e.. Stage 4 to 1) on the posttest. This shift was 
attributed to this individual's item responses in the 
upper extremes on the SoC Questionnaire. Hall et al. 
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(1986) report upper extreme responses on the 
questionnaire (i.e., use of 5's, 6's, and 7's) tend to 
suggest individuals outspoken with definite opinions 
(Hall et al., 1986, p. 55). 
Further analysis of Table 2, along with study of 
individual peak stage scores, reveals posttest concerns 
shifts to higher stages for the group. Ten of the 15 
participants found at Stage 0 and 1 on the pretest moved 
to higher stages of concern (indicated by posttest 
percentile peak scores), with a majority shifting to 
Stages 4, 5 and 6. Of the 11 participants with posttest 
peak scores at the lower stages (Stage 0 to 3), seven 
showed second highest stage of concern score shifts to 
higher stages (i.e., movement from one stage to five 
stages). 
Tables J-4 and J-5 (see Appendix J) show the 
frequency distribution of second highest stage of 
concerns in relation to first highest stage of concerns 
for pre- and posttests. As shown on Table J-4, only two 
participants demonstrated first and second highest stage 
of concerns at higher levels (Stages 4 to 6) on the 
pretest while eight participants were found (see Table 
J-5 Appendix J) at this higher level after the posttest 
measure. 
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Higher pre- to posttest scores for Stages 4-6 are 
shown in Tables J-2 and J-3 (see Appendix J). These 
results indicate posttest percentile increases for the 
following number of participants: eight in all three 
stages, seven in two of the three stages, and four in one 
of the three stages. Overall, this resulted in upper 
stage percentile increases in the range of three to 59 
points for all participants or percentile increases 
occurring in 73.7 percent of all upper stages (Stages 
4-6) . 
Based on the individual profile analysis of the 
subjects in this study, all participants except one made 
substantial shifts in concerns, to higher stages. 
Examination of individual profiles (i.e., SoCQ profile 
scores along with demographic information and other data 
collected from subjects) revealed seven participants 
showed potential nonuse tendencies implementing Logo into 
their classrooms. These findings indicated less 
diversified use of Logo activities with students for 
subjects one, three, nine, 10, 11, 13, and 19. 
Participant three showed particularly strong nonuse 
tendencies (see Appendix K). 
Examination of individual and group profile 
interpretations and group changes in concerns from pre-
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to posttest measures, indicated substantial evidence to 
confirm the hypotheses regarding movement in the 
developmental conceptualization of teachers from 
self-related to higher level concerns centered on pupil 
progress. While many participants showed lower stage 
needs (i.e., desire to know more information about Logo 
and personal or management concerns), teachers were 
moving their concerns to higher levels which focus on use 
of this technology with students, collaborating with 
others about Logo, and having ideas on how to improve use 
of the innovation. 
Secondary Research Question A 
The secondary research question was stated as 
follows: What Logo skills, and/or concepts, and learning 
difficulties will teachers achieve or experience from the 
inservice training workshop? 
Analysis of Logo skills and concepts were 
interpreted from two sources of data. Subjects were to 
indicate on the END-OF-DAY inventories whether or not 
they mastered objectives following the completion of a 
workshop session. Another source of data was the 
LogoWriter Basic Comprehension Test administered as pre-
and posttests. Descriptive statistic reporting 
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frequencies and percentages derived from these sources of 
data are given along with a t-test pairs procedure 
conducted on the LogoWriter Basic Comprehension Test. 
Discussion of Logo Skills and/or Concepts 
The LogoWriter Basic Comprehension Test 
An analysis was conducted which examined performance 
by participants on the LogoWriter Basic Comprehension 
Test to ascertain concepts and skills learned and Logo 
conceptual difficulties and misunderstandings. This 
test measures the relative comprehension of basic 
commands and concepts in the LogoWriter programming 
language. 
To test the difference between pre- and 
post-measures on the LogoWriter test for this group, a 
standard t-test pairs procedure was performed with the 
results reported in Table 3. The t-test value of 8.67 on 
the LogoWriter Basic Comprehension Test indicated that 
there was a significant difference between the pre- and 
posttest group means, with p<.001. 
The change in pre- to posttest scores by individual 
subjects is reported in Table J-6 (see Appendix J). All 
participants showed improvement on the posttest measures 
which ranged from 2 to 22 points, or about 7 to 73 
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Table 3. The LogoWriter Basic Comprehension Test 
Comparison of Mean Scores for Pre- and 
Posttests of the Group 
Group N Mean S.D. t-Value 2-Tailed 
Probability 
Pre 19 6,42 5.36 
8.67*** <.001 
Post 19 17.00 4.57 
percent. The mean score on the pretest was 6.42; 
posttest mean was 17.00, representing an average 
improvement of 10.58 points or 35 percent. 
An item analysis of responses was conducted to 
examine teacher response patterns. Six questions were 
answered correctly by a majority of participants on the 
pretest. These items indicate that a majority of 
subjects had advanced knowledge about basic Logo 
primitives, orientation of the RT and LT commands, 
understanding of the REPEAT command, and basic 
understanding of simple program procedures. Twenty-three 
questions on the posttest were answered correctly by a 
majority of subjects. This indicated an increase in 
understanding and skill as a result of the workshop 
training in 1) knowledge of primitive commands, 2) 
efficient sequential placement of commands and program 
procedures to execute graphics, 3) entering and exiting 
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the LogoWriter editor, 4) use of main calling procedures 
and sub-procedures for predicting graphic output, 5) 
placement of procedures in superprocedures, 6) use of 
variables in procedures, and 7) predicting graphic 
outputs following the execution of variable 
superprocedures calling subprocedures. 
Objective Mastery 
The number of overall objectives reported by the 
participants mastered during the Logo workshop were 
counted by the researcher. The number of objectives 
mastered by participants ranged from 12 to 26, mean 
number of 20. Table J-14 (see Appendix J) shows the 
results of objective performance as reported by 
individual participants. The number and percent of the 
subjects reporting mastery, non-mastery, and no response 
for each inservice objective is given in Table J-17 (see 
Appendix J). Objective mastery and non-mastery, as 
reported by subjects for the 27 behavioral objectives 
(objective 1.2 is listed twice) are shown for the 12 
sessions and the P.O. (follow-up behavioral objective) 
session. 
Study of individual objectives provided a closer 
examination of session skills and/or concepts on which 
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participants reported mastery. Objectives reported 
mastered by a majority of participants covered 
information and techniques gained following presentations 
and discussions (i.e., the literature review and 
presentation or discussion of Logo instructional 
methods). Subjects felt they mastered objectives 
requiring use of programmed instructional pages in the 
inservice text on multiple turtles (animation), word 
processing applications requiring manipulation of text 
primitives and keystrokes, and using the PRINT command 
and related operators. In addition, a majority of 
participants felt they mastered objectives pertaining to 
understanding disk operating procedures, using shapes for 
stamping, understanding word processing, using the TONE 
command applied to a simple program procedure, and use of 
the PRINT and SHOW commands applied to mathematical 
computation activities. Tables J-18 and J-19 (see 
Appendix J) show a list of objectives reported mastered 
by 78.9 to 100 percent of the participants. 
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Learning Difficulties 
The LogoWriter Basic Comprehension Test 
Analysis of responses on The LogoWriter Basic 
Comprehension Test revealed that six of the items on the 
posttest were answered incorrectly by a majority of 
subjects, with one item (question 26) completed 
incorrectly by all participants. Skills and concepts 
that were found difficult for subjects to complete were 
1) understanding of total screen distance relative to the 
turtle home position, 2) turtle home position and the 
graphical prediction for a program procedure using the 
REPEAT command, 3) recursive procedures, and 4) recursive 
procedures using superprocedures, variables, and IF 
statements. All participants incorrectly answered item 
26 which questioned recursion and the conditional IF 
statement. Tables J-7 to J-13 (see Appendix J) show the 
item responses of teachers on the LogoWriter Basic 
Comprehension pre- and posttests. 
Objective Non-Mastery 
The number of overall objectives reported not 
mastered by participants ranged from 0 to 15, mean number 
of 6. Tables J-15 and J-16 (see Appendix J) show the 
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objectives reported by individual participants not 
mastered. 
Study of individual objectives provided information 
of session skills and/or concepts that participants 
reported non-mastery (see Tables J-14 and J-17 Appendix 
J). Objectives reported mastered by 63.2 to 73.7 percent 
of the participants (see Table J-20 Appendix J) covered 
aspects of the workshop which focused on creating Logo 
programs using subprocedures, variables, and recursion. 
Programmed instructional pages using list processing 
primitives (including REACHAR and the MAKE commands) were 
objectives reported mastered less frequently. Many 
participants indicated verbally during the workshop or 
with written comments on the inventory that they need 
more practice or time using STARTUP as a page and 
procedure name in programs. 
Objectives mastered by 57.9 percent or less of the 
participants (see Table J-21 Appendix J) covered concepts 
regarding use of primitives and keystrokes in the command 
center (e.g., multiple turtles or use of the label key), 
creating modular and variable programs using congnitive 
monitoring procedures, investigation of geometry 
activities, and programmed instructional activities using 
words and lists (i.e., READCHAR, IF, and IFELSE 
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commands). Frequent objective 2.1 non-mastery comments 
reflected a need for more time, practice, or assistance 
from the manual to feel confident with these Logo skills. 
Objectives on cognitive monitoring strategies applied to 
construction of modular and variable programs were 
reported by a greater number of subjects not mastered. 
Comments recorded by 12 participants on the inventory 
regarding these objectives included concerns regarding 
adequate practice time, need for additional instruction, 
and confusion understanding the process. 
Reasons given for not mastering objective 6.0 (i.e., 
completing five geometry activities) were difficulties in 
completing the activities within the three hour inservice 
period. Subjects experienced particular difficulty with 
activity number two involving creating geometric figures 
(e.g., lines, and rays) using Logo programming 
procedures. Participants had particular difficulty 
placing and positioning arrow heads on geometric figures. 
The facilitator of the workshop provided a "mini lesson" 
and demonstration of the appropriate commands and 
keystrokes to assist subjects in creating geometric 
figures for this activity. 
Programmed instructional pages using words and lists 
(i.e., READLIST, IF, and IFELSE commands) in program 
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procedures were objectives reported not mastered by 10 
participants. Subjects indicated they didn't have enough 
time or could only complete these objectives with 
assistance from the manual. 
Due to written and verbal comments by participants 
to review Logo primitive commands, objective 1.2 (see 
Tables J-18 and J-22 Appendix J) was reviewed at the 
second session. While 12 of the participants recorded 
comments about needing more practice and review of 
introductory primitive commands, a majority felt they had 
mastered this objective (n = 15) after session one. On 
the basis of recording mastery of this objective for the 
second session, even more participants checked 
non-mastery. Twelve participants recorded comments after 
session two stating they needed more practice or "play 
time" to feel confident about using the primitive 
commands. 
Reasons given by participants for not mastering 
inservice objectives cluster around these themes: 1) a 
need for additional practice and review to feel confident 
about teaching, 2) excessive keys and commands or terms 
to remember, 3) not enough time to finish activities, 4) 
inability to master all components of an objective, and 
5) programming misunderstandings. Additional reasons 
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given, listed by total sample frequency of responses, are 
"shown in Table J-23 (see Appendix J). Table J-24 (see 
Appendix J) lists the reasons by the frequency of 
responses given by subjects, reporting non-mastery one or 
more times. 
Objective 12.1 (see Table J-22 Appendix J) was not 
included in this study because of a high no response 
given by participants. The word "survey" (referring to 
the Insevice Evaluation LogoWriter Workshop Instrument) 
was confused with the LogoWriter Basic Comprehension 
Test, so the objective was not included in the 
descriptive statistical analysis. 
Secondary Research Question B 
The next secondary research question was stated as 
follows: What activities (i.e., programming or 
nonprogramming), skills (e.g., problem solving or 
debugging), and instructional techniques will teachers 
report they plan to use with students? 
Responses from the "Discussion Questions Regarding 
Logo Adoption and Integration into the Classroom" were 
coded and reported by frequency of responses. 
Information was also derived from the large group 
follow-up discussion session. 
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When participants were asked how they would 
introduce and present commands to students and how they 
would know the students had learned these concepts, a 
majority reported they would review commands using visual 
methods. Visual methods given included charts, 
flash-cards, use of the computer monitor, handouts, and 
guides. Other techniques for presenting commands 
included mobility or use of physical movement games 
(e.g., play turtle practicing right and left degree 
turns). Specific formal instructional techniques 
recorded by participants are given in Table J-25 (see 
Appendix J). Use of exploratory activity ideas suggested 
teaching techniques which provide students with a group 
of commands or an assignment and then observing how well 
they perform. Individual methods given were use of help 
sheets, assignments, and testing procedures. Table 4 
shows the results of techniques for presenting Logo 
commands and keystrokes to students. 
Subjects were asked how Logo would be integrated 
into the classroom and how frequently instruction would 
be provided. Most subjects responded that Logo would be 
taught as a separate instructional unit subject or taught 
on a unit basis. Integration of Logo into geometry and 
other subjects (i.e., math, language arts, reading. 
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Table 4. Participant Responses of Technic[ues for 
Presenting Logo Commands and Keystrokes to 
Students 
Total Sample 
Response 
Technique Number Percent 
1. Review commands using visual 
methods 14 73.7 
2. Mobility and physical movement 
games 8 42.1 
3. Structured instructional 
strategies and keyboarding 
techniques 7 36.8 
4. Exploratory activities and 
assignments 4 21.1 
5. Individualized methods 3 15.8 
6. Observation techniques 3 15.8 
7. Peer teaching or grouping 2 10.5 
writing, word processing, social studies, and maps) 
received the greatest frequency of responses. Table 5 
shows the results of the methods given by participants 
for integrating Logo into the classroom. 
Most subjects anticipated using all or some of the 
Logo geometry activities with their students. 
Integration problems identified by participants included 
decisions regarding which geometry activities to use with 
students. Table 6 shows the results of Logo geometry 
activity use and integration into the existing 
curriculum. 
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Table 5. Methods Given by Participants for Integrating 
Logo Into the Existing Curriculum and Classroom 
Total Sample 
Response 
Technique Number Percent 
1. Taught as a separate instructional 
unit 11 57 .9 
2. Integrate Logo into geometry 11 57 .9 
3. Integrate into math incorporating 
problem solving 7 36 .8 
4. Applied in language arts 5 26 .3 
5. Integrate into social studies 3 15 .8 
6. Integrate in all areas or when 
needed 2 10 .5 
7. Scheduled on a weekly basis 2 10 ,5 
8. Scheduled on a weekly and unit 
basis 2 10 .5 
9. Other 3 15 .8 
Table 6. Logo Geometry Activities Use and Integration 
Into the Existing Curriculum and Classroom 
Total Sample 
Response 
Technique Number Percent 
1. Planning stages for use and 
integration 8 42.1 
2. Possible use of some activities 6 31.6 
3. Have used in math geometry unit 4 21.1 
4. Probably will not use 1 5.3 
The next question asked was whether and how Logo 
would be used as a nonprogramming software program in the 
classroom. Word processing, creating graphics and 
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shapes, and using the command center were the most 
frequent responses given. Specific word processing 
activities given included use in writing rebus stories, 
printing in "big" letters using stamped shapes, letter 
writing, creative writing, incorporating graphics using 
labeling, and application of keyboarding skills. Table 7 
shows the results of activities given by participants for 
using Logo as a nonprogramming software program. 
Subjects were questioned about the type of 
programming activities they anticipated using with 
students. Most participants planned to teach simple 
programming techniques followed by teaching modular 
programming, animation, and programs using STARTUP 
procedures. Programming incorporating variables and 
recursion were cited less frequently. Seven subjects 
were uncertain about teaching programming because of 
concerns regarding personal or student confidence and 
interest in learning these skills. Table 8 shows the 
results of programming instructional activity or 
anticipated use with students. 
Most subjects plan to use discovery-based learning 
in Logo instruction. Eight participants reported 
planning its use after 1) the basic introductory lesson, 
2) learning commands, 3) particular program procedures 
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Table 7. Activities Given by Participants for Using Logo 
as a Nonprogramming Software Program 
Total Sample 
Response 
Technique Number Percent 
1. Creating and stamping shapes 14 73. 7 
2. Word processing applications 13 68. 4 
3. Creating graphics from the command 
center 10 52. 6 
4. Math calculator activities 9 47. 4 
5. Use in all above areas 5 26. 3 
6. Programming activities and skills 4 21. 1 
7. No use in calculator activities 2 10. 5 
8. Other 1 5. 3 
Table 8. Programming Instructional Use or Anticipated 
Use With Students 
Technique 
Total Sample 
Response 
Number Percent 
1. Simple programming techniques 
2. Modular program teaching 
3. Animation program instruction 
4. STARTUP procedures (link pages) 
5. Programs written using variables 
6. All of the above except recursion 
7. Recursive programming 
8. Uncertain about teaching 
programming 
9. No plans to teach programming 
10. No response 
11 57.9 
7 36.8 
5 26.3 
5 26.3 
4 21.1 
4 21.1 
1 5.3 
7 36.8 
3 15.8 
1 5.3 
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are completed, and 4) direct instruction is completed. 
Table 9 shows the results of incorporation of 
discovery-based learning in Logo instruction. 
Table 9. Incorporation of Discovery-based Learning in 
Logo Instruction 
Total Sample 
Response 
Technique Number Percent 
1. After introductory instruction 
(commands) are learned 8 42. 1 
2. On a continual basis throughout all 
of Logo instruction 4 21. 1 
3. Programming activities 3 15. 8 
4. When directed after group 
discussion 3 15. 8 
5. Not sure 1 5. 3 
The next question asked subjects to describe where 
in their Logo instruction they plan to provide more 
structured teacher controlled learning. This question 
sought to explore where in the Logo instruction teachers 
would provide more direct teaching and guidance of 
student learning. Eight subjects reported plans to 
incorporate Logo at the beginning of the lesson or after 
a more structured introduction of beginning commands, 
keystrokes, and concepts. Table 10 shows the results of 
incorporation of more structured teacher controlled 
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Table 10. Incorporation of More Structured Teacher 
Controlled Learning in Logo Instruction 
Total Sample 
Response 
Technique Number Percent 
1. Beginning of lessons and/or unit 
of instruction 8 42.1 
2. When teaching Logo concepts (i.e., 
commands and keystrokes) 7 36.8 
3. Not sure 2 10.5 
4. Other 2 10.5 
learning in Logo instruction. A comparison of Tables 9 
and 10 show that incorporation of discovery-based 
learning will be encouraged by the teachers after the 
introductory presentation of commands and concepts are 
learned. 
Subjects were asked if students would be taught 
debugging skills and if cognitive monitoring procedures 
would be provided. All participants indicated using 
debugging skills which emphasized 1) discovery-based 
learning activities, 2) teaching in the context of 
debugging programs, 3) individual instruction, and 4) 
instruction in the context of creating scenes. Six 
participants reported plans to teach debugging skills 
after they gain competence and proficiency in using the 
skill and following student readiness for its 
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instruction. Responses given expressing concerns 
regarding use of debugging skills are given in Table J-26 
(see Appendix J). Table 11 shows the results of intended 
use of debugging skills and cognitive monitoring 
Table 11. Use of Debugging Skills and Cognitive 
Monitoring Procedures in Logo Instruction 
Total Sample 
Response 
Technique Number Percent 
1. Desire student use of debugging 
skills once competence for teacher 
and student readiness achieved 6 31.6 
2. Cognitive monitoring instruction 5 26.3 
3. Debugging taught in the context of 
understanding programming and 
finding errors 4 21.1 
4. Debugging emphasized during 
discovery-based learning 
activities 4 21.1 
5. Individual student instruction of 
debugging skills 2 10.5 
6. Yes response (only given) 2 10.5 
7. Debugging taught in the context of 
creating scenes 1 5.3 
procedures in Logo instruction. 
Subjects responded to how Logo would be used in 
promoting problem solving skills. Six participants gave 
responses to the effect that inherent in the Logo program 
itself is problem solving, thinking skills, spatial 
understanding, and discovery learning. Seven subjects 
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reported problem solving skills need to be specifically 
taught by teachers. Areas suggested for teaching problem 
solving that were given are shown in Table 12. 
Additional information related to research question 
three was acquired during the large group sharing 
session. Participants discussed activities they wanted 
to try with students in the future. The following 
activities were suggested by seven subjects and included 
geometry, word processing. Lego Logo, music, animation, 
and mazes. Two participants responded that they would 
use Logo for word processing and story writing. One of 
Table 12. Promoting Problem Solving Skills in Logo 
Instruction 
Total Sample 
Response 
Technique Number Percent 
Provided and promoted by teachers' 
lessons and skills specifically 
taught 7 36.8 
Logo involves and teaches problem 
solving (i.e., Logo is problem 
solving) 6 31.6 
Incorporate Logo in math problem 
solving activities 3 15.8 
Using cognitive monitoring 
strategies 2 10.5 
Not sure 1 5.3 
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the seven subjects indicated he/she would like to have a 
consistent time to be in the lab (i.e., once a week). 
Further information about teacher use of Logo with 
their students was derived from the inservice session 12 
sharing session and from the large group follow-up 
sharing session discussion. Based on information learned 
from these sessions, classroom use of Logo with students 
was reported by all participants except two. One subject 
reported he/she still felt uncomfortable with LogoWriter 
and stated, "Right now I don't see me using it in my 
behavior disability class." There was no indication of 
Logo use reported by another subject in providing 
instruction as a media specialist to students. While 
these subjects were currently not using Logo with 
students, both reported they anticipated classroom use in 
the future. 
Session 12 involved participants in sharing projects 
or Logo microworlds created during the inservice period, 
teaching techniques used in the classroom, and/or 
projects created by their students. Subjects in this 
study shared projects by explaining and demonstration on 
a computer station (i.e., provided with overhead monitors 
and an LCD screen). Fifteen of these participants shared 
projects (see Tables J-27 and J-28 Appendix J) related to 
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Logo teaching activities and instructional techniques 
used with students in their classrooms. 
Following the "LogoWriter Follow-up Sharing Session 
Guided Questions" (see Appendix L), the researcher 
facilitated the large group discussion to gather 
information regarding instructional methods and delivery 
strategies used in teaching Logo to students. The 
complete forty-five minute conversation conducted during 
the follow-up session was recorded; a transcript of the 
conversation is included in Appendix L. 
In the large group discussion twelve participants 
reported specific Logo activities being used in their 
classroom. Some of the specific activities reported 
were: 1) teaching primitive commands (e.g., using 
transparency mazes with behavior disability students), 2) 
teaching commands using resource personnel and peer 
student helpers, 3) using word processing to type 
recipes, 4) creating student microworlds using the 
graphic mode, 5) constructing modular programs, 6) 
practicing debugging skills using a set of commands, and 
7) using programs with words and lists. Eight of the 
twelve participants reported Logo activities used in 
their classrooms were provided to promote student 
learning of introductory primitive commands. 
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Participants were asked at the large group 
discussion to describe instructional methods that have 
resulted in more effective teaching strategies. Two 
subjects contributed ideas about using more structured 
intervention techniques and grouping practices. One 
subject reported changing his teaching of Logo from a 
discovery context to more structured learning format. A 
description of this instructional change is recorded on 
the written transcript (see Appendix L page 344) . This 
participant reported that teacher intervening techniques 
were used in which the teacher guided and provided 
"scaffolding" of student development of Logo microworlds. 
Discussion of student grouping procedures in the 
computer lab revealed a system of peer tutoring suggested 
by one participant as follows: 
They begin with pairing low with high ability 
students, the first week, when learning 
introductory commands. The second week 
students are ability grouped, and paired at 
their own levels practicing activities they 
learn together. The third week involves 
students working individually on assignments. 
Logo is taught on a daily basis for three weeks 
using this system. Large time blocks in the 
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computer lab permit individual student 
placement on a computer. Logo is integrated 
into the curriculum by dropping one different 
subject a day for the week. 
This teacher reported after using the system for three 
weeks, students work individually at their own speed. 
This grouping system described above led into the 
next discussion question which asked if large or small 
group instruction was being provided. Only one subject 
responded reporting use of whole group (pairs) for 
introducing commands using maze activities (i.e., a 
STARTUP program developed by this subject requiring 
students to select maze programs and procedures to 
complete) followed by students working individually. 
Participants were asked if students complete Logo 
activities individually or in pairs at the computer. 
Four subjects responded students are grouped in pairs. 
One subject reported students were grouped in cooperative 
pairs. Another participant reported having students work 
individually when completing language arts activities 
using word processing for typing stories or letters. 
Discussion of available support personnel for 
assisting in the teaching of Logo resulted in three 
subjects reporting use of university computer block 
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students. Another participant had his/her student 
teacher develop a LogoWriter unit. 
Subjects were asked how much assistance they 
provided to students when working with Logo. One 
participant responded by saying it depended on the 
student and his/her abilities and background. Three 
participants responded it was necessary to structure 
student's knowledge by using questioning procedures 
promoting understanding of basic knowledge (e.g., Logo 
primitives) and problem solving. 
Based on participant sharing during session 12 and 
the large group discussion, subjects reported using Logo 
activities with students which introducted primitive 
commands, word processing, creating graphics (e.g., 
scenes and graphs), learning directionality using mazes, 
writing simple programs, writing modular programs, 
creating and stamping shapes, creating animation 
programs, using STARTUP procedures to link pages, using 
words and lists procedures, and practicing debugging 
skills. Teaching strategies reportedly focused on 
balancing structure with discovery learning, varying 
student groupings (e.g., whole class, peer tutoring, 
cooperative, ability, and individualized learning), use 
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of resource personnel, free time exploration, and 
organizing computer printers. 
Secondary Research Question C 
The third secondary research question was stated as 
follows: What implementation problems in teaching Logo to 
students will teachers experience or predict they will 
experience? 
Items from the "Discussion Questions Regarding Logo 
Adoption and Integration into the Classroom" (see 
Appendix L) which addressed implementation concerns were 
coded and reported by frequency of responses. 
Information derived from the "Logo Implementation 
Concerns and Teaching Strategies" worksheet (see Appendix 
L) were coded and reported by frequency of responses. 
The large group sharing session was also analyzed for 
reporting purposes. 
When asked to identify major implementation concerns 
in teaching Logo to students, most participants reported 
difficulty providing for individual differences and 
meeting varying abilities adequately in the computer lab. 
Other responses given included instructor or student 
difficulty in understanding Logo concepts. Table 13 
shows the most frequent responses given by subjects 
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Table 13. Logo Implementation Concerns Identified by 
Participants from the "Discussion Questions 
Regarding Logo Adoption and Implementation 
in the Classroom" 
Total Sample 
Response 
Technique Number Percent 
1. Providing for individual 
differences (with varying 
abilities) in the lab 16 84 .2 
2. Time available to schedule into 
lab 6 31 .6 
3. Knowing appropriate activities to 
teach at a particular grade level 5 26 .3 
4. Time available to plan and prepare 
lessons 4 21 .1 
5. Other 3 15 .8 
which identify Logo implementation concerns. 
Information derived from the "Logo Implementation 
Concerns and Teaching Strategies" was recorded when 
participants met in small groups prior to the large group 
discussion held during the follow-up session. These 
responses were similar to the ideas reported in Table 13. 
Most participants recorded concerns with meeting 
individual differences and time availability in the 
computer lab. Time problems when implementing Logo 
primarily focused on lab scheduling problems of limited 
availability, getting a consistent time, and space 
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concerns. Table 14 shows the results given by subjects 
of Logo implementation teaching problems. 
During the large group sharing sessions these 
implementation problems were reaffirmed, with others 
reported. The major implementation problems identified 
during this conversation were 1) having enough people to 
help in the lab, 2) handling new students with no Logo 
background, 3) providing long term use, 4) limiting lab 
Table 14. Logo Implementation Concerns Identified by 
Participants from the "LogoWriter 
Implementation Concerns and Teaching 
Strategies" Planning Sheet 
Total Sample 
Response 
Technique Number Percent 
1. Providing for individual 
differences (with varying 
abilities) in the lab 12 63.2 
2. Time available to schedule into 
lab 12 63.2 
3. Limited knowledge and skills to 
teach LogoWriter 8 42.1 
4. Limited skilled personnel 
available to provide instructional 
help 6 31.6 
5. Time available in the school day 2 10.5 
6. Knowing appropriate activities to 
teach at a particular grade level 1 5.3 
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assessability, and 5) team teaching. Two participants 
responded with concerns about having enough help 
available to work with the frustrations exhibited by 
behavior disability students when working with Logo. 
Responses from the "Discussion Questions Regarding 
Logo Adoption and Integration into the Classroom," about 
how these implementation concerns would be alleviated or 
solved, typically focused on teaching strategies which 
emphasized peer grouping or individualization techniques. 
Table 15 shows the results given by subject for 
alleviating or solving implementation concerns. 
During the large group discussion, participants 
reported the following solutions to alleviate Logo 
implementation problems: 1) provide new students who have 
no Logo background with peer tutoring assistance early in 
the school year, 2) increase long term use by 
implementing Logo into the curriculum (e.g., math), and 
3) provide a teacher mentor to increase teachers' comfort 
level. One subject reported the teacher mentor could 
provide a model, of how to work with a classroom of 
students in the lab and how to provide Logo instruction. 
Information derived from the "Logo Implementation 
Concerns and Teaching Strategies" worksheet, which 
identified implementation concerns and teaching 
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strategies, was similar to the ideas reported in Table 
15. A majority of participants recorded solutions that 
suggest peer teaching and student grouping procedures, 
providing availability of a lab technician or computer 
teacher, using volunteers or educational assistants to 
help students, and individualizing Logo teaching 
strategies. Table 16 shows the results given by subjects 
of solutions for alleviating implementation concerns. 
Results of the anlaysis of Logo implementation 
concerns indicate that subjects are most concerned about 
providing for individual student differences in teaching 
skills and concepts. Approaches given for alleviating or 
Table 15. Participant Responses for Alleviating or 
Solving Implementation Concerns 
Total Sample 
Response 
Technique Number Percent 
1. Peer teaching and student grouping 11 57. 9 
2. Individualizing Logo teaching 
strategies 6 31. 6 
3. A lab technician or computer 
teacher available 6 31. 6 
4. Use volunteers or educational 6 31. 6 
assistants 
5. Flexible lab scheduling techniques 4 21. 1 
6. Other 1 5. 3 
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Table 16. "Logo Implementation Concerns and Teaching 
Strategies" Solutions Recorded and Identified 
by Participants 
Total Sample 
Response 
Technique Number Percent 
1. Use peer teaching and student 
grouping 8 42. 1 
2. Make a lab technician or computer 
teacher available 7 36. 8 
3. Set a goal and assign a regular 
lab time schedule 6 31. 6 
4. Use volunteers or educational 
assistants 5 26. 3 
5. Set a goal and practice what you 
plan to teach 4 21. 1 
6. Individualizing Logo teaching 
strategies 3 15. 8 
7. Start with simple instructional 
techniques and build on it 2 10. 5 
8. Provide visual materials for 
display and handouts 1 5. 3 
9. Have students ask questions and 
solve their own problems 1 5. 3 
10. Practice and drill commands 1 5. 3 
11. Promote Logo inservices 1 5. 3 
solving these concerns emphasized peer grouping or 
individualizing instructional techniques. 
Secondary Research Question D 
The fourth secondary research question was stated as 
follows: How will teachers evaluate the effectiveness of 
the LogoWriter workshop and which inservice activities 
will they list as most effective? Two sources of 
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information about subjects' evaluation of workshop 
effectiveness were the Inservice Evaluation LogoWriter 
Workshop Instrument and the END-OF-DAY INVENTORY. 
At the conclusion of inservice session 12, 
participants completed an Inservice Evaluation (see 
Appendix H) which ask them to rate 25 aspects of the 
workshop. Participants responded on a five point rating 
scale (low to high), narratively completed items 
regarding workshop strengths and recommended areas of 
improvement, and answered "yes" or "no" in recommending 
the workshop to a colleague. Table J-29 (see Appendix J) 
shows the results of the mean overall evaluation of the 
workshop for the 25 items. 
The average mean score for the 25 items on the 
Inservice Evaluation LogoWriter Workshop Instrument was 
4.2. Eighteen of the 24 items, or 75 percent, were rated 
4.0 or higher. These lower scores were given for 
adequate computer practice time to understand concepts 
and create microworlds, workshop pace, adequate examples 
provided, applicability to teaching responsibilities, and 
a lower evaluation of the inservice testing instruments. 
Individual participant mean ratings of the overall 
workshop, averaging the 25 items on the questionnaire, 
are given in Table J-30 (see Appendix J). 
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Narrative comments regarding workshop strengths were 
recorded by participants and clustered around central 
themes. Ideas most frequently offered pertained to 
information and helpful ideas for the classroom, 
facilitator encouragement, opportunity for practice, and 
workshop organization. Table J-31 (see Appendix J) shows 
a summary of comments reporting strengths of the Logo 
workshop. 
Areas in need of improvement or changes recommended 
were recorded by subjects on the inservice evaluation. 
Ideas most frequently reported related to the workshop 
being too fast paced with more practice time needed 
(e.g., for microworlds) and more explanations (e.g., 
examples) provided to explain why things happen in Logo. 
Table J-32 (see Appendix J) shows a summary of comments 
given by participants recommending workshop changes and 
areas in need of improvement. The comments recorded by 
subjects supported the inservice evaluation scores (see 
Table J-29 Appendix J) recorded for sufficient computer 
practice time for understanding concepts (mean score 
3.42) and practicing microworlds (mean score 3.32). At 
the same time participants expressed a desire for more 
guidance in explaining why things happen, along with a 
desire for more examples (mean score 3.89). A higher 
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standard deviation of responses given for computer 
practice time and adequate examples, and the diversity of 
the group in computer skills (shown by scores on the 
LogoWriter Basic Comprehension Test), indicated support 
for leveling and ability grouping of the Logo inservice. 
Other comments reported from the inservice 
evaluation were that the Logo workshop was very 
interesting, provided a good overview for learning a 
great deal of information, and helped develop confidence 
in using Logo ideas in the classroom. All participants, 
except one, checked that they would recommend this 
workshop to a colleague. The one who didn't check either 
"yes" or "no" responded, "It depends on the person." 
The END-OF-DAY INVENTORY provided another source of 
information regarding the effectiveness of the LogoWriter 
workshop. Tables J-33 and J-34 (see Appendix J) show a 
summary of session ratings recorded by subjects for each 
of the five categories on the semantic differential. 
Overall, participants rated the workshop sessions on four 
of these dimensions in the following order from highest 
to lowest : 
1. Organization 
2. Interest 
3. Information provided 
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4. Relevance 
Based on these four categories, a five on the semantic 
differential was the most desired rating indicating high 
session organization, interest, information, and 
relevance. For the fifth category, pace, a three on the 
semantic differential was the most desired rating 
indicating the session was not too slow or fast paced. 
The overall mean rating given for the pace of the 
sessions was 3.84, S.D. = .73, This mean rating 
indicated that the sessions were conducted at too rapid 
of a pace. On an average, participants rated these five 
aspects of the sessions in a range from 3.84 to 4.66. 
Table 17 shows the results of all 13 session rating means 
for each inservice category as reported by participants. 
An analysis of individual participant rating on the 
Table 17. END-OF-DAY INVENTORY Overall Session Rating 
Means for each Inservice Category as Reported 
by Participants 
Inservice Category Mean S.D. 
Organization 4.66 .48 
Information 4.58 .59 
Interest 4.57 .56 
Relevance 4.23 .73 
Total 4.51 .59 
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five categories of the workshop sessions was conducted. 
Tables J-35 and J-36 (see Appendix J) show the results of 
the inservice sessions' rating by individual participants 
on these five categories. 
Responses recorded on the END-OF-DAY INVENTORY, 
asked participants to identify the most valuable feature 
of the day. Responses clustered around common themes 
focusing on inservice features contributing to a positive 
learning environment. The most frequent written response 
reported on the inventory was the time provided during 
the inservice session for Logo exploration and 
experimenting on the computer to create programs and 
microworlds. The second most frequent responses given 
were ideas pertaining to opportunities for collaboration 
(i.e., sharing ideas, discussion, and working with 
others). Most responses were recorded stating the most 
valuable feature of the day was a chance to share 
projects or microworlds, see other ideas for teaching 
Logo (e.g.. Lego Logo), and see applications for Logo use 
in the classroom. The third most frequent responses 
given focused on opportunities provided for reviewing and 
practicing primitive commands, keystrokes and procedures. 
Table J-37 (see Appendix J) shows the results of 
valuable features and helpful inservice activities 
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recorded by participants on the END-OF-DAY INVENTORY. 
Table J-38 (see Appendix J) shows the results of valuable 
features and helpful inservice activities listed by the 
total number of participants responding to the item at 
least one time on the inventory. 
Auxiliary Findings 
In addition to findings that provided answers for 
the seven research questions, some interesting auxiliary 
findings also emerged. These findings were microworld 
projects or activities presented during inservice session 
12 by participants and topics discussed during the large 
group follow-up sharing session. 
Microworld Projects and Activities 
Inservice session 12 involved participants in a 
sharing session showing projects or Logo microworlds they 
had created during the inservice period, explaining 
teaching techniques used in the classroom, and/or sharing 
completed student projects. Logo microworlds and 
activities completed by participants included Logo 
programs creating graphics, animation, and use of STARTUP 
procedures. Ten participants demonstrated their Logo 
microworlds and projects created on their disks to the 
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group using the facilitator's demonstration computer 
connected to overhead monitors and an LCD display unit. 
One subject explained his/her project using the word 
processing component of LogoWriter as a tool to write 
letters to parents and create student record checklists. 
The rest of the subjects shared teaching strategies, 
discussed previously in this chapter. Tables J-39 and 
j-40 (see Appendix J) show the list of projects and Logo 
microworlds presented at the sharing session. 
Follow-up Large Group Discussion 
During the large group discussion participants were 
asked about what they thought students were learning in 
their Logo experiences. In addition, during the 
conversation, gender and Logo use were discussed among 
the participants. 
During the discussion on grouping procedures used in 
teaching Logo, one participant questioned the group 
asking, "Does anybody find that it (Logo) is sort of a 
testosterone kind of thing?" This participant reported 
that a group of eight to 12 boys would remain after 
school, like a club, in the computer lab creating Logo 
programs. This subject reported (subject number 16) it 
is competitive stating "I bet I can make my "stuff" do 
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neater stuff than yours !" Two teachers reported they had 
not noticed a difference between sexes and on Logo. 
Seven participants indicated gender differences regarding 
Logo use by students. Reasons given for such gender 
differences identified by four subjects were 1) girls 
seeking more options and things to do after hours, 2) 
male students playing Nintendo or Oregon Trail, 3) nature 
of the lessons and outcome expectations, and 4) gender 
and role model characteristics of the teacher. One 
participant agreed that the nature of the Logo lesson may 
affect Logo gender use reporting that girls perform well 
in keyboarding activities. 
Eight participants responded what they believed 
students were learning in their Logo experiences. The 
main benefits these subjects identified were 1) problem 
solving, 2) learning to follow directions and listening 
skills, 3) accuracy and planning skills, 4) concrete 
experiences learning geometry ideas, 5) programming the 
computer, 6) experiencing success in the classroom, 7) 
developing motivation, and 8) developing proof reading 
skills. One participant reported these proof reading 
skills were developed when students engaged in debugging 
skills and checking word processing for errors. 
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The auxiliary findings provided additional 
information regarding projects and activities (i.e., 
mircroworlds) developed by participants during the 
inservice workshop. Additional perceptions of Logo use 
related to gender differences were reported by 
participants during the large group discussion. 
Summary of Study Results 
In this chapter results were presented from an 
investigation of the major effects of providing a 
structured Logo inservice model to a group of experienced 
teachers. The results were organized according to the 
research questions developed for this study. Auxiliary 
investigative results included further information 
regarding Logo use reported by participants. 
Based on individual and group profile 
interpretations on the SoCQ, and using supporting 
demographic and other data gathering instruments, the 
results suggest that all participants (except one) made 
substantial shifts in concerns to higher stages. Results 
from the Logo Comprehension Test and the END-OF-DAY 
inventories positively revealed that subjects made 
significant (t-test) gains in Logo knowledge, but did not 
master some areas. Objectives reported mastered focused 
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on knowledge and skills gained following presentations 
and discussions, programmed instructional pages in the 
inservice text, understanding of disk operating 
procedures, and use of primitive commands applied to 
program activities using superprocedures and variables. 
Objective difficulties related to inservice activities 
involving use of multiple turtles, creating modular or 
variable modular programs using cognitive monitoring 
procedures, and use of programming procedures using words 
and lists. 
Participants reported using a combination of 
structured and discovery oriented approaches with their 
students. Structured approaches tended to be used were 
instructional techniques for presenting Logo commands and 
keystrokes to students. Discovery approaches tended to 
be used after introductory commands were learned by 
students. Most subjects reported providing instruction 
on a separate unit basis with support for integration 
into geometry and other subjects. Additional classroom 
uses receiving the greatest support were use of Logo for 
1) creating graphics and shapes, 2) word processing 
applications, 3) use of math calculator activities, 4) 
simple programming, and 5) modular programming. All 
participants supported using debugging skills as part of 
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the Logo instruction. Subjects reported that problem 
solving was inherent in the Logo program and should be 
specifically planned in the instruction. Support for use 
of geometry activities and word processing was found in 
the large group discussion as was additional interest in 
providing instruction in Lego Logo, music, animation, and 
mazes. 
During session 12 and the large group sharing 
session, participants shared student projects and 
teaching strategies used in their classrooms. Activities 
reported were student projects using primitive commands 
to create graphics, stamped shapes, animation, STARTUP 
procedures, word processing, simple programming, modular 
programming, geometry program procedures for graphing, 
non-graphic program procedures, and maze activities. 
Teaching techniques reported by subjects included 
practicing primitives, debugging, predicting skills, team 
teaching, peer student helpers, university students, 
structured teacher intervention strategies (i.e., 
questioning procedures), cooperative grouping procedures, 
use of free time, and instruction using printers. 
Major implementation concerns in teaching Logo to 
students reported by participants were difficulty in 
providing for individual differences and adequately 
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meeting varying abilities. Solutions for these concerns 
included use of peer tutoring assistance or 
individualization techniques. 
Evaluation of the Logo inservice was derived from 
the Inservice Evaluation and END-OF-DAY the inventories. 
The overall mean score of the workshop, based on the 
Inservice Evaluation performance on 25 items, was 4.21, 
thus indicating a positive reaction to the workshop. 
Participants reported strengths of the workshop including 
organization, individual exploration opportunities, and 
facilitator attributes. Areas in need of improvement 
were the rapid pace of the inservice, additional practice 
time to create microworlds, and desire for more guidance 
and instructional examples. 
In this chapter, results from the study were 
presented. These results, and the particular insights 
into these effects that they suggest, are discussed in 
Chapter V. 
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CHAPTER V. SUMMARY, DISCUSSION, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Summary of the Study 
The literature supports the idea that Logo 
instruction, when properly executed, promotes problem 
solving, geometry understanding, and affective benefits 
(Emihovich and Miller, 1986; Olson, Kieren and Ludwig, 
1987; Carmichael, 1985). In addition, tentative support 
is given that Logo skills students acquire have practical 
transfer to other learning tasks such as following 
directions (Geva and Cohen, 1987; Carver, 1986; Mayer and 
Fay, 1987), While Logo appears to be a positive way to 
use technology to improve instruction and learning, Logo 
is not as widely used as one might expect (Becker, 1987) . 
One way to increase Logo's use and proper employment 
is through inservice education and teacher training. In 
order to accomplish this goal, this research project 
developed a teacher training model to improve and 
increase teacher use of Logo in the classroom. The 
workshop, designed to emphasize Logo problem solving 
strategies, was based on principles of effective staff 
development. 
The workshop provided diversified experiences for 
teachers to give them a menu of possible Logo 
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applications for the classroom. This means that various 
programming and nonprogramming (e.g., word processing and 
primitive commands to execute graphics) aspects of Logo 
were provided during the inservice. Research in the 
areas of staff development and teacher concerns suggests 
inservice experiences that are relevant and related to 
existing teacher practices will promote future adoption 
and use (McLaughlin and Marsh, 1978; Sparks, 1988; 
Smylie, 1989). In addition, the approach was structured 
in a hierarchical nature to carefully develop teachers 
confidence. Instruction in the Logo language was 
provided through demonstrations by the facilitator and 
individual investigation by participants who explored 
teaching activity ideas and programmed instruction pages 
provided in the manual. 
The inservice experience provided teaching 
strategies using demonstrations, instructional manuals, 
and peer sharing which were relevant to existing teacher 
classroom practices and which promote further Logo use in 
the schools. Examples of strategies relating Logo to 
classroom experiences were 1) activities assisting 
students in developing prediction skills, 2) activities 
in assisting students in developing cognitive monitoring 
skills, 3) activities that apply Logo primitives to 
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mathematical computation (e.g., Logo used as a 
calculator), and 4) activities that apply Logo in 
teaching geometry. 
Using a LogoWriter inservice model developed by this 
researcher, the study evaluated the effects of providing 
a structured workshop experience to a group of teachers. 
The first goal of the study was to evaluate the 
instructional units or skills of the model design 
provided for teacher training in LogoWriter. The second 
goal was to evaluate teachers' knowledge and Logo 
concepts gained from the inservice experience. A third 
goal was to monitor teachers' concerns and the changes in 
their levels of concern prior to, during, and following 
the inservice program. The fourth goal was to 
investigate implementation problems and strategies or 
solutions identified by teachers, regarding Logo use in 
their classrooms. 
.Three bodies of research were tapped in pursuing 
these goals: 1) research on Logo programming, 2) research 
on staff development pertaining to Logo training, and 3) 
research on teacher concerns, change, and adoption 
affecting classroom use of the Logo innovation. This 
literature review targeted Logo instruction, inservice 
pedagogies, and teacher concerns. In addition, more 
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general research involving Logo use and other teacher 
concerns were incorporated into the review. The primary 
goal of this review was to provide background for 
developing, implementing, and evaluating the Logo 
inservice model. 
This study was exploratory in nature. It used a 
one-group, pretest-posttest design with one group 
measured at two different occasions to assess teachers' 
knowledge and their changes in attitudes and perceptions 
as a result of a Logo training experience. All subjects 
were given the same instructional content and outcome 
measures. To assess developmental patterns of change 
regarding use of LogoWriter and potential adoption with 
students, subjects were administered the SoC 
Questionnaire as pre- and posttests. To measure 
knowledge of Logo skills and concepts, the LogoWriter 
Basic Comprehension Test was given as pre- and posttests. 
To assess the inservice training experience and to 
monitor teacher concerns, the END-OF-DAY INVENTORY was 
completed by subjects at the end of each training 
session. The END-OF-DAY INVENTORY and The Inservice 
Evaluation LogoWriter Workshop Instrument (administered 
during the last session) were used to evaluate the 
overall effectiveness of the Logo staff development 
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experience. Additional data were collected and included 
an inservice microworld (project) sharing session and the 
follow-up discussion session. 
One primary and four secondary research questions 
were developed to address issues related to teacher 
concerns and adoption, Logo knowledge and skills, 
classroom implementation and integration, and inservice 
evaluation. In addition, auxiliary results provided 
information regarding projects and activities developed 
by participants during the inservice workshop and 
perceptions of Logo use related to gender differences. 
The results, reported in the previous chapter, and 
their particular implications concerning the major 
potential effects of providing a structured Logo 
inservice experience to a group of teachers, will now be 
considered. 
Discussion of the Results 
The following discussion of results from the study 
is organized around the goals of the study. Discussion 
of results will focus on changes in teacher concerns, 
Logo cognitive outcomes, implementation problems and 
solutions, and evaluations of the Logo insrvice workshop. 
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Change in Teacher Concerns 
All participants (except one) made significant 
shifts in concerns to higher stages. Thus, participants' 
earlier concerns about the Logo information and their 
role in meeting the demands of an innovation were 
becoming resolved by moving toward concerns focusing on 
more attention for managing, use with students, and 
working with others using the innovation. This suggests 
all participants (except one) had earlier concerns 
resolved and were ready to apply Logo in with students. 
Although 12 participants showed positive tendencies 
with respect to involvement and use of Logo with 
students, seven participants showed potential nonuse 
tendencies for implementing Logo into their classrooms. 
These subjects showing nonuser concern profiles indicate 
less extensive classroom use and adoption of Logo skills 
presented from the inservice. Evidence for more limited 
use and implementation of Logo was'substantiated from 
narrative comments and concerns recorded on the 
END-OF-DAY session inventories, inservice evaluation, and 
the large group discussion. 
These seven subjects experienced problems with 
inservice methodology, but not content, which suggests 
they need a different approach. Concerns reported by 
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these potential nonusers focused on these themes; 1) pace 
of the inservice was too fast; 2) more demonstrations 
need to be provided; 3) more practice time to feel 
confident is needed; 4) transferring skills learned from 
practice activities to independent program writing is 
difficult; and 5) using Logo with behavior disability 
students is difficult. Subject three had particularly 
strong nonuser tendencies supported by 1) written 
comments that reported difficulty understanding session 
material and concepts, 2) low reported number of 
objectives mastered, 3) low relevance ratings given for 
the sessions on the END-OF-DAY inventories, and 4) 
written concerns and difficulty reported using Logo with 
behavior disability students. 
Two of the seven subjects showing potential nonuse 
tendencies were special education teachers working with 
behavior disability students. Another subject showing 
potential nonuse was a self-contained learning 
disabilities teacher. These participants' individual 
profiles showed concerns regarding classroom management 
and use of Logo with students. These concerns were 
substantiated from written comments regarding problems 
with managing and using Logo with these students when 
feedback and support were not provided immediately by the 
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teacher. The unique needs of special education teachers 
will need to be further explored with alternative 
inservice training approaches. 
Overall, these results suggest that the inservice 
approach helped teachers move up in their levels of 
concern and, therefore, increased the likelihood they 
will use Logo in the classroom. However, the results of 
the seven non-users suggest the inservice experience may 
need to provide differentiated training experiences or 
activities which individualize instruction particularily 
for beginner learners and special education teachers. 
Findings support differentiated inservice training 
experiences (Lawrence, 1974; McLaughlin and Marsh, 1978) 
and teacher involvement in staff development planning 
(Johnson and Yeakey, 1977; Genre and Parker, 1981; 
Daresh, 1985) suggested in the literature. Inservice 
training opportunities which offer wider selection of 
training objectives would give participants more time for 
practicing and learning skills, creating projects, and 
investigating Logo programs which are more closely 
related to a teacher's classroom interests and practices. 
Given the diversity of the Logo language, an inservice 
model which widens participant choice could be provided, 
particularly in the study of programming applications. 
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Perhaps some Logo users could focus their training on 
developing an understanding of modular and variable 
procedures while others could explore words and lists. 
Logo Cognitive Outcomes 
The acquisition of Logo skills and concepts, and 
learning difficulties were investigated through 
performance on the LogoWriter Basic Comprehension Test 
and self-report measures of objective mastery on the 
END-OF-DAY inventories. Based on performance on the 
LogoWriter Basic Comprehension Test, subjects made 
statistically significant gains from pre- to posttest. 
Analysis of posttest item responses showed that subjects 
developed 1) understanding and skills in knowledge and 
use of primitive commands to execute graphics, 2) 
understanding of sub- and main-calling procedures, and 3) 
ability to predict graphic outputs using variable 
procedures. The REPEAT command, recursive procedures, 
and conditional IF statements were concepts subjects 
found difficult to understand. 
Further information about Logo cognitive outcomes 
was provided in objective mastery self reports. 
Participants reported mastering a mean of 20 out of 27 
objectives. Objectives mastered included knowledge and 
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skills gained following presentations and discussions, 
activities involving programmed instructional pages in 
the inservice text, understanding of disk operating 
procedures, and use of primitive commands applied to 
program activities using superprocedures and variables. 
Objective difficulties focused on inservice activities 
involving use of multiple turtles, creating modular or 
variable modular programs using cognitive monitoring 
procedures, and use of programming procedures using words 
and lists. 
These study results indicated teachers were able to 
master skills in understanding of disk operating 
procedures, apply primitive commands to execute graphics, 
use sub- and main calling procedures (i.e., modular 
programming), and apply variables to program procedures. 
These Logo cognitive gains supports Davis et al. (1984) 
who found significant gains by teachers in proficiency in 
programming using variables following a Logo inservice 
training program. Results indicated there were several 
areas teachers could not master which have been 
replicated in other studies; difficulties using the Logo 
language involved use of multiple turtles, the REPEAT 
command, recursion, cognitive monitoring, and use of 
programming procedures with words and lists (e.g.. 
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conditional IF statement). Difficulties discovered using 
variables and subprocedures support the results on 
programming problems students encounter as suggested by 
Perkins et al. (1986). The difficulty participants 
experienced working with lists, variables, and control 
structures substantiates findings made by Tipps and Bull 
(1985). Tipps and Bull reported the difficulty with 
decision making and control structures (i.e., REPEAT, 
recursion, and IF statements) supports the later skill 
adoption sequence that exists in Logo. 
To further improve learning of Logo skills training 
efforts will need to be made to develop and provide 
additional concrete examples to support learner 
conceptual understanding. Lee and Lehrer (1987) found 
novice programmers rely upon templates and concrete 
examples when they first translate a programming problem 
into a code. These authors propose planning before 
writing specific program procedures using concrete 
examples showing relationships between procedures. 
It appears more time will need to be built into this 
training program, if individualized training efforts are 
not provided. Participants generally referred to a need 
for more time; practice so they can master difficult 
objectives (i.e., particularly activities investigating 
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Logo geometry applications, words and lists, and 
cognitive monitoring). Strengthening and reinforcing 
these skills by providing an increase in practice time 
and concrete learning experiences, should promote greater 
use of Logo in the classroom. 
These findings taken together suggest positive 
outcomes in teacher knowlege using Logo primitives and 
introductory progreimming skills. These results also 
suggest that the content mastered in this workshop should 
be the extent of the content for a first level workshop. 
Further training is required to assist participants with 
skill adoption of more advanced Logo programming aspects, 
particularily instruction using words and lists. 
Logo Implementation 
This study explored teacher use, or planned use, of 
Logo in the school setting. Identified activities and 
skills were derived from the large group follow-up 
sharing session. Findings regarding Logo implementation 
focused on issues regarding balancing structure and 
discovery learning techniques, classroom integration, and 
programming and non-programming instruction. 
Participants favored discovery-based learning after 
introductory commands were learned. Subjects reported 
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more structured teacher controlled learning would occur 
at the beginning of a lesson or unit. Additionally, 
participants reported using structured instructional 
techniques for presenting Logo commands and keystrokes to 
students including a review using visual methods, use of 
physical movement games, keyboarding techniques, 
exploratory activities, individualized methods, 
observation techniques, and peer teaching or grouping. 
The results also support discovery-based learning 
for teaching debugging skills in programming and 
encouraging problem solving. Participants that supported 
more structured teacher controlled learning, especially 
when introducing primitive commands, along with promoting 
discovery-based learning was most likely due to 1) nature 
of inservice model (i.e., the learning structure and 
support from the literature review), 2) comments 
expressed by more experienced Logo users supporting this 
teaching approach, 3) facilitator modeling of Logo 
lessons (i.e., demonstrations introducing primitives and 
procedures), 4) facilitator- presented teaching 
strategies for providing instruction to students, and 4) 
activities and projects presented during the sharing 
session. These findings suggest teachers support Logo 
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instruction which balances teacher directed instruction 
with opportunities for student discovery. 
When asked how they plan to use Logo instruction in 
their classrooms, most subjects reported providing 
instruction in a separate unit and supporting limited 
integration into geometry and other subjects (e.g., 
language arts and social studies). Strong support for 
classroom use of geometry activities and word processing 
was found as was additional interest in providing 
instruction in Lego Logo, music, animation, and mazes 
(i.e., learning directionality). The results indicated 
that further development of inservice activities in 
applying Logo primitive and programming procedures to 
specific curriculum objectives is needed to promote Logo 
adoption and use by classroom teachers. There was strong 
support for using Logo as a nonprogramming software 
program. Receiving the greatest support for classroom 
use were 1) creating graphics and shapes, 2) word 
processing applications, 3) math calculator activities, 
4) simple programming, and 5) modular programming. 
While some participants supported the use of 
nonprogramming aspects of Logo in teaching, eleven 
participants planned or anticipated teaching simple 
programming techniques. However, seven participants 
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reported they were uncertain about teaching programming, 
while five subjects reported support in teaching more 
advanced programming applications (e.g., variables and 
recursion). The lower number reporting more advanced 
programming instruction probably reflects the greater 
difficulty in learning these Logo skills, reported by 
Tipps and Bull (1985). This finding was further 
substantiated in this study by a majority of subjects (n 
= 10) reporting they did not master objectives which 
investigate variable modular programs (using cognitive 
monitoring strategies) and use of IF and IFELSE commands 
to control recursive procedures. Difficulty in 
conceptualizing these more advanced programming skills 
was also found on the LogoWriter Basic Comprehension Test 
discussed in the previous section. 
These findings indicate that the reported classroom 
use of Logo showed teachers moving beyond drill and 
practice computer instruction tendencies. The results of 
this study challenge findings from Davis et al. (1984) 
and Ponte (1986) who reported, following Logo training 
programs, that teachers still preferred to use computers 
for dispensing information or for drill and practice. 
Davis et al. reported most teachers were not planning to 
have their students become actively involved in writing 
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computer programs. The results from this study indicate 
that teachers were planning to instruct nonprogramming 
and programming aspects of Logo through discovery 
learning and problem solving. Other findings from this 
study suggest teachers appear to want structure when 
teaching Logo to students, particularily at the beginning 
or introductory stages of learning. In addition, 
participants tend to support Logo instruction on a 
separate unit basis with limited integration into 
geometry and other subjects. Based on these findings, it 
appears that the structured inservice approach provided 
teachers the confidence and skills to deliver programming 
instruction beyond drill and practice learning. 
Implementation Problems and Solutions 
Implementation concerns were recorded on the "Logo 
Implementation Concerns and Teaching Strategies" 
questionnaire completed during the follow-up sharing 
session. Subjects reported a concern for teaching Logo 
to students as the most difficult problem in meeting 
individual differences with varying abilities in the 
computer lab. The large group sharing session reaffirmed 
this implementation obstacle. During this conversation 
participants reported the problem stemmed from a lack of 
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people available to provide assistance in the lab and the 
inability of instructors to adequately handle new 
students who have no previous Logo background experience. 
These problems were solved through peer tutoring 
assistance, individualized instructional teaching 
strategies, use of volunteer teachers (or educational 
assistants), and provisions for flexible computer lab 
scheduling. Many participants expressed support for a 
technician or computer instructor to provide assistance 
to teachers and students. Teacher concerns for meeting 
individual needs and expressed desire for computer 
support (e.g., a computer technician) corroborates the 
importance of an adequate support system suggested in the 
literature (Shepardson, 1984; Mclaughlin and Marsh, 1978; 
Bean, 1988) . 
As part of the Logo training experience, teaching 
strategies and flexible grouping instruction should 
provide techniques for meeting the individual needs of 
students with varying abilities in the classroom. 
Appropriate cooperative learning and teacher guiding of 
Logo learning needs to be modeled and demonstrated to 
teachers on a regular basis to more effectively meet 
individual student needs. Modeling Logo microteaching 
lessons, primarily in promoting learning of Logo 
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primitives and programming procedures, would provide 
specific strategies for meeting student individual 
differences. Support for use of demonstration lessons is 
suggested in the literature (Cicchelli and Baecher, 1987; 
Joyce and Showers, 1988). Support for cooperative 
learning (Hawkins, 1984; Carmichael, 1985; Emihovich, 
1985) and use of teacher guided "scaffolding" 
intervention strategies for promoting Logo learning has 
been documented (Pea and Kurland, 1984; Clements, 
1983-84; Mayer and Fay, 1987). 
Logo Inservice Evaluation 
Evaluation of the Logo inservice was performed 
through the Inservice Evaluation LogoWriter Workshop 
Instrument and the END-OF-DAY inventories. The overall 
mean score of the workshop, based on the inservice 
evaluation performance on 25 items, was 4.21. 
Participant overall session rating means on the 
END-OF-DAY inventories resulted in the evaluation of four 
categories (i.e., organization, information, interest, 
and relevance) ranging from 4.23 to 4.66. The fifth 
category, pace, overall mean rating was 3.84. 
Participants reported strengths of the workshop including 
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organization, individual exploration opportunities, and 
facilitator attributes. 
Areas in need of improvement were reported and 
included the rapid pace of the inservice, the need for 
additional practice time to create microworlds, and the 
desire for more guidance and instructional examples. 
Support for inservice practices providing structure, 
organization, and opportunity for practice to promote 
teacher commitment and change are suggested in the 
literature (McLaughlin and Marsh, 1978; Stecher, 1984; 
Joyce and Showers, 1988). Cuniff (1989) suggests 
balancing directed teaching of Logo skills with teacher 
exploratory time for self-directed projects. This 
balance was difficult to achieve because increasing the 
amount of directed teaching would result in less time for 
exploratory activities. One way to resolve this 
paradoxical situation would be, as suggested by some 
participants, to decrease Logo content or to increase 
length of the workshop. These results also support 
findings on Logo cognitive effects suggesting 
presentation of less Logo content for a first level 
workshop. Another alternative inservice approach would 
be to let teachers select Logo inservice topics to study 
and explore. These findings indicate that inservice 
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experience may need to provide differentiated training 
experiences or activities that provide for 
individualization as suggested by the SoC. Any 
modification of this inservice approach would need to be 
explored to determine the effects on inservice elements 
needing improvement identified by participants. 
Subjects indicated the following workshop elements 
promoted a positive learning environment: 1) time 
provided during the inservice for Logo exploration, 
creating programs, and developing microworlds, 2) 
opportunity for collaboration, and 3) sharing of Logo 
teaching ideas. Other researchers have reported positive 
inservice effects for collaboration and cooperative 
learning activities (Stecher; 1984; Heller and Martin, 
1987; Cicchelli and Baecher, 1987) . In addition, 
participants reported that opportunities for reviewing 
and learning primitive commands, keystrokes, and 
procedures were positive inservice experiences. 
Provisions for review and practice opportunities are also 
suggested in the literature (Stecher, 1984; Anderson, 
1984; Joyce and Showers, 1988) . These findings suggest 
that adequate practice time will need to be provided 
during the inservice training for participants to learn 
Logo skills and develop microworlds, as well as 
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opportunities for collaboration and peer sharing of 
teaching strategies. Such practice time opportunities 
may require additional chances for participants to 
collaborate during the inservice period and therefore, 
the training program length may need to be increased. 
Discussion of the Auxiliary Findings 
Auxiliary investigative results included further 
information regarding Logo use reported by participants. 
Additional findings, other than information gained from 
the research questions, were reported by subjects. 
Further information derived from this study includes 
projects and activities developed and shared by 
participants during the inservice workshop and 
information about gender differences reported by subjects 
regarding after school use of Logo by students. 
Projects and microworlds shared by subjects included 
a counting lesson, a music graphic procedure, animated 
videos, a branched story, STARTUP procedures, word 
processing applications, and an advanced maze program. 
Based on the nature of these projects, the teacher 
microworlds did not reflect Computer-Assisted 
Instructional (CAT) programs. 
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Additional perceptions of Logo use related to gender 
differences were reported by participants during the 
large group follow-up discussion. Seven subjects 
reported some gender differences regarding Logo use by 
students. These participants reported greater use of 
Logo by boys and attributed this to differences in boys' 
participation in after school computer clubs. Other 
participants reported these gender differences may be due 
to the nature of the Logo lessons and outcome 
expectations (e.g., Logo projects emphasizing traditional 
sex role models such as military scenes). Differences in 
Logo use by gender have been substantiated by researchers 
in the literature (Carmichael, 1985; Siann and Macleon, 
1986; Baker and Belland, 1986). 
Included in the auxiliary findings was a report by 
the subjects asking what they believed students were 
learning in their Logo experience. The main benefits of 
students learning Logo were reported to include improving 
problem solving skills, learning to follow directions, 
developing planning skills, programming the computer, 
learning geometry ideas, developing proof reading skills, 
developing motivation, and experiencing success in the 
classroom. The reported benefits by subjects 
substantiate Logo benefits reported in the literature. 
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Support for properly executed Logo instruction in 
promoting student development of problem solving, 
planning skills, and following directions has been 
documented (Emihovich and Miller, 1986; Lehrer and 
Randle, 1987; Gallini, 1987). That Logo contributes to 
understanding geometric concepts was found in studies by 
Rieber (1983) and Olson, Kieren, and Ludwig (1987). 
Carmichael (1985) found students working with Logo, in a 
supportive teaching environment, develop classroom 
success through a willingness to create turtle graphics 
and gained confidence in their ability to learn from 
their mistakes. Carmichael found students employed trial 
and error and debugging strategies when working through 
Logo problems. Additional support that Logo contributes 
to an understanding of geometry concepts and following 
directions is reported in studies on Logo transfer 
(Lawler, 1980; Rieber, 1986; Geva and Cohen, 1987). 
Recommendations for Further Study 
Results of this study indicate that further research 
is needed that studies the potential effects of providing 
a structured inservice experience to a group of teachers. 
Based on this study, the following recommendations for 
further research are suggested. 
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The first recommendation is to study two inservice 
styles comparing a structured with discovery Logo staff 
development approach. A comparison of the two types of 
inservice styles, the structured model used in this study 
with a discovery learning Logo training experience, would 
provide information regarding differences in teacher 
achievement and further understanding of changes in 
teachers' levels of concern on the CBAM. Strengths and 
weaknesses identified by both approaches could be applied 
toward development of an effective Logo training model. 
The second recommendation is to extend the length of 
the program. This study found that participants needed 
additional time to complete objective activities and 
develop projects (or microworlds). Such an extension 
would give teachers more time to develop Logo programming 
skills, collaborate with fellow peers, and develop 
teaching strategies, which might promote later classroom 
adoption and use. An alternative to this recommendation 
would be to reduce the amount of content covered during a 
15 week intervention period. 
The third recommendation is to develop a Logo 
cognitive test, similar in format to the LogoWriter Basic 
Comprehension Test, that assesses other knowledge domains 
presented in the inservice. The current test did not 
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assess subject knowledge of nonprogramming skills (e.g., 
use of the shapes page and word processing) nor did it 
measure knowledge of the nongraphic programming aspects 
(e.g., words and lists) of Logo. Since this study found 
that Logo programming applications (i.e., word processing 
and graphics) will probably be implemented in classrooms 
in the future, assessment of these skills is of 
particular importance. 
A fourth recommendation is to replicate this study 
and group the subjects established by ability on pretest 
Logo evaluation measures and demographic information. 
Leveling or grouping by ability the training experience, 
as suggested by some participants, would provide a more 
tailored workshop experience that would better meet 
individual needs. Varying the amount of content 
presented with provisions for review could be provided in 
a dual level workshop training progreim. Comparison or 
correlational statistical analysis could be conducted for 
such a research project. Changes such as these would 
contribute to inservice effectiveness suggested in the 
literature (McLaughlin and Marsh, 1978; Shepardson, 1984; 
Office of Technology Assessment, 1988) . 
A fifth recommendation is to carry out a similar 
study with another sample (e.g., teachers or students) to 
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discover possible differences that might occur because of 
particular subject characteristics (e.g., computer 
skills). This would provide further information into 
areas of Logo instruction which teachers need more 
support or reinforcement. Information regarding Logo use 
and gender differences could be explored. 
A sixth recommendation is to build in additional 
models of effective Logo teaching strategies and present 
these on an ongoing basis. The existing inservice model 
is heavily weighted on presentation of Logo skills and 
concepts. Facilitator modeling of Logo "mock" lessons, 
using the Discovering LogoWriter text with other support 
materials would provide teachers with specific teaching 
practices based on principles of modeling supported by 
Joyce and Shower's (1988) research. In addition, 
in-class coaching could be an added training component 
with facilitator's modeling Logo teaching to the 
subject's classroom students. The modeling or coaching 
component of the workshop could be provided through more 
extensive follow-up procedures provided to teachers in 
their classrooms with students. 
A seventh recommendation is to conduct a follow-up 
to this study to investigate use of Logo by teachers in 
their classrooms. A time-series investigation of the 
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participants' use of Logo with students and/or 
measurement of SoC would provide further information 
regarding teacher's concerns and identification of 
workshop skills which are being used with students. 
Identification of teacher concerns and Logo skills not 
being used in the classroom could provide insights into 
follow-up Logo training experiences needed to promote 
further use of Logo in the classroom. 
One final recommendation is to study the effects of 
a similar Logo training program applied to a different 
computer software and hardware environment. • LogoWriter 
is available for use on IBM and Macintosh computers. 
Logo training provided in these learning environments 
might lead to effective revisions and adaptation of this 
Logo training model to other computer contexts. This 
will be necessary for future Logo research since, 
according to Becker (1989), more powerful computers such 
as IBM-compatible MS-DOS and Macintoshes are making 
inroads into the schools. 
Conclusions 
The primary goal of the study was to develop a 
teacher training model to improve and increase teacher 
use of Logo in the classroom. This inservice approach 
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was generally successful and accomplished the research 
goals of facilitating understanding of the Logo 
programming language, changing the concerns of teachers 
and promoting adoption and implementation of Logo, and 
providing strategies for teaching Logo to children. 
Components of the inservice model which appeared to help 
accomplish research goals were: 1) the hierarchical 
sec[uential presentation of Logo concepts (i.e., 
developmental progression of commands leading toward 
building program procedures); 2) opportunity to apply 
primitives and procedures using structured methods (e.g., 
activity pages and planning sheets for classroom use); 3) 
feedback from the facilitator and/or instructional 
materials themselves (i.e., computer feedback as a result 
of entering commands to run program procedures); 4) 
availability of program examples showing application of 
commands and procedures (i.e., from the manuals and 
disks); 5) opportunity for teacher collaboration and 
cooperative learning; and 6) time provided for teachers 
to develop projects and microworlds. Opportunity for 
developing projects and microworlds was important not 
only for applying and gaining an understanding of the 
Logo language, but it also provided a teaching strategy 
for promoting Logo use in the classroom. Logo teaching 
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strategies presented from the facilitator (e.g., the 
turtle clock, maze activities, and use of buddy charts) 
and participant project sharing session 12 were supported 
positively by participants. This is probably due to how 
these teaching strategies relate to or will promote Logo 
integration into existing classroom practices. 
Subjects also responded favorably to the follow-up 
sharing session which discussed implementation, 
curriculum integration,. classroom management, and Logo 
procedural concerns. However, results indicate a need 
for changes in follow-up inservice plans using trainer 
modeling of Logo instructional strategies with the 
teacher's classroom of students. Others have supported 
this approach for follow-up visitations and teacher 
support related to influencing change and implementation 
of instruction (Johnson and Sloat, 1980; Templeman et 
al., 1983; Ingvarson and Mackenzie, 1988). 
The problems with this inservice approach focus on 
participant cognitive difficulties in using the REPEAT 
command, multiple turtles, recursion, cognitive 
monitoring, and more advanced programming applications of 
the Logo language. Other problems identified include a 
need for differentiated training experiences, for a 
greater amount of computer practice time, provisions for 
2Ô4 
additional concrete learning examples (i.e., programming 
templates), for teaching methods providing more Logo 
integration into the curriculum, and for modeling 
teaching strategies to effectively meet individual 
learning style differences. Future research should 
address these problems. 
The study found that a structured inservice approach 
provides promising results for developing Logo cognitive 
skills and promotes positive teachers attitudes toward 
using Logo with students. A structured Logo inservice 
experience appears to be a positive step in promoting 
future use of Logo in the classroom. 
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Sawyer Elementary School 
Ames, Iowa 50010 
November 1, 1990 
Dear Fellow Ames Educator: 
As a part of an Iowa State University research project, I 
will be conducting a LogoWriter Inservice class to a 
selected number of Ames media specialists, special 
education, and elementary teachers who teach grades three 
through six. This inservice experience will be of 
particular interest to teachers and media specialists who 
desire instruction in the use of Logo commands, programming 
applications, and classroom teaching ideas. 
The Ames School District wants to emphasize Logo as part of 
its curriculum. The inservice experience is an opportunity 
to achieve this goal. 
Phase III funds of up to $595.80 ($16.55 per hour) are 
available for this inservice. Teachers who have not used 
current year Phase III funds will receive the full $595.80 
for attendance. Teachers who may have already used or 
committed to use Phase III funding are eligible for the 
difference between the portion already received and the 
maximum allowed but not more than the $595.80. To be 
reimbursed, at least 10 of the 12 sessions must be attended. 
Text materials and program disks will be given to all 
participants and funded either through Phase III or separate 
research funds. 
Arrangements with Dr. Ann Thompson are possible for earning 
one or two graduate credits at Iowa State University. 
Participants would be responsible for their tuition fees. 
The inservice will consist of 12 3-hour sessions held from 
8:30 to 11:30 a.m. on Saturdays beginning January 12 and 
concluding April 13. Sessions will not be held on March 9 
and 16 (spring break Saturdays). The schedule is tentative 
at this time but will be finalized at the January 12 session 
when other possible conflicts, if any, can be accommodated. 
All sessions will be held in the Sawyer School computer lab. 
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If you are interested in participating, please complete and 
sign the enclosed Participation Request Form. Please 
sign-up if you can attend at least 10 of the 12 sessions 
(you will be paid for only those attended). The number of 
participants is limited. If more requests are received than 
can be accommodated, then a drawing will be held to select 
participants. You will be contacted whether or not you are 
selected. 
Knowledge of and/or experience with computers or Logo is not 
required to participate. Instruction will be tailored to 
the participant's knowledge and abilities. 
Information collected from you and as a result of your 
participation will be confidential and pooled with data from 
others for statistical purposes only. Participation is 
voluntary. A participant may withdraw at any time. 
Your consideration to participate is appreciated. If you 
have questions, please contact me at school (292-1542) or 
home (292-0850). 
Sincerely, 
Thomas Walsh 
Grade 3 Teacher 
Sawyer Elementary School 
P.S. Four copies of the LOGO INSERVICE SYLLABUS is available 
for review in your principal's office. 
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PARTICIPATION REQUEST FORM 
NAME 
(please print first and last) 
SCHOOL 
GRADE LEVEL or TITLE 3 4 5 6 Media Spec, 
(circle one) 
COMPLETED YEARS OF TEACHING EXPERIENCE years 
EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND (circle highest level completed) 
1. Bachelor's degree 
2. Bachelor's degree plus graduate credit 
3. Master's degree 
4. Master's degree plus graduate credit 
5. Doctorate 
OVERALL COMPUTER EXPERIENCE (circle one): 
1. None 
2. Low 
3. Medium 
4. High 
LOGO COMPUTER EXPERIENCE (circle one): 
1. None 
2. Low 
3. Medium 
4. High 
COMMENTS (if any): 
PLEASE RETURN to TOM WALSH at SAWYER SCHOOL 
in the school mail. 
Thank you for your interest !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
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LOGO INSERVICE SYLLABUS 
by Thomas E. Walsh 
November 1, 1990 
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Purpose and Objectives 
The main purpose of this research is to determine if 
the inserviced teacher (computer user) transfers learned 
Logo skills and teaching strategies back to their classroom 
of students. The goals of the LogoWriter inservice are more 
specifically stated as follows: 
1. The user will learn how to create Logo graphics 
and use word processing in text writing. 
2. The user will develop understanding in how to 
write interactive Logo program procedures. 
3. The user will consider methods integrating 
Logo programming procedures with geometric 
graphic displays, and individually investigate 
a method for teaching geometry concepts to 
students. 
4. The user will develop classroom teaching 
strategies for presenting Logo instruction to 
students. 
It is the primary goal of this researcher to see this Logo 
inservice provide teachers the confidence and willingness to 
provide Logo instruction to their students. 
Meeting Time, Place and Agenda 
The inservice instruction will be provided directly by 
this researcher. Sessions are scheduled on Saturday 
mornings from 8:30 to 11:30 (prior to ISU basketball games) 
at the Sawyer Elementary School computer lab. The dates and 
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syllabus topics of this inservice class are provided as 
follows : 
Session 1 January 12 
o Logo and a review of the literature 
o Pre- Evaluation; Logo Implementation 
o Introduce Logo primitive commands and teaching 
strategies 
Session 2 January 19 
o Creating SHAPES for stamping 
o Enhanced Logo -Primitives 
Session 3 January 26 
o Word processing 
o Music capabilities and introductory programming 
Session 4 February 2 
o Modular Logo programming 
Session 5 February 9 
o Writing programs with variables and recursion 
Session 6 February 16 
o Logo and geometry activities 
Session 7 February 23 
o Non-graphic Logo capabilities (working with 
words and lists) 
Session 8 March 2 
o Non-graphic Logo capabilities (list processing 
reporters) 
March 9- Mar 16 SPRING BREAK 
Session 9 March 23 
o Arithmetic operations and problem-solving 
Session 10 March 30 
o More than one turtle, animation and text 
manipulation procedures 
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Session 11 April 6 
o Using the STARTUP command to connect pages 
Session 12 April 13 
o Discussion about implementation and teaching 
students 
o Post-evaluation; Logo Implementation 
o Logo Cognitive multible-choice test 
o Logo Inservice Attitude Questionnaire 
Follow-up Visitation 
o Appointment made in April or May reviewing 
implementation and teaching strategy concerns 
in delivery of Logo to students 
Software and Texts Provided 
Computer inservice participants will be given the 
following LogoWriter software program disks: 
1. LogoWriter Student Disk - for saving 
Logo programs and microworld projects. 
2. LogoWriter Activity Disk - contains Logo 
programs for investigation of primitives 
and programming procedures to complete the 
inservice activity pages. 
3. LogoWriter Geometry Disk - contains Logo 
programs to investigate geometric 
applications. 
4. The EZ LogoWriter Disk - to provide an 
example of the interactive nature of Logo 
using a STARTUP procedure. 
In addition, the Logo users will be provided the following 
texts : 
1. LogoWriter; An Inservice Model - contains 
literature review, instructional design, 
goals, objectives, and session activities. 
2. Discovering LogoWriter - contains a lesson 
sequence and activities for classroom students. 
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along with providing an additonal reference 
guide for participants. 
These materials will be used during the inservice classes, 
serve as reference materials, and useful for later classroom 
instruction with students. 
Evaluation Instruments and Confidentiality 
Participants will be given three paper and pencil 
instruments to complete during the inservice course. The 
Pre- and Post-Evaluation: Logo Implementation survey will be 
given during the first and last meeting period. The Logo 
Inservice Attitude Questionnaire and A Cognitive 
Post-Evaluation Assessment will be given during the last 
session meeting time. These instruments will measure the 
participants perceptions and value of Logo for classroom 
instruction, knowledge of Logo skills and concepts, and 
general attitude of the Logo inservice experience itself. 
Evaluation results will be pooled together and analyzed 
statistically. Individual test performance will not be 
measured and confidentiality will be ensured by placing 
identifier codes (i.e., numbers used instead of names) with 
later removal on test instruments. 
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The Inservice Experience 
Computer users will be guided through an inservice 
experience which will present Logo primitive commands in a 
sequential manner from simple to complex. Application of 
these primitives in graphic and nongraphic (i.e., words and 
lists) procedure writing will lead toward understanding in 
writing interactive programs. This inservice model is 
hierarchical in nature requiring learning subordinate skills 
prior to mastering more advanced programming skills. For 
example, the understanding of Logo primitives is necessary 
before application of these commands into Logo program 
procedures. 
Computer users will work cooperatively in pairs at an 
Apple 2c computer. Visual and verbal demonstration of 
primitive commands, keystrokes, and software use will be 
presented with discussion, questions and guided practice 
opportunities. Users will be presented information in the 
following format: 
1. Demonstration of Logo primitives and/or 
keystrokes 
2. Practice using primitives in writing 
procedures or programs 
3. Discussion or feedback (i.e., from 
peer user, instructor, or computer). 
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Practice activities will consist of completion of activity 
pages and application of the presented Logo commands in 
creation of microworlds (i.e., programming projects). 
Users will be given a sequential presentation of commands 
leading toward programming instructional activities. 
Programming activities will require user loading and 
manipulating program procedures written on disks and 
discovering the meaning of graphics or interactive text. 
Opportunity for microworld development of Logo programs 
(i.e., creating Logo projects) and means for presenting Logo 
to students in the classroom will be presented as the 
inservice progresses. 
A geometry unit, using Logo program procedures to 
reinforce concepts, will be completed by users. Working 
with procedures stored on disk, users will engage in 
problem-solving activities investigating geometric 
principles and ideas. The users will examine a hierarchy of 
geometric concepts, using Logo procedures. Activities 
include creating geometric polygons and investigating 
principles of congruence, intersection, bisecting, symmetry, 
and transformations. Optional microworld project ideas are 
provided in this unit of instruction. 
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Phase III Monies and/or College Credit for Participation 
Teachers who have not used Phase III funds are eligible 
to receive $595.80 (66 hours x $16.55), text materials, and 
program disks. Teachers who have used up a portion of their 
Phase III allocations will receive up to the difference 
between the amount already received and the maximum allowed. 
For example, a teacher having used $800 has $270 ($1,070 -
$800) remaining for this proposal. If all Phase III funds 
have been used previously, then the text materials and 
program disks will be provided through my proposal funds. 
Arrangements with Dr. Ann Thompson at Iowa State 
University are possible for participants to earn one to two 
graduate credits. Credit(s) would be earned through 
independent study (CURR 590). Teachers willing to spend 
time out of the inservice to develop a LogoWriter project 
could earn two credit hours. Participants would be 
responsible for their tuition fees. 
Closing Comment 
Logo enables children to program the computer and apply 
this powerful technology with ideas from science, 
mathematics, and model thinking. Hopefully, this inservice 
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model and support materials will serve as a delivery 
mechanism for teachers to direct this powerful language to 
their students. With this direction, students will be able 
to program the computer and discover new ideas. 
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Date: December 5, 1990 
To: <teacher's name> 
From; Tom Walsh 
3rd Grade Teacher 
Sawyer Elementary School 
You should have received the attached letter sent out prior 
to "conference week" regarding the LogoWriter Inservice 
Workshop scheduled to begin either the week of January 7 or 
14. Several teachers expressed a concern that Saturday 
morning was either not a possibility or that another day or 
time would be preferred. 
Enclosed is a very short questionnaire to ascertain your 
interest in participating, and if so, when the best time 
would be. Please take a couple of minutes to complete and 
return the questionnaire to me by Wednesday, December 12. 
As mentioned in the letter, the workshop will consist of 12 
3-hour sessions. The Ames School District supports this 
computer workshop for elementary teachers and has approved 
Phase III funding for participants. Each teacher will 
receive $595 for participating in the 12 sessions. 
If you have concerns about participating, feel free to visit 
with Barbara Herman, Karen Hoiberg, Jackie Prichard or Nancy 
Shipka. They are near completion of the workshop as part of 
the pilot test of the project. As you may know, I am 
conducting the workshop as a component of my doctoral 
research at Iowa State University. Obviously, I have a 
vested interest. 
LogoWriter is increasingly being used in school districts, 
and a Macintosh version will soon be released. I believe 
that the information gained and skills learned in this 
workshop will keep Ames teachers on the leading edge of this 
relatively new instructional technology. Thank you for your 
consideration and assistance. 
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Time Schedule Survey 
Walsh Logo Inservice Workshop 
Please complete and return to Tom Walsh, Sawyer Elementary 
School not later than Wednesday, December 12. 
1. Would you be interested in the Logo Inservice if it is 
offered at a time convenient to you? 
Yes No 
2. Which time of day would you be willing to meet? Indicate 
with a 1, 2, 3, 4, or 4 your preference. Leave blank any 
not acceptable. 
Weekday afternoon, 4:00 til 7:00 p.m. 
Weekday evening, 6:00 til 9:00 p.m. 
Saturday mornings, 8:30 til 11:30 a.m. 
Saturday afternoons, 1:00 til 4:00 p.m. 
3. If you have a weekday preference, please indicate your 
preference with a 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, etc. Leave blank any 
not acceptable. 
Monday afternoon Monday evening 
Tuesday afternoon Tuesday evening 
Wednesday afternoon Wednesday evening 
Thursday afternoon Thursday evening 
Friday afternoon Friday evening 
Thank you for your cooperation! Please sign below. 
Signature 
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Date: December 17, 1990 
To: <building principal> 
From: Tom Walsh 
3rd Grade Teacher 
Sawyer Elementary School 
Please place these notes in your teachers' mailboxes 
reminding them to return their questionnaire to ascertain 
their interest in participating in a LogoWriter Inservice 
Workshop. This will assist in selecting and finalizing a 
time to begin this workshop in January. Thanks again for 
your assistance and support in this project! 
Date: December 17, 1990 
To : <teacher's name> 
From: Tom Walsh 
3rd Grade Teacher 
Sawyer Elementary School 
You should have received a letter and short questionnaire to 
ascertain your interest in participating in a LogoWriter 
Inservice Workshop. Please return this questionnaire even 
if you indicate "No" interest. If you have lost this 
questionnaire please indicate your preferences on a piece of 
paper and send this to me. Thank you for your consideration 
and assistance. 
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Date: January 10, 1991 
To: <teacher's name> 
From: Tom Walsh 
3rd Grade Teacher 
Sawyer Elementary School * 
Re: Phase III LogoWriter Inservice Proposal 
Thank you for participating in the LogoWriter Inservice . 
Class! Please review your Phase III proposal and make a 
note of the weekly session dates scheduled for Thursday from 
4:00 to 7:00. The sessions will be held at the Ames High 
School (not Sawyer School) Computer Lab. This lab will 
provide more space and computer access. The lab is located 
in the north wing of the high school in room 9 (not the 
Media Center Lab). The north parking lot and door provide 
easy entry. 
If you are applying for Phase III monies sign and date the 
Project Budget Form (page 2 after cover sheet). Have your 
building principal sign and date this form too. On the 
cover sheet fill in the date the proposal is submitted. 
Submit this proposal to your building Phase III Committee 
before January 24. It will then be forwarded to the 
Distrist Phase III Steering Committee for final approval on 
January 29. If you are unable to participate please let me 
know immediately, so that I may find another participant. 
I will file an attendance report to verify your 
participation in the inservice for Phase III monies, upon 
completion of the follow-up two hour meeting scheduled for 
May 23. 
Thanks again for participating in this inservice experience. 
I feel both you and your students will benefit. See you 
Thursday January 31st at the Ames High Computer Lab. Please 
bring notebook paper and a pencil. 
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Cover Sheet 
Name of Teacher Date Submitted School 
CIRCLE ONE; 
1. Peer Coaching 
2. New Teacher Assistance 
3. Professional Growth Targets 
4. Research 
5. Instruction Delivery Systems 
(D Inservice Courses/College or 
University Courses/Conferences 
*7• Extended Teaching Opportunities 
TOPIC OF PROPOSAL LoRoWrlter Inservlce course 
PROPOSAL BUDGET 
Compensation #628.90 Conference Fees. 
District Share FICA/IPERS 13.4% 
Substitute Cost 
Meals 
Travel 
Lodging. 
TOTAL: 3628.90 
For office use only: 
Date approved by Phase III Building Committee. 
Principal's Signature 
Date Submitted (sent) to District Phase III Steering Committee 
Approved by Phase III Steering Committee Yes No. 
Chairperson Date 
Note: All proposals should be presented to your principal. The 
Building Phase III Committee will act appropriately on your 
proposal. If approved, it will be forwarded to the District 
Phase III Steering Committee. If disapproved, it will be 
returned with reasons or suggestions for revision. 
UPDATED 9/21'90 
Teacher Name. 
AMES COMMUNITY SCHOOL DISTRICT 
PHASE III PROPOSAL 
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PROJECT BUDGET FORM 
Building 
Payroll  Reimbursement 
1. Hourly 38 x $16.55 
hours X S 16.55 
2. Per Diem. 
hours X raie 
3. .Tuition. 
Credits X $225.00 
5. FICA/IPERS District Share 
(13.4% of line 4) 
6. Substitute Cost 
7. Conference Fees 
8. Travel, meals, lodging, mileage 
TOTAL PROJECT COSTS 
• (add lines 4 through 8) 
Approved; 
$. 
$. 
4. Total Compensation - add lines 1,2,3 $. 
Other: $. 
$. 
$. 
$-
$-
$. 
628.90 
L_ 
628.90 
Principal Date Teacher 
Approved; Phase III Steering Committee. 
Date 
Chairperson Date 
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Phase III Proposal 
I. TO: Phase III Committee 
II. FROM; <teacher's name> 
III. SUBJECT ; 
Participate in a LogoWriter inservice course 
developed by Tom Walsh, a district elementary 
teacher. 
IV. CURRENT STATUS: 
The inservice course will provide instruction in 
Logo primitive commmands cuid programming 
capabilities including teaching techniques and 
strategies for delivering instruction to students. 
Currently, use of LogoWriter by classroom teachers 
is limited despite its earlier adoption to the 
Ames Schools curriculum specified in the Computer 
Literacy manual. 
This course is part of an Iowa State University 
research project. Approval by the Ames School 
District and Human Subjects has been granted. 
V. GOALS: 
Use of the LogoWriter inservice model and 
activity materials is for the ultimate purpose to 
benefit students in learning Logo computer 
programming skills and develop tool 
applications (i.e., create graphics and use 
word processing) for the purpose of preparing 
students for post-high school work and schooling 
(District Goal 2). This Logo experience will 
encourage the development of individual interests, 
talents and skills through integration 
of Logo with exisiting curriculum activities 
(District Goal 3). 
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The LogoWriter inservice experience will provide 
another teaching tool for qualitatively 
delivering instruction (e.g., word processing 
applications, integration of geometry skills, 
generating graphics for creating charts and 
graphs, and learning programming procedures) and 
maximize time quantitatively using developed 
curriculum materials and activities in manuals or 
on disks (District Priority Goal 1 Objective 3). 
The LogoWriter inservice course develops and 
implements the use of technology in the schools to 
accomplish the mission of the district (District 
Priority Goal 1 Objective 2). 
VI. PROPOSAL ; 
The LogoWriter course was developed based on a 
preliminary review of the literature and 
collaboration with Iowa State University faculty 
in meeting dissertation research requirements for 
completion of a Ph.D. program of study in 
Curriculum and Instructional Technology. This 
project is recognized to meet the Phase III 
requirements established by the Ames Community 
School District in providing a staff development 
experience for growth of knowledge and 
instructional techniques that will help 
teachers to assist in meeting the goals and 
objectives of the district (Goal 1, Objective 4: 
Research and Goal II, Objective 6b: Inservice 
Courses). 
The value for attending the course is budgeted 
at $16.55 per hour. Teachers are eligible to 
receive $628.90 (38 hours x $16.55). 
An attendance report will be filed by the 
researcher to verify participation in the 
inservice and Phase III monies. 
VII. TIME FRAME: 
The inservice instruction will be provided 
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directly by the researcher. Sessions are 
scheduled on Thursday afternoons from 4:00 
to 7:00 at the Ames High School computer 
lab. The dates and topics of this inservice class 
are provided as follows: 
Session 1 January 31 
o Pre- Evaluation: Stages of Concern Questionnaire 
o Logo and a review of the literature 
o Introduce Logo primitive commands and teaching 
strategies 
Session 2 February 7 
o Creating SHAPES for stamping 
o Enhanced Logo Primitives 
Session 3 February 14 
o Word processing 
o Music capabilities and introductory programming 
Session 4 February 21 
o Modular Logo programming 
Session 5 February 28 
o Writing progréims with variables and recursion 
March 4 - March 8 Conference Week 
March 9 - March 16 SPRING BREAK 
Session 6 March 21 
o Logo and geometry activities 
Session 7 March 28 
o Non-graphic Logo capabilities (working with 
words and lists) 
Session 8 April 4 
o Non-graphic Logo capabilities (list processing 
reporters) 
Session 9 April 11 
o Arithmetic operations and problem-solving 
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Session 10 April 18 
o More than one turtle, animation and text 
manipulation procedures 
Session 11 April 25 
o Using the STARTUP command to connect pages 
Session 12 May 2 
o Questions about implementation and teaching 
students 
o Post- Evaluation: Stages of Concern 
Questionnaire 
o Logo Cognitive multible-choice test 
o Logo Inservice Evaluation* 
Follow-up Sharing Session May 23 
o Two hour meeting 
o Implementation and teaching strategy concerns 
in delivery of Logo to students 
VIII. ADVANTAGES : 
The inservice experience will provide teachers 
teaching strategies for incorporating and integrating 
Logo into the existing curriculum. These experiences 
may be direct computer literacy skills in developing 
Logo programming capabilities or computer tool skills 
in word processing or graphic applications. Teachers 
will be provided techniques for teaching Logo which 
encourage problem-solving and discovery learning in 
learning math ideas and geometry ideas. Follow-up 
and support after the inservice experience will be 
provided to encourage adoption arid implementation of 
Logo in the classroom. 
IX. DISADVANTAGES; 
Hopefully, the follow-up sharing session will 
help reduce teachers concerns regarding adopting 
and teaching LogoWriter to their students. These 
concerns will need to be explored with teaching 
strategies provided for promoting Logo use and 
integration into the existing curriculum. 
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APPENDIX C: HUMAN SUBJECTS APPROVAL CONSENT FORMS 
Infonncition for R#vl#w of R#$#cich Involving Human Sub|«cts 
Iowa Stal* Unlvtnlly 
(Please type and use the attached Instnjctlons for completing ttMs focm) 
1. Title of Project. 
2. 
The Implementation ai 244 aluatlon of a Sequential, Structured 
Approach for Teaching LogoWrlter to Classroom Teachers 
I agree to provide the proper surveillance of this project lo insure that the rights and welfare of the human subjects arc 
protected. I will rqwtt any adverse reactions to the committee. Additions to or changes in reseaich procedures afterthe 
project has beenapproved will be submined to thecommitteeforreview. I agree torequearenewalofqiproval for any project 
continuing more than one year. 
^Thomas E. Walsh Jr. 10-7-90 
TypW Nww of Wadptl Iiwiifw DM Sipwiw cf Priodpri lB»wti|Mor 
Professional Studies M L'Marclno 
3. Signées of other inve^néoR 
0 
294-i2R7 CnpaTckpiiaaa 
(Dr. Thompson) 
RelaiionshiptoPnnc 
4. Principal Invesdga#or(s) (check all thai apply) 
• Faciil9 • Staff {^GndnaieSliidem DUndeqiadnaie Student 
5. ftoject (check all that apply) 
• Reseanh gjheaiaordisaertmdoa OCImsa project • Independent Study (490. S90i 
6. Niifflber of subjects (compieie all dut apply) 
.Zp#Adults,non-siudeni» __«ISUstudent __#minonunder 14 __ odier(eqdain) 
" _#miuonl4.17 
7. Brief deacripdon of propoaedreaeaKhinwiMmghumamaidyeciK (SatlMiiwclloM,ltM»7. Use an additional page if 
needed.) 
(A) The problem to be examined Is If a sample of elementary classroom 
teachers provided an Inserrlce In LogoWrlter Instruction will transfer 
learned skills and teaching strategies back to their classroom of 
students. Data-gathering surrey Instruments will be used and include 
the following paper and pencil Instruments* LogoWrlter Basic Comprehension 
Test developed by Nealy Grandgenett (1989 ISU dissertation), A Pre- and 
Post-Evaluation Logo Implementation survey, and a Logo Inservlce Attitude 
Questionnaire. The latter two Instruments were developed by this 
researcher. These instruments will be resubmitted after they have been 
more fully reviewed and modified. 
(B) See attached page 
(Please do not scad research, thcsii, or disatrtatkiapropouk.) 
8. Informed Consent: Q Signed infinned consent will be obtained. (Attach a copy of your fonn.) 
• Modified infonnedconaett will be obtained. (See instmctions, itentg.) 
• Not applicable 10 this project 
9. Confidentiility of DMK Docribe below the methods m be used » ensure the confidentiality of data obtained. (Sec 
instructions. iKm 9.) 
Information collected from 245 participant, using the lata-^atherlr.-r 
survey instruments, will be confiaential and pooled with others for 
statistical analysis purposes. Participation is strictly voluntary, and 
the subject may withdraw from the study at any time. 
10. What rida or discomfort win be part of the study? subjects in the research be placed at risk or incur discomfon? 
Describe any ridts to the sifejects and précautions dat will be tatoi ID minimiae than. (The concqx of risk goes beyond 
physical risk and iachides risks to subject^ dignity and self-respect as well as psychological or enotiooal risk. See 
instnictians, iiem 10.) 
Considering possible risks and discomfort (e.g., computer anxiety), 
subjects will not be coerced into participating,with the freedom to 
withdraw at any time to preserve their dignity and self-respect. This 
researcher conducting the inservice will be readily available to trouble-
shoot and provide computer support when necessary. Participants will 
work together in pairs ancrencouraged to problem-solve cooperatively to 
11. CHECKALLofthefoHowingthatiWlytoyoarreaeatch: potential computer anxiety. 
• A. Medical clearance necessary beAmt subject: can pankipa* 
• B. Samples CBkK]d,tissiie. etc.) from subjecti 
• C. Adfflinisaaiioaofsub8taiioea(liDods.dnig8,eic.)iosiAjecis 
• D. Physical eiterdae or oooditiomng for subjects 
• E Deception of sutgecta 
• F. Subjects under 14 yean of age and/or QSidqecta 14-17yearsofage 
Q 0. Subjects ia institutions (nursing homes, prisons, eg.) 
g H. Reaearch must be approved by another institution or agency (Attach letters of approval) 
Ifyoa chacfcad aay of the Mama la 11, plaaaa coaplcte tha folimiag la the space bctow (inchide any attachments): 
IteaaA*D Deacribe the pwceduwa and note the safety pwcautiona being taken. 
IteoiE Describe how subjecti Witt be decetwd; justify the deception; ialicaie the debriefing procedure, including 
the timing and infimatioa 10 be pnaeniBd 10 suttjects. 
ItcaF For SBbjectaander the age of 14, indicaie how iaftwMdconaentfirompanats or legally anthoriTtd repre-
aeaiativea aa weO as firon aulqects win be obtained. 
ItcaaGAH Spediy the agency or instiBriioadHt must approve the pngecL If sulijectt in atyoutaide agency or 
institiwi sse involved. qgmowalmuatbeiAiamedprioriobegiesHngdiereaeasch, and die letter of approval 
shoyU be filed. 
Approval from the Ames Cpmmumity School District (Ames, Iowa) will 
be given prior to the beglnnlqgM)f the research. This letter will be 
filed granting research app^^^!f as soon as possible. }y 
Checklist for Attachments and Time Schedule 246 
The following are attached (please check): 
12. B Letter or written statement to subjects indicating clearly: 
a) puipose of the research 
b) the use of any identifier codes (names. #'s), how th^ will be used, and when diey will be 
removed (see Item 17) 
c) an estimate of time needed for participation in the leseaich and the place 
d) if ^licable, location of the lesearch activity 
e) how yog will ensure confidentiality 
0 ni a longitudinal study, note when and how yoQ will contact subjects later 
lO paitidpation is voluntaiyinonpamicipaiionwill not af&c* évaluations of (he subject 
13.S) Consent fotm 0f applicable) 
14. g] Letter ofappoval for research fiom cooperating organizations or institutions Qf ^licable) 
15. S Data-gathering instxuments 
16. Anticipated dates for contact widi subjects: 
First Contact Last Contact 
17. If applicable: anticipated date that identi&ers will be lemoved from comi^eted survey instruments and/or audio or visual 
tq)es will be erased: 
January 12, 1991" May 30, 1991 
Month/Day/Yetr Moiuh/Day/Year 
April 13. 1990 
Month/Day/Year 
18. Signa^ of Departmental Executive Officer Date Depanment or Administrative Unit 
19. Decision of the University Human Subjects Review Committee: 
V 
JL_Projea Approved __Project Not Approved __No Action Required 
Name of Committee Chairperson 
Patricia M. Keith 
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Item 7. (Continued) 
(B) Subjects will be selected from the Ames School District 
(i.e., teachers, media specialists, and/or special education 
teachers who provide instruction to students in grades three 
through six). In the event more sign-up than the project 
can accommodate, names will be drawn randomly. 
Subjects will be guided through an inservice experience 
which will present Logo primitive commemds in a sequential 
manner leading toward applying these in programming 
activities. Subjects will work cooperatively in pairs at 
Apple 2c computers. Visual and verbal demonstration of 
primitive commands, keystrokes, and software use will be 
presented with discussion, questions, and guided practice. 
Subjects will receive monies through the Ames District Phase 
III Program for participation in this research project 
(i.e., 36 hours x $16.55 = $595.80). Arrangements with Dr. 
Ann Thompson are possible for earning one or two graduate 
credits at Iowa State University. 
Ames Community Schools 
- 248 
October 19,1990 
Thomas E. Walsh, Jr. 
2031 Country Club Boulevard 
Ames, Iowa 50010 
Dear Tom: 
An ad hoc committee to review research has considered your request to conduct 
research with teachers in the Ames Community School District. The committee 
was pleased to approve your request. Moreover, the committee was fully 
supportive of your research efforts and believes that the research you will be 
conducting will provide valuable information to the field of education. 
Very truly yours, 
Dania S. Clark-Lempers, Ph.D. 
Program Evaluation Specialist 
cc: Ad Hoc Committee to Review Research 
120 S. Kellogg Avenue • Ames, Iowa 50010 • Phone 515/232-3400 
An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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Informed Consent Form 
I agree to participate in the study "the implementation 
and evaluation of a sequential, structured approach for 
teaching LogoWriter to classroom teachers" and hereby give 
my consent for participation. As part of the study I will 
be asked to take a multiple-choice test, which have 
questions on comprehension of Logo commands and the 
programming language. I also understand that I will be 
asked to complete two survey instruments on Logo 
implementation and an inservice attitude questionnaire. 
I have been informed that I am free to discontinue 
participation in the study at any time without penalty and 
that no coercion procedures will be used to force me to 
participate. In addition, there will be no physical or 
psychological harms reasonably to be expected from my 
participation in the study. After completion of the study, 
I will be free to ask any questions and obtain test scores. 
I also understand that all of my test records and personal 
records will be kept confidential and will not be released 
in any situation. 
I reserve the right to have my responses, deleted from 
the study now or in the future. 
(Print Name) (Subject's Signature) (Date) 
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APPENDIX D; THE PROCEDURAL INSTRUCTIONAL ANALYSIS CHART 
Appendix D. The Procedural Instructional 
Analysis Chart 
I Instruct lonil Ooili To devdop an undaratandlng and I 
Iappreciation for providing Logo Instruction to studanta.l 
I I 
IIUM Logo primitive ccraandsl 
illo create graphics i. 
L ._! 
IApplication of primitives I 
Icreating shapes I 
I 1.3_l 
IUse Introductory Logo I 
Iprimitives I 
I 1.2_l 
IUnderstand disk operating I 
Iprocedures I 
I I. I_l 
IUse of Logo Primitives In I 
.Iword processing I. 
I I 
I 2_l 
IUnderstand text manlp. I 
Iprimitives In story writing! 
I 2.2_l 
IUse keystroke commands to I 
Ibegin word processing I 
I 2.1_l 
IUse Logo primitives to I 
.lurlte Interactive graphic I 
Iprocedures I 
I 3_l 
[Understand the Integration I 
lof Logo & geometry concepts! 
• a.K 
•program 
1 3 
1 
1 
.4 1 
•Write a 
•program 
• 
variable 
3 
1 
1 
3 1 
t 
•Write a 
•program 
1 
nodular 
3. 
1 
1 
? 1 
t 
•Write a 
•program 
• 
simple Logo 
3. 
1 
1 
1 1 
IUse Logo primitives to 
~V Iwrite Interactive non-
Igraphic procecfcires 
I 
IWrlte Interactive animated 
Ivldcos with and without a 
ISTARTUP 
I 6 
«Use of the HAKE 
•primitive 
I 
IUse of other 11st process- I 
ling commanda ft reporters I 
I 4 4_l 
IUse the READLIST 
•command 
I  
•Use the READCHAR 
•command 
• 
• 
_4.2_l 
•Use the PRINT 
•command 
•Use STARTUP as a procedure 
•a page .,e 
' K- _6.3 
- Î 
•Use text manipulation 
•commands 
• : 5.2 
•Write procedures using 
•multlble turtles 
• , S.I 
•6l«a« !••• targtl population. Ihor* <r« no purdcular «nicy beliavlor» for Ihcac akllU. 
aapacts and particular pr •ml r I vaa iiaina worria and llala are mora iftfflcu^C to undaratand. 
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APPENDIX E: THE CONCERNS QUESTIONNAIRE (SOCQ DEMOGRAPHICS) 
AND PERMISSION FOR USE 
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Thomas E. Walsh Jr. 
2031 Country Club Blvd. 
Ames, Iowa 50010 
Dr. Gene Hall 
College of Education 
McKee Hall Room 125 
University of Northern Colorado 
Greeley, Colorado 80639 
Dear Dr. Hall: 
I would be interested in using the Stages of Concerns 
Questionnaire for a dissertation research study on Logo. A 
sample of teachers (n=20) would be given this questionnaire 
prior to and at the conclusion of a LogoWriter inservice 
workshop. One goal of this study is to determine concerns 
teachers have regarding adoption and use of Logo computer 
instruction in the classroom. 
I would be willing to share these results and findings of 
this research study with you. Please call if you have any 
further question regarding this request. 
Sincerely, 
Thomas E. Walsh Jr. 
515-292-1542 (work) 
515-292-0850 (home) 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTHERN COLORADO 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
OFFICE OF THE DEAN 
GREELEY, COLORADO 80639 
(303)351-2817 OFFICE 
FAX (303) 351-2312 
January 29, 1991 
Thomas E. Walsh Jr. 
2031 Country Club Blvd. 
Ames, IÂ 50010 
Dear Mr. Walsh: 
I received your letter in which you described your plan to use the Stages of 
Concern Questionnaire in your dissertation study. It sounds as if it could be 
an interesting study. I know of no one who has done a study of the 
implementation of logo using the Stages of Concern Questionnaire. Of course you 
have my permission to use the Stages of Concern Questionnaire in your study. 
If you have any questions or if I or any of our CBAM colleagues can be of 
assistance, please let us know. Also, for your use I have enclosed a clean copy 
of the Stages of Concern Questionnaire. Best of luck in your study. Yes, I 
would be interested in knowing more about the results when you have them. 
Sincerely, 
Gene E. Hall, Dean 
College of Education 
GEH:slp 
Enclosure 
COMMITTED TO AFFIRMATIVE ACTION AND EQUAL OPPORTUNITY • ACCREDITED BY THE NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR ACCREDITATION OF TEACHER EDLCATI(;\ 
QUALITY • DIVERSITY • PERSONAL TOUCH 
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Date ACS 
SoCQ # 
LogoWriter 
Concerns Questionnaire 
Name (optional) 
In order to identify these data, please give us the last four digits of 
your Social Security number: 
The purpose of this questionnaire is to determine what people who are 
using or thinking about using various programs are concerned about at various 
times during the innovation adoption process. The items were developed from 
typical responses of school and college teachers who ranged from no knowledge 
at all about various programs to many years experience in using them. 
Therefore, a good part of the items on this questionnaire may appear to be of 
little relevance or irrelevant to you at this time. For the completely 
irrelevant items, please circle "0" on the scale. Other itmes will represent 
those concerns you do have, in varying degrees of intensity, and should be 
marked higher on the scale. 
For example : 
This statement is very true of me at this time. 
This statement is somewhat true of me now. 
0 
0 
This statement is not at all true of me at this time. 0 
This statement seems irrelevant to me. 0 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Please respond to the items in terms of your present concerns, or how you 
feel cUoout your involvement or potential involvement with LogoWriter. We do 
not hold to any one definition of this innovation, so please think of it in 
terms of your own perception of what it involves. Since this questionnaire 
used for a variety of innovations, the name LogoWriter never appears. 
However, phrases such as "the innovation," "this approach," and "the new 
system" all refer to LogoWriter. Remember to respond to each item in terms 
your present concerns about your involvement or potential involvement with 
LogoWriter. Thank you for taking time to complete this task. 
IS 
of 
Copyright, 1974 
Procedures for Adopting Educational Innovations/CBAM Project 
R&D Center for Teacher Education, The University of Texas at Austin 
A.2 SoC QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS 
0 1 3 4 5 6 7 
Irrelevant Not true of me ^«*'256 Somewhat true of me now Very true of me now 
1. I am concerned about students' attitudes toward this 01234567 
Innovation. 
2. I now know of some other approaches that might work better. 01234567 
3. I don't even know what the innovation is. 01234567 
4. I am concerned about not having enough time to organize 01234567 
myself each day. 
5. I would like to help other faculty in their use of the 0123456 7 
innovation. 
6. I have a very limited knowledge about the innovation. 01234567 
7. I would like to know the effect of reorganization on my 01234567 
professional status. 
8. I am concerned about conflict between my interests and 01234367 
my responsibilities. 
9. I am concerned about revising my use of the innovation. 01234567 
10. I would like to develop working relationships with both 01234 3 67 
our faculty and outside faculty using this Innovation. 
11. I am concerned about how the innovation affects students. 01234567 
12. I am not concerned about this innovation. 01234367 
13. I would like to know who will make the decisions in the 01234567 
new system. 
14. I would like Co discuss Che possibility of using the 01234567 
innovation. 
15. I would like to know what resources are available if we 01234567 
decide to adopt this innovation. 
16. I am concerned about my inability to manage all the 01234567 
innovation requires. 
17. I would like to know how my teaching or administration 01234367 
is supposed to change. 
18. I would like to familiarize other departments or persons 01234567 
with the progress of this new approach. 
Copyright, 1974 
Procedures for Adopting Educational Innovations/CBAM Project 
R.&D Center for Teacher Education, The University of Texas at Austin 
0  1  2 . 3  4 5 6  7  
Irrclevanc Hoc crue of me now Soocwhac crue of me now Very crue of me now 
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19. I am concerned abouc evaluacing my unpacc on acudenca. 01234567 
20. I would like co revise che innovacion's inscruccional 01234567 
approach. 
21. I am completely occupied with other things. 01234567 
22. I would like Co modify our use of che innovacion based 01234567 
on che experiences of our scudencs. 
23. Although I don't know abouc chis innovacion, I am 01234567 
concerned abouc things in che area. 
24. I would like to excite my students about their part in 01234567 
this approach. 
25. I am concerned about time spent working with nonacademic 01234567 
problems related to this Innovacion. 
26. I would like to know what che use of the innovation will 01234367 
require in che immediace future. 
27. I would like to coordinate my effort with others to 01234367 
maximize the innovation's effects. 
28. I would like to have more information on time and energy 01234567 
commitments required by this Innovation. 
29. I would like to know what other faculty are doing in 01234567 
this area. 
30. At chis Cime, I am noc inceresced in learning abouc chis 01234567 
innovacion. 
31. I would like co decermine how co supplemenc, enhance, or 01234567 
replace che innovacion. 
32. I would like Co use feedback from scudencs co change che 01234367 
program. 
33. I would like co know how my role will change when I am 01234567 
using che innovacioA. 
34. Coordination of casks and people is caking coo much of 01234567 
my time. 
35. I would like to know how this innovacion is better than 01234567 
what we have now. 
Copyright, 1974 
Procedures for Adopting Educational Innovât ions/CBAM Project 
R&D Center for Teacher Education, The University of Texas at Austin 
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SoCQ Demographics 
LogoWriter 
PLEASE COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING: 
I. What percent of your job is: 
teaching % administration % other (specify) % 
2. Do you work: full time part time 
3. Female Male 
4. Age: 20-29 30-39 40-49 50-59 60-69 
5. Highest degree earned: 
Associate Bachelor Masters Doctorate 
6. Year degree earned: 
7. Total years teaching: 
8. Number of years at present school: 
9. In how many schools have you held full time positions? 
one two three four five or more 
10. How long have you been involved in using LogoWriter, not counting this 
year? 
1 2 3 4 5 or more 
never year years years years years 
II. In your use of LogoWriter, do you consider yourself to be a: 
nonuser novice intermediate old hand past user 
12. Have you received formal training in LogoWriter (workshops, courses)? 
yes no 
13. Are you currently in the first or second year of use of some major 
innovation or program other than LogoWriter? 
yes no 
If yes, please describe briefly. 
14. Please check to see that you have written the last four digits of your 
Social Security number on the front page of this questionnaire. Thank 
you for your help. 
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Date ACS 
LBCT # 
LogoWriter 
The LogoWriter Basic Comprehension Test 
Name (optional) 
In order to identify these data, please give us the last four digits of 
your Social Security number: 
LogoWriter Basic Comprehension Test 
Name 261 
Directions: Please read the following questions carefully and select the 
best answer for each question. In questions involving graphics, or sequences of 
specific commands, always assume that the turtle starts in the home position unless 
the question states otherwise. 
1. Examine the following primitive command descriptions; which 
of the descriptions are incorrect? 
Fd - moves the turtle forward a certain distance 
Rt - turns the turtie to the right a certain number of degrees 
Home - clears the screen and moves the turtle to the screens center 
facing up. 
Fill - fills a graphic shape with a specific color 
Pu - picks up the drawing pen of the turtle so that no line is 
drawn as the turtle moves 
a. all of the descriptions are correct. 
b. one of the descriptions is incorrect. 
c. two of the descriptions are incorrect. 
d. three descriptions are incorrect. 
e. the descriptions are all basically correct, but the primitive commands 
must be tj^ed in all capital letters for them to work. 
2. In the LOGO programming Language, which of the following is 
not a primitive? 
a. Cg 
b. Fd 
c. Seth 
d. FilUt 
e. Home 
3. In Logo, the "primitive" commands are: 
a. Useful procedures invented and defined by the user to perform some 
task, like moving the turtle forward or drawing a triante. 
b. Useful procedures that are already defined in the Logo language when it starts up. 
c. The basic movement commands of FD. BK. RT. and LT. which are the only 
commands that actually move the turtle on the screen, and thus the only 
"primitive" commands. 
d. The commands of PU. PD. PE. Home. HT. ST. and CG. which are the 
only commands that require no input numbers, thus they are the only "primitive" 
commands. 
e. None of the above statements is correct. 
4. Given the following sequence of primitive commands, and the Information 
that the turtle is facing directly to the right of the screen, before the 
commands are executed, which way does the turtle face after the commands 
are executed? 262 
Fd50 
Rt90 
Fd 100 
Rt 180 
Bk40 
Lt90 
a. The turtle now faces to the bottom of the screen, y 
b. The turtle now faces to the left of the screen.^  
c. The turtle now faces to the top of the screen.^  
d. The turtle still faces to the ri^t of the screen. ^  
e. It is impossible to tell without specific coordinates. 
5. Which of the following sets of commands will position the turtle 
the greatest distance away from the home position? 
(assume that the turtle starts in the home position) 
a. Fd 100 
Bk 100 
Rt90 
Fd 100 
Bk40 
Fd200 
HT 
Fd 100 
Home 
Fd20 
c. Bk 100 
Rt90 
Ht 
Rt90 
Fd70 
d. Fd 100 
BK200 
Fd25 
Ht 
FdSO 
e. It is impossible 
to tell without 
typing these 
commands into 
the computer. 
6. What will the following sequence of commands draw? 
(assume that the turtle starts in the home position) 
FdSO 
Kreo 
FD50 
RT60 
FdSO 
RT60 
b. c. d. 
AA [> n 
7. What will be drawn by the following sequence of commands? 
(assume that the turtle starts in the home position) 
a. 
Fd50 
Rt90 
Fd50 
Home 
Fd50 
263 
r V 
c. e. None 
of 
These 
8. Which of the following Repeat commands will not produce an error message 
when it is executed?. 
a. Repeat [Fd 50 Bk 50 Rt 60] 
b. Repeat Fd 50 (Rt 90] 
c. Repeat 3 (Fd 50 Bk 50) 
d. Repeat 4 (Pu Rt 90 Fd 50 Pd Bk 501 
e. All of the above statements will produce error messages. 
9. Which of the choices below 
is the most efficient replacement 
for this set of commands to the right? 
a. Setc 3 
Repeat 3 (Fd 50 Rt 70) 
Fd50 
Rt90 
Setc 3 
Fd50 
Rt70 
Fd50 
Rt70 
Fd50 
Rt70 
Fd50 
Rt90 
b. Setc 3 
Repeat 4 (Fd 50 Rt 70] 
Rt90 
c. Setc 3 
Fd200 
Rt210 
Rt90 
d. Repeat 3 (Setc 3 Fd 50 Rt 70] 
Fd50 
Rt90 
e. Repeat 3 (Setc 3 Fd 50 Rt 70] 
10. In Logo, the Repeat command: 
a. will make the turtle do something exactly twice, (for instance: Repeat Square 
draws two squares exactly the same). 
b. provides the capability to simplify repeated sequences of commands 
into a single more efficient command. 
c. must be used when drawing a square, triangle, rectangle, or circle. 
d. will make the turtle do something over and over forever, until the programmer 
presses the "open-apple" and "S" keys. 
e. none of the above are correct. 
11. What shape would the following repeat command draw? 
(assume Ôiat the turtle starts in the home position) ^  
Repeat 5 (Fd 50 Bk 50 Rt 45) 
c. 
V 
d. e. 
None 
of 
These 
12. Which of the following procedures will not produce an error message 
when the procedure is executed? 
a. Vee 
Lt45 
Bk 50 
Rt90 
Fd50 
End 
b. To 
Vee 
Lt45 
Bk50 
Rt90 
Fd50 
End 
c. To Vee 
Lt45 
Bk50 
Rt90 
Fd50 
Stop 
d. To Vee 
Lt45 
Bk50 
RtSO 
Fd 50 
To End 
e. all of these 
will produce 
error messages 
13. In LogoWriter, the term "Procedure" basically stands for: 
a. the technique for drawing step by step pictures with a computer 
b. a set of defined command steps to perform some task 
c. the important problem solving steps of defining the problem, choosing a plan, 
carrying out the plan, and looking back at the solution. 
d. all the important commands for using the editor, such as "open-apple-f 
e. none of the above 
265 14. Which of the following procedures would correctly draw the figure 
shown below? (assume that the turtle starts in the home position) 
/X 
a. To Peak b. To Peak c. To Peak d- To Peak None 
RT45 Fd50 RT45 Rt90 of 
Fd50 RT90 Fd 50 Fd 50 These 
KT 45 Fd50 RT90 Rt45 
Fd 50 End Fd 50 Fd 50 
End End End 
15. Given the Square procedure, what would be the 
graphical result of the following sequence of commands? 
(assume that the turtle starts in the home position) 
Command Ssqvsncs; 
cg 
Repeat 4 [Square Rt 90] 
Fd50 
Square 
b. 
To Square 
Repeat 4 [Fd 50 Rt 90) 
End 
c. e. None 
of 
These 
16. When using the LogoWriter editor, it is important to: 
a. press "open-apple-f when entering the editor and "escape" 
when exiting the editor. 
b. begin every student defined procedure with the word To" and 
end every student defined procedure with the word "End". 
c. begin a brand new page for each new procedure. 
d. none of the above are correct. 
e. all of the above are correct. 
17. The following is an example of a program in LogoWrlter: 
266 * To Blossom To Stem Tonuwer To Square 
Repeat 10 (Square Rt 36) Home Stem Repeat 4 [Fd 50 Rt 90] 
End Fd 100 Blossom End 
End End 
Which of the following statements is true? 
a. Blossom is the main calling procedure for this program. 
b. Square is the main calling procedure for this program. 
c. Flower is the main calling procedure for this program. 
d. Stem and Blossom are both main calling procedures for this program. 
e. There is no main calling procedure for this program. 
18. What Is one of the reasons that a programmer might want to divide up a 
procedure into a calling procedure and various sub-procedures? 
a. Because the LogoWriter editor only works with small procedures of no 
more then one screen long. 
b. Because it is easier to analyze a problem, and program its solution, in parts. 
c. Because sub-procedures like Square. Triangle, and Circle are already built 
into the Logo language, and these won't have to be created by the programmer. 
d. Because in Logo there is no immediate mode, and the turtle can not execute a 
command unless it is written into a sub-procedure stored in the editor. 
e. None of the above are true. 
19. Given the following procedures in the workspace, what would 
be the graphic output when running the procedure "House "? 
(assume that the turtle starts from the home position) 
To House 
Square 
Roof 
End 
a. A 
To Roof 
Repeat 3(Fd 50 Rt 120] 
End 
To Square 
Repeat 4(Fd 50 Rt 901 
End 
c. e. 
lAl 
None 
of 
these 
20. Using the procedures of Frame. Whemi & Handlebars, and assuming that 
each of these procedures draw only a shape, what is the super-procedure 
most likely needed for drawing a bicycle? 
a. To Bicycle 
Frame 
Movel 
Repeat 2 [Wheel] 
Move2 
Handlebars 
End 
b. To Bicycle 
Frame 
Wheel 
Wheel 
Handlebars 
End 
c. To Bicycle 
Frame 
Move 
Wheel 
Move 
Wheel 
Move 
Handlebars 
End 
d. To Bicycle 
Frame 
Movel 
Wheel 
Move2 
Wheel 
Moves 
Handlebars 
End 
e. None 
of 
These 
21. Looking at the following procedures, which of the statements below 
would be considered true? 
To Mystery :X Jo Something :X :Y 
Fd:X 
Rt :X + 90 KR :Y 
Repeat 100 (Fd :X Rt :X1 Repeat 100 (Fd :X Rt :Y] 
End End 
a. Both the Mystery procedure and the Something procedure use two variables. 
b. The :X in the line 'To Mystery :X'. is unnecessary for input and could be removed. 
c. The Mystery procedure could be executed by typing Mystery 47. 
d. The Something procedure could be executed by typing Something 17. 
e. More than one of these statements is true. 
22. One of the reasons programmers may want to use variables in their procedures 
is because: 
a. variables are needed in procedures to use the LogoWriter editor. 
b. variable procedures are what make the graphics in LogoWriter colorful. 
c. variables are needed for graphics, especially in drawing curved lines. 
d. procedures using variables are more easily reused in other applications. 
e. none of the above 
23. Using the following procedures, predict what happens when 
Train 20 50 is executed, (assume the turtle starts in the home position) 
To Train : Width : Length 
Rectangle : Width : Length 
RT90 
FD : Length 
LT90 
Rectangle :Width : Length 
End 
a. b. 
To Rectangle : Width : Length 
Repeat Width RT 90 FD :Length RT 90] 
End 
c. d. e. None 
of 
These 
24. Which of the figures shown below will result from the execution 
of Stack 50? 
To Stack :X 
Rectangle :X 
Rectangle :X-20 
Rectangle :X-30 
End 
To Rectangle :X 
Repeat 2 {Fd :X Rt 90 Fd :X • 2 Rt 90! 
End 
a. 
d. e. 
25. A student would like to design a LogoWriter program which 
will draw a triangle placed directly above a square, as in the 
picture on the rl^t. She would like to have the side of the 
square and the side of the triangle to be different inputs. Which 
procedure below, would best fit her desire? (Square and Triangle 
are already in the workspace) 
a. To Fig :X :Y 
Square :X 
Fd:X 
Triangle :Y 
• End 
To Fig :X 
Square :X 
Fd :X 
Triangle :X 
End 
To Fig :X :Y 
Square :X 
Fd;Y 
Triangle :Y 
End 
d. To Fig :X :Y 
Square :X 
Triangle :Y 
End 
e. None of 
these would 
be appropriate 
26. Which of the following is an example of a procedure using recursion 
and a conditional statement to terminate it.? 
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a. To Thing :L b. To Thing ;L c. To Thing :L d. To Thing :L e. None 
Fd :L Repeat 4 (Fd ;L Rt 5) For :L = 1 to 4 Fd :L of 
RT 5 Fd :L Fd :L Thing :L - 1 these 
Thing :L - 1 If :L < 0 [Stop] Rt 90 End 
IF :L < 0 [Stop! End Next :L 
End End 
27. A "recursive" procedure in LogoWriter is a procedure that: 
a. uses repeated curves within the graphical output. 
b. is basically the same as a repeat statement but uses less commands. 
c. calls itself as a sub-procedure. 
d. calls more then two different sub-procedures. 
e. all of the above are correct. 
28. Looking at the following procedure, which of the statements 
listed below best describes the execution of the program? 
To Lots 
Repeat 2 [Fd 20 Rt 90 Fd 50 Rt 901 
Pu 
Fd20 
Pd 
Lots 
End 
a. The procedure draws the same rectangle, in the same place, 
continually, until someone stops the program. 
b. The procedure draws two rectangles, one above the other one. 
c. The procedure draws one rectangle, moves forward, and then 
gives an error message. 
d. The procedure continues to draw rectangles stacked above 
each otiier until the memory of the computer is filled up. 
e. None of the statements above describe the execution. 
29. Given the procedures shown below, what figure would be drawn by 
Mystery 30? (assume that the turtle starts in the home position) 
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To Mystery :S To Rsquare :S To Lsquare :S 
IF :S = 0 (Stopl Repeat 4[FD :S RT 90] Repeat 4(FD :S LT 90| 
IF :S = 30 IRSquare :S] End End 
IF :S < 20 [LSquare :S) 
Mystery :S - 10 
End 
30. In the following recursive procedure Blocks, what is the correct 
conditional statement to stop die procedure so that the output looks like 
the figure below when Blocks 3 is executed? 
Blocks Recursive Procedure PgStrcd OwtW 
(line 1) To Blocks :x 
(line 2) Repeat 4 (Fd 50 Rt 901 
(line 3) Fd 50 
(line 4) Blocks :x-l 
(line 5) End 
a. Place the statement: "If ;x < 0 [stop]" between lines 1 and 2. 
b. Place the statement: "If :x = 0 [stop]" between lines 1 and 2. 
c. Place the statement: "If :x = 0 [stop]" between lines 3 and 4. 
d. Place the statement: "If :x = 0 [stop]" between lines 4 and 5. 
e. None of the above 
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APPENDIX G: THE END-OF-DAY INVENTORY 
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Date ACS 
EoDi # 
LogoWriter 
END-OF-DAY INVENTORY 
Name (optional) 
In order to identify these data, please give us the last four digits of 
your Social Security number: 
The purpose of this inventory is to evaluate your perceptions and 
concerns about this afternoon session. In addition, check below whether or 
not you achieved today's inservice objectives. Please turn in this evaluation 
before leaving. Thank you! 
Mastered 
(check one) 
Objective Yes No 
.1.2 Given a geometric shape demonstration using the 
Logo primitive commands and keystrokes (i.e., 
FD, BK, RT, LT, SHOW HEADING, SETH, CG, RG, PD, 
PE, ST, HT, APPLE-9, ESC, Arrow keys, REPEAT, 
APPLE-S, and NP "<savename>) create a graphic 
scene, using all the primitives, on a saved 
NEW PAGE. 
2.0 Given a demonstrate on how to create SHAPES and 
STAMP these on a NEW PAGE, create at least one 
shape for stamping and erase it from a page. 
2.1 Given a demonstration on use of Logo primitive 
commands and disk management techniques, create and 
save a graphic to print-out showing turtle lines of 
different colors, a filled shape, a shaded shape, 
labeled alphabetic characters, and use of at least 
one additional turtle (i.e., turtle 1, 2, or 3). 
If any of the objective(s) above were not mastered, please explain why. 
END-OF-DAY-INVENTORY 
1. This session has been: 
boring 
irrelevant to 
my needs 
not informative 
poorly organized 
too slow 
in pacing 
2 .  Please identify the most valuable feature of the day: 
3. Was there anything that you did not find useful or helpful? If so, what? 
4. What questions or concerns do you still have that you would like to 
have addressed tomorrow? 
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i nteresti ng 
relevant to 
my needs 
informative 
well organized 
too 
fast paced 
CBAM Project 
Research and Development Center for Teacher Education 
The University of Texas at Austin 
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APPENDIX H: THE INSERVICE EVALUATION LOGOWRITER 
WORKSHOP INSTRUMENT 
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Date ACS 
IE # 
LogoWriter 
Inservice Evaluation 
Name (optional) 
Please provide the last four digits of your Social Security number: 
The purpose of this evaluation is to examine the extent to which the 
inservice met your needs and to learn more about which elements were most 
effective. PLease complete the evaluation before leaving and see that it 
given to the workshop facilitator. 
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Inservice Evaluation 
LogoWriter Workshop 
Winter 1991 
DIRECTIONS: Please rate the following aspects of this workshop 
Low 
1. Stated purpose and objectives 1 2 
2. Clarity of content and information 1 2 
3. Organization and efficiency 1 2 
4. Usefulness of texts 1 2 
5. Usefulness of handouts 1 2 
6. Software materials (Activity disk) 1 2 
7. Software materials (Geometry disk) 1 2 
8. Sufficient time for the workshop 1 2 
9. Computer practice time provided to understand 
concepts 1 2 
10. Sufficient practice for creating Logo microworlds 1 2 
11. Help provided by facilitator 1 2 
12. Sequence of workshop objectives and activities 1 2 
13. Learning environment and climate 1 2 
14. Adequate examples provided 1 2 
15. Clarity of explanations by facilitator 1 2 
16. Applicability to your teaching responsibilities 1 2 
17. Opportunity for interaction, participation, and 
discussion 1 2 
18. Enthusiasm of facilitator 1 2 
19. Differentiated learning strategies 1 2 
20. Facilitated workshop activities 1 2 
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21. Facilitator promoted participant interest 
22. Facilitator attended to individual needs 
23. Pace of the workshop 
2 4 .  E v a l u a t i o n  i n s t r u m e n t s  ( e . g . ,  t h e  L o g o W r i t e r  
Basic Comprehension Test) 
2 5 .  O v e r a l l  e v a l u a t i o n  o f  w o r k s h o p  e f f e c t i v e n e s s  
1. Strengths of this workshop 
2. Areas in need of improvement 
3. Changes recommended 
4. Additional comments 
5. Would you recommend this workshop to a colleague? 
yes no 
Thank you for this feedback! 
Page 2 
Low High 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
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WITH SUPPLEMENTAL TABLES AND FIGURE 
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Table I-l. Stages of Concern about the innovation 
Impact 
6 REFOCUSING: The focus is on exploration of more 
universal benefits from the innovation, including 
possibility major changes or replacement with a more 
powerful alternative. Individual has definite ideas 
about alternatives to the proposed or existing form 
of the innovation. 
5 COLLABORATION: The focus is on coordination and 
cooperation with others regarding use of the 
innovation. 
4 CONSEQUENCE; Attention focuses on impact of the 
innovation on student in his/her immediate sphere of 
influence. The focus is on relevance of the 
innovation for students, evaluation of student 
outcomes, including performance and competencies, 
and changes needed to increase student outcomes. 
Task 
3 MANAGEMENT : Attention is focused on the processes 
and tasks of using the innovation and the best use 
of information and resources. Issues related to 
efficiency, organization, management, scheduling, 
and time demands are critical. 
Self 
2 PERSONAL: Individual is uncertain about the demands 
of the innovation, his/her inadequacy to meet those 
demands, and his/her role in relation to the reward 
structure of the organization, decision making, and 
consideration of potential conflicts with existing 
structures or personal commitment. Financial or 
status implications of the program for self and 
colleagues may also be reflected. 
1 INFORMATIONAL: A general awareness of the innovation 
and interest in learning more detail about it is 
indicated. The person seems to be unworried about 
himself/herself in relation to the innovation. 
She/he is interested in substantive aspects of the 
innovation in a selfless manner such as general 
characteristics, effects, and requirements for use. 
Unrelated 
0 AWARENESS: Little concern about or involvement with 
the innovation is indicated. 
Note ; From Change in Schools: Facilitating the 
Process (p. 60) by G. E. Hall and S. M. Hord, 1987, 
Albany, NY: State University of New York Press. 
Adapted by permission. 
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Table 1-2. Stages of Concern; Typical Expressions of 
Concern about the Innovation 
Stages of Concern Expressions of Concern 
6 REFOCUSING I have some ideas about something 
that would work even better. 
5 COLLABORATION I am concerned about relating what 
I am doing with what other 
instructors are doing. 
4 CONSEQUENCE How is my use affecting kids? 
3 MANAGEMENT I seem to be spending all my time 
in getting material ready. 
2 PERSONAL How will using it affect me? 
1 INFORMATIONAL I would like to know more about it. 
0 AWARENESS I am not concerned about it (the 
innovation). 
Note: From Concerns-Based Consulting Skills 
Workshop (p. 6) by Research and Development Center 
for Teacher Education, 1983, Austin, TX: The 
University of Texas at Austin. Adapted by permission. 
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Figure I-l. Hypothesized development of Stages of Concern 
A I P M CA CL R 
100 
I I I I I I I 
Relative I 
Intensity 60 — >^^s" 
(Percentile) I I .-"I I 
40 -.,-j 
20 WïïHll-l---.L::::ir^  
I I I I I I I 
0 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
SoC Stages 
1 Non Inexp | 
I ... Exp +++Renew | 
I I 
Stages of Concern 
A = Awareness; I = Informational; P = Personal; 
M = Management; CA = Consequence; CL = Collaboration; 
R = Refocusing. 
User Profile Types 
Non = Nonuser; Inexp = Inexperienced User; 
Exp = Experienced User; Renew = Renewing User. 
Note; From Change in Schools; Facilitating the 
Process (p. 60) by G. E. Hall and S. M. Hord, 1987, 
Albany, NY: State University of New York Press. 
Adapted by permission. 
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Subject Number 3 
-o— Pretest 
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Subject Number 4 
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-Q— Pretest 
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Subject Number 7 
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1 
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Table J-I. Written comments recorded by subjects 
participating in the Logo pilot 
Response 
Number Recorded Comments 
1. Feeling comfortable and having fun working 
with primitive commands 
2. Good to apply basic commands in this session 
while being introduced to new things 
3. Need time (practice) to have these commands 
become more familiar (less confusing) 
4. Feel pretty good in confidence with 
introductory programming 
5. Could go back to manual for some time to 
practice 
6. Some commands are starting to stick 
7. Programming with variables and recursion was 
good with lots of information 
8. Should go slower (much too fast) studying 
variables and recursion 
9. Better understanding of Logo and geometry 
applications 
10. Words and lists are fun and easy to understand 
11. Words and lists are a little complicated and do 
not have a real (great) understanding of what 
it all means 
12. Animation and text is good practice seeing what 
various commands do, and it is fun and easy to 
understand 
13. Animation and text is beginning to make sense 
and getting more into its practical use 
14. Feel animation and text is more useful (than 
lists) for kids 
15. Enjoyed investigating the STARTUP command and 
can see many uses for STARTUP on pages or 
procedures (Fun to "network" in this way) 
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Table J-2. Listing of individual Stage of Concern 
percentile scores for the Logo inservice 
innovation 
Stages of Concern Percentile Scores 
Subject Test 
Number Period 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 Total 
01 Pre [89] 88 59 69 38 40 57 74 
01 Post 86 [95] 78 85 66 55 87 92 
02 Pre 86 63 85 77 [96] 84 52 89 
02 Post 60 [88] 87 80 82 76 77 92 
03 Pre [771 51 41 43 5 10 3 12 
03 Post 77 40 45 [83] 11 14 52 36 
04 Pre 72 90 83 56 [96] 95 69 92 
04 Post 46 91 72 56 96 [97] 96 95 
05 Pre [95] 91 80 94 27 52 57 86 
05 Post 81 93 87 [95] 66 84 87 98 
06 Pre [72] 63 31 34 48 59 42 48 
06 Post [91] 75 31 60 33 76 69 71 
07 Pre 96 [99] 85 43 86 72 42 95 
07 Post 23 51 14 27 48 64 [69] 39 
08 Pre [95] 75 55 88 21 68 20 71 
08 Post 46 72 59 60 33 [88] 57 74 
09 Pre [84] 60 57 80 16 52 22 54 
09 Post 81 80 83 [90] 48 55 81 98 
10 Pre [97] 69 52 83 82 28 17 71 
10 Post 77 72 [83] 56 59 68 65 80 
11 Pre [89] 84 80 73 30 48 2 66 
11 Post 53 66 70 [77] 66 40 47 69 
12 Pre [93] 84 76 80 9 19 6 54 
12 Post 46 [84] 39 56 24 44 65 54 
13 Pre 91 [95] 87 65 76 36 92 92 
13 Post 46 93 80 73 71 88 [97] 95 
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Table J-3. (Continued) Listing of individual Stage of 
Concern percentile scores for the Logo inservice 
innovation 
Stages of Concern Percentile Scores 
Subject 
Number 
Test 
Period 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 Total 
14 Pre [89] 75 70 34 33 28 20 54 
14 Post [98] 84 78 73 19 40 38 74 
15 Pre 89 [97] 83 69 63 40 38 83 
15 Post 77 [91] 70 80 59 76 30 80 
16 Pre 46 72 31 15 [86] 44 57 51 
16 Post 53 57 21 39 [90] 72 52 57 
17 Pre [98] 95 76 92 66 72 47 95. 
17 Post 53 23 28 30 [92] 55 47 42 
18 Pre 81 30 21 15 13 [97] 52 36 
18 Post 29 16 14 18 38 76 [94] 36 
19 Pre 86 [88] 55 9 54 40 42 57 
19 Post 66 84 80 47 66 76 [87] 86 
Group Profile N = 19 
Means Pre [86] 77 64 59 50 52 39 67 
Post 63 [71] 59 62 56 65 68 72 
BTotal Percentile Scores in the final column are 
calculated by adding the raw scores and using the Raw 
Score-Percentile Conversion Chart (Hall, George, and 
Rutherford, 27, 1986). 
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Table J-4. Frequency distribution of second highest Stage 
of Concern in relation to first highest Stage of 
Concern for pretest on the SoCQ 
Second Highest Stage Of Concern 
Mignesu —" 
Stage | 
1 
0 1 1 2 1 
1 1 
3 1 4 15 1 
1 1 1 
6 1 
0 1 
1 
7 1 1 
1 1 
4 1 1 1 
1 1 1 
1 1 
1 
3 1 1 
1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 
2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 I I 1 1 1 
3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
4 1 
1 
1 1 1 1 1  1 1 1  
1 1 1 
5 1 
1 
1 1 1 
1 1 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
6 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Table J-5. Frequency distribution of second highest Stage 
of Concern in relation to first highest Stage of 
Concern for posttest on the SoCQ 
Second Highest Stage Of Concern 
Highest 
S t a g e  | 0 |  1  |  2  |  3  I  4 | 5  I  6  
I I I I I I I 
0  1  1 1 1  I I  1 1 1  
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  
I I  I  I  1  I 1  I  I  1 2  
2  I  Ï  I  I  1  I  I  I  
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  
3  1 2  1  I  2  I  I  I  I  
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  
4  1  I  I  I  I  I  2  I  
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  
5  I  I  I  I  1  I  * . 5  I  I  * . 5  
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  
6 1 I  2 I  I I I  2 I  
a.5 value represents a tie score in the second highest 
stage of concern for one subject. 
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Table J-6. The LogoWriter Basic Comprehension Test 
comparison of raw scores for pre- and posttests 
for each participant 
Pretest Posttest Difference 
ID Percent Percent 
Number Score Correct Score Correct Score Percent 
01 7 23.33 10 33.33 3 10.00 
02 9 30.00 11 36.67 2 6.67 
03 0 0.00 19 63.33 19 63.33 
04 16 53.33 22 73.33 6 20.00 
05 2 6.67 18 60.00 16 53.33 
06 2 6.67 13 43.33 11 36.67 
07 2 6,67 24 80.00 22 73.33 
08 7 23.33 17 56.67 10 33.33 
09 7 23.33 17 56.67 10 33.33 
10 2 6.67 17 56.67 15 50.00 
11 6 20.00 12 •40.00 6 20.00 
12 5 16.67 13 43.33 8 26.67 
13 6 20.00 18 60.00 12 40.00 
14 0 0.00 11 36.67 11 36.67 
15 5 16.67 15 50.00 10 33.33 
16 18 60.00 22 73.33 4 13.33 
17 4 13.33 17 56.67 13 43.33 
18 . 17 56.67 25 83.33 8 26.67 
19 
_2 23.33 22 73.33 15 50.00 
Mean 6.42 21.40 17.00 56.67 10.58 35.27 
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Table J-7. Item responses of teachers on The LogoWriter 
Basic Comprehension pre- and posttest 
Item/ 
Response 
Pretest 
Frequency Percent 
Posttest 
Frequency Percent 
QUESTION 1 
A 
[B] 
E 
NONE 
QUESTION 2 
A 
C 
[D] 
NONE 
QUESTION 3 
A 
[B] 
C 
D 
E 
NONE 
QUESTION 4 
A 
[B] 
C 
D 
NONE 
QUESTION 5 
[A] 
B 
C 
D 
NONE 
8 
3 
7 
1 
2 
5 
6 
6 
3 
8 
1 
1 
1 
5 
2 
10 
2 
2 
3 
2 
2 
6 
2 
7 
42.1 
15.8 
36.8 
5.3 
10.5 
26.3 
31.6 
31.6 
15.8 
42.1 
5.3 
5.3 
5.3 
26.3 
10.5 
52.6 
10.5 
10.5 
15.8 
10.5 
10.5 
31.6 
10.5 
36.8 
7 
12 
36.8 
63.2 
2 
17 
1 
14 
1 
1 
2 
3 
11 
1 
4 
5 
14 
10.5 
89.5 
5.3 
73.7 
5.3 
5.3 
10.5 
15.8 
57.9 
5.3 
21 .1  
26.3 
73.7 
^Bracket indicates correct response for the item. 
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Table J-8. (Continued) Item responses of teachers on The 
LogoWriter Basic Comprehension pre- and posttest 
Pretest Posttest 
Response Frequency Percent Frequency Percent 
QUESTION 6 
A 1 5.3 1 5.3 
[B] 4 21.1 13 68.4 
C 1 5.3 — 
D 6 31.6 5 26.3 
NONE 7 36.8 —  —  —  —  
QUESTION 7 • 
A 3 15.8 4 21.1 
[B] 6 31.6 12 63.2 
C 1 5.3 —  —  — 
E 6 31.6 3 15.8 
NONE 3 15.8 — —  — —  
QUESTION 8 • • 
A 1 5.3 
B 1 5.3 1 5.3 
C 1 5.3 2 10.5 
[D] 5 26.3 13 68.4 
E 2 10.5 3 15.8 
NONE 9 47.4 — —  —  
QUESTION 9 
[A] 6 31.6 16 84.2 
B 1 5.3 2 10.5 
D 1 5.3 1 5.3 
NONE 11 57.9 — —  — —  
QUESTION 10 
A 3 15.8 — — 
[B] 8 42.1 17 89.5 
. C 1 5.3 2 10.5 
D 1 5.3 — — 
NONE 6 31.6 
^Bracket indicates correct response for the item. 
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Table J-9. (Continued) Item responses of teachers on The 
LogoWriter Basic Comprehension pre- and posttest 
Pretest Posttest 
Response Frequency Percent Frequency Percent 
QUESTION 11 
A 3 15.8 1 5.3 
C 1 5.3 — — 
[D] 10 52.6 16 84.2 
E 2 10.5 2 10.5 
NONE 3 15.8 
QUESTION 12 
A 1 5.3 4 21.1 
B — — 1 5.3 
G -- 1 5.3 
D — — 1 5.3 
[E] 5 26.3 12 63.2 
NONE 13 68.4 
QUESTION 13 
A 3 15.8 1 5.3 
[B] 8 42.1 16 84.2 
C — — 1 5.3 
D — — 1 5.3 
E 1 5.3 — — 
NONE 7 36.8 
QUESTION 14 
A 2 10.5 2 10.5 
B 1 5.3 1 5.3 
[C] 9 47.4 15 78.9 
E 1^ 5.3 1 5.3 
NONE 6 31.6 
^Bracket indicates correct response for the item. 
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Table J-10. (Continued) Item responses of teachers on The 
LogoWriter Basic Comprehension pre- and 
posttest 
Pretest Posttest 
Response Frequency Percent Frequency Percent 
QUESTION 15 
B 1 5.3 9 47.4 
[C] 1 5.3 2 10.5 
D —  —  —  —  2 10.5 
E 2 10.5 5 26.3 
NONE 15 78.9 1 5.3 
QUESTION 16 ' 
A 1 5.3 1 5.3 
[B] 2 10.5 12 63.2 
D 2 10.5 5 26.3 
E 1 5.3 1 5.3 
NONE 13 68.4 — —  — —  
QUESTION 17 
B 1 5.3 » 
[C] 6 31.6 17 89.5 
D 1 5.3 2 10.5 
E 1 5.3 —  —  —  —  
NONE 10 52.6 . 
QUESTION 18 
[B] 6 31.6 15 78.9 
C —  —  —  —  2 10.5 
D 2 10.5 
E 1 5.3 —  —  —  —  
NONE 12 63.2 
^Bracket indicates correct response for the item. 
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Table J-11. (Continued) Item responses of teachers on The 
LogoWriter Basic Comprehension pre- and 
posttest 
Pretest Posttest 
Response Frequency Percent Frequency Percent 
QUESTION 19 
A 2 10.5 6 31.6 
B — — — 1 5.3 
C 1 5.3 —  —  
[D] 3 15.8 9 47.4 
E —  —  —  —  3 15.8 
NONE 13 68.4 —  —  
QUESTION 20 
A — — — —  2 10.5 
B — —  — —  2 10.5 
C —  —  —  —  3 15.8 
[D] 3 15,8 12 63.2 
E 1 5.3 — —  — —  
NONE 15 78.9 —  —  —  —  
QUESTION 21 
A — — — — 3 15.8 
B —  —  5 26.3 
[C] . 1 5.3 6 31.6 
E 1 5.3 4 21.1 
NONE 17 89.5 1 5.3 
QUESTION 22 
B — — 1 5.3 
C 1 5.3 —  —  —  —  
[D] 2 10.5 15 78.9 
E — —  —  3 15.8 
NONE 16 84.2 
^Bracket indicates correct response for the item. 
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Table J-12. (Continued) Item responses of teachers on The 
LogoWriter Basic Comprehension pre- and 
posttest 
Pretest Posttest 
Response Frequency Percent Frequency Percent 
QUESTION 23 
A 1 5.3 1 5.3 
B —  —  —  —  4 21.1 
[C] 1 5.3 8 42.1 
D —  —  1 5.3 
E 5 26.3 
NONE 17 89.5 —  —  —  —  
QUESTION 24 
B — —. 4 21.1 
[D] 1 5.4 12 63.2 
E —  —  —  —  2 10.5 
NONE 18 94.7 1 5.3 
QUESTION 25 
[A] 1 5.3 9 47.4 
B — —  — —  3 15.8 
C —  —  3 15.8 
E —  —  2 10.5 
NONE 18 94.7 2 10.5 
QUESTION 26 
A — —» » ^ 7 36.8 
B —  —  —  —  8 42.1 
D 1 5.3 1 5.3 
[E] 
NONE 18 94.7 3 15.8 
^Bracket indicates correct response for the item. 
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Table J-13. (Continued) Item responses of teachers on The 
LogoWriter Basic Comprehension pre- and 
posttest 
Pretest Posttest 
Response Frequency Percent Frequency Percent 
QUESTION 27 
A — 1 5.3 
B 1 5.3 8 42.1 
[C] 3 15.8 4 21.1 
D — — 1 5.3 
E — — 4 21.1 
NONE 15 78.9 1 5.3 
QUESTION 28 
A — — 3 15.8 
B 2 10.5 4 21.1 
C —— — 6 • 31.6 
[D] 2 10.5 5 26.3 
E — — 1 5.3 
NONE 15 78.9 
QUESTION 29 
[A] — — 4 21.1 
B —— — 6 31.6 
C  —  1 5 . 3  
D — — 1 5.3 
E 1 5.3 3 15.8 
NONE 18 94.7 4 21.1 
QUESTION 30 
A —— —— 3 15.8 
[B] — — 3 15.8 
C — — 5 26.3 
D 1 5.3 4 21.1 
E — — 1 5.3 
NONE 18 94.7 3 15.8 
^Bracket indicates correct response for the item. 
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Table J-14. END-OF-DAY INVENTORY summary of objective 
performance as reported by individual 
participants 
Objectives Reported 
No. Yes No NR 
01 12 15 0 
02 18 4 5 
03 18 9 0 
04 25 0 2 
05 22 2 3 
06 23 4 0 
07 20 5 2 
08 20 7 0 
09 22 4 1 
10 17 10 0 
11 25 2 0 
12 16 11 0 
13 21 6 0 
1-4 12 15 0 
15 22 4 1 
16 25 0 2 
17 15 8 4 
18 26 1 0 
19 26 1 0 
Mean 20 6 1 
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Table J-15. END-OF-DAY INVENTORY inservice objective 
non-mastery as reported by individual 
participants for sessions 1 to 5 
Objective Numbers 
ID 
No. 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.2 2.0 2.1 3.0 3.1 4.0 4.1 5.0 5.1 5.2 
0 1  x x x x x x x x x x  
02 —  —  —  —  —  X  X  
03 XX
04 — — 
05 X  -  -  X  
0 6  X X  
07 X - - X 
0 8  X X X  
09 
1 0  X X X  X X X  
1 1  X X  
12 X X  X  X  X  X  
1 3  X X X  
1 4  x x x x x x  X X X  
15 X  X  X  
16 — — 
17 X  -  X  
18 
19 
No. 
Total 0 141638112566 10 
No. 
o f N R O  0  0  2  1  1  1  2  2  3  3  0  0  0  
X : Objective not mastered 
- : No response given (NR) 
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Table J-16. (Continued) END-OF-DAY INVENTORY inservice 
objective non-mastery as reported by individual 
participants for sessions 6 to the follow-up 
(FO) session 
Objective Numbers 
ID 
No. 6.0 7.0 7.1 7.2 7.3 
1 
o
 
1
 
•
 
1 
C
O
 
1
 r
H
 
1
 
•
 
1
 00 9.0 10.0 10.1 11.0 12.0 FO 
01 X  X X X X 
02 X X 
03, X X X X  X X X 
04 
05 -
06 X X 
07 X X X 
08 X X X X 
09 X X X X 
10 X X  X  X . 
11 
12 X  X X X  X  
13 X  X  X  
14 X  X  X  X  X  X  
15 - X  
16 
17 - X  X  X  X  - X  X  
18 X  
19 X  
No. 
Total 9258 10 540 2 3 6 00 
No. 
o f  N R  1 0 0 0 2 0 1 1  0  0  0  0 0  
X : Objective not mastered 
- : No response given (NR) 
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Table J-17. END-OF-DAY INVENTORY summary of Objective 
mastery as reported by participants 
Frequency Percent 
Session Objective Yes No NR Yes No NR 
1 1.0 19 —  —  — —  100.0 — — 
1 1.1 18 1 — —  94.7 5.3 
1 1.2 15 4 —  —  78.9 21.1 
1 1.3 16 1 2 84.2 5.3 10.5 
2 1.2 12 6 1 ' 63.2 31.6 5.3 
2 2.0 15 3 1 78.9 15.8 5.3 
2 2.1 10 8 1 52.6 42.1 5.3 
3 3.0 16 1 2 84.2 5.3 10.5 
3 3.1 16 1 2 84.2 5.3 10.5 
4 4.0 14 2 3 73.7 10.5 15.8 
4 4.1 11 5 3 57.9 26.3 15.8 
5 5.0 13 6 68.4 31.6 
5 5.1 13 6 — — 68.4 31.6 
5 5.2 9 10 — 47.4 52.6 
6 6.0 9 9 1 47.4 47.4 5.3 
7 7.0 17 2 89.5 10.5 « 
7 7.1 14 5 73.7 26.3 — — 
7 7.2 11 8 — — 57.9 42.1 
7 7.3 7 10 2 36.8 52.6 10.5 
8 8.0 14 5 a» 73.7 26.3 « 
8 8.1 14 4 1 73,7 21.1 5.3 
9 9.0 18 1 94.7 —  —  5.3 
10 10.0 17 2 M — 89.5 10.5 
10 10.1 16 3 — — 84.2 15,8 
11 11.0 13 6 68.4 31.6 
12 12.0 19 — —  100.0 — —  
13 F.O. 19 —. — 100.0 M 
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Table J-18. Objectives reported mastered by 78.9 to 100 
percent of the participants on the END-OF-DAY 
INVENTORY 
Session 
Objective Statement 
1.0 Given a presentation on Logo; A Review of the 
Literature, describe Logo's source of development 
and at least one derived student benefit of 
learning Logo. 
1.1 Given a visual demonstration on disk operating 
procedures, boot the disk and identify the pages, 
contents, NEW PAGE, and command center with 100 
percent accuracy. 
1.2 Given a geometric shape demonstration using the 
Logo primitive commands and keystrokes (i.e., 
FD, BK, RT, LT, SHOW HEADING, SETH, CG, RG, PD, 
PE, ST, HT, APPLE-9, ESC, Arrow keys, REPEAT, 
APPLE-S, and NP "<savename>) create a graphic 
scene, using all the primitives, on a saved 
NEW PAGE. 
1.3 Given a presentation on Logo teaching strategies, 
identify five methods for delivering primitive 
instructions to students. 
2.0 Given a demonstrate on how to create SHAPES and 
STAMP these on a NEW PAGE, ôreate at least one 
shape for stamping and erase it from a page. 
3.0 Given a demonstration of LogoWriter word processing 
capabilities and text manipulation primitives, 
create a rebus or text story using at least four 
word processing commands. 
3.1 Given a demonstration of LogoWriter music producing 
capabilities written in a simple program, produce a 
song using the TONE command into a program 
procedure. 
7.0 Given a demonstration of the PRINT command and 
related nongraphic commands, complete with 90 
percent accuracy Student Activity Ideas #1 and #2. 
9.0 Given a demonstration of interactive mathematical 
problem solving primitives and program procedures, 
complete with 90 percent accuracy Student Activity 
Ideas #12 and #13. 
10.0 Given a demonstration of primitives and animated 
procedures using single and multiple turtles, 
complete with 90 percent accuracy Student Activity 
Ideas #14 and #15. 
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Table J-19. (Continued) Objectives reported mastered by 
78.9 to 100 percent of the participants on the 
END-OF-DAY INVENTORY 
Session 
Objective Statement 
10.1 Given an introductory explanation of word 
processing primitives and keystrokes to manipulate 
text from procedures, complete with 90 percent 
accuracy Student Activity Ideas #16 through #18. 
12.0 Given a presentation by participants of Logo 
inservice experiences (e.g., microworlds) and 
questions for developing ideas regarding Logo 
delivery of instruction to students in the 
classroom, identify at least one teaching strategy 
for providing Logo instruction to students. 
F.O. Given a discussion of questions pertaining to 
strategies for teaching Logo to students, 
•participants will share at least one method or 
technique used in delivering Logo instruction. 
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Table J-20. Objectives reported mastered by 63.2 to 73.7 
percent of the participants on the END-OF-DAY 
INVENTORY 
Session 
Objective Statement 
1.2 Given a geometric shape demonstration using the 
Logo primitive commands and keystrokes (i.e., 
FD, BK, RT, LT, SHOW HEADING, SETH, CG, RG, PD, 
PE, ST, HT, APPLE-9, ESC, Arrow keys, REPEAT, 
APPLE-S, and NP "<savename>) create a graphic 
scene, using all the primitives, on a saved 
NEW PAGE. 
4.0 Given a demonstration on how to create a modular 
program, create a modular program with at least two 
subprocedures, printing-out the program graphic and 
procedures. 
5.0 Given a demonstration of a SQUARE and RECTANGLE 
variable program, create a Logo program with at 
least one variable name. 
5.1 Given a demonstration of a TRIANGLE recursive 
variable program, write a recursive Logo program 
with a variable name and an IF statement. 
7.1 Given a demonstration of thrf. READCHAR command in a 
DRIVE program, complete with 90 percent accuracy 
Student Activity Ideas #3. 
8.0 Given an introductory explanation of list 
processing primitive reporters, complete with 90 
percent accuracy Student Activity Ideas #7 through 
#10 .  
8.1 Given an introductory explanation of the MAKE 
primitive and demonstration of the procedure on the 
computer, complete with 90 percent accuracy Student 
Activity Ideas #11. 
11.0 Given an introductory explanation and computer 
demonstation of STARTUP as a procedure and page 
name, complete with 90 percent accuracy Student 
Activity Ideas #19 and write a STARTUP procedure as 
a page name on a blank LogoWriter disk. " 
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Table J-21. Objectives reported mastered by 57.9 percent or 
less of the participants on the END-OF-DAY 
INVENTORY 
Session 
Objective Statement 
2.1 Given a demonstration on use of Logo primitive 
commands and disk management techniques, create and 
save a graphic to print-out showing turtle lines of 
different colors, a filled shape, a shaded shape, 
labeled alphabetic characters, and use of at least 
one additional turtle (i.e., turtle Ir 2, or 3). 
4.1 Given a demonstration of creating a Logo modular 
program using cognitive monitoring strategies, plan 
a modular program applying the steps of this 
technique. 
5.2 Given a demonstration of creating a Logo variable 
modular program using cognitive monitoring 
strategies, plan a variable modular program 
applying the steps of this technique. 
6.0 Given an introduction and directions for 
independent study of Logo and geometry, investigate 
at least five of the-student activities with 
90 percent accuracy. 
7.2 Given a demonstration of the READLIST command, 
complete with 90 percent accuracy Student Activity 
Ideas #4 and #5. 
7.3 Given an introductory explanation of the IF and 
IFELSE commands, complete with 90 percent accuracy 
Student Activity Ideas #6. 
Table J-22. Objective 12.1 deleted from study 
Session 
Objective Statement 
12.1 Given a discussion of the purpose of the 
survey and directions, complete the instrument in 
30 minutes. 
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Table J-23. Reasons given for non-mastery of objectives and 
concerns recorded on the END-OF-DAY INVENTORY 
Total Sample 
» Response 
Response Number Percent 
1. Need additional practice (review) for 
mastery and confidence to teach 31 18 .1 
2, Excessive keys, commands, and 
terminology to remember to create 
graphics (i.e., too much to learn) 28 16 .4 
3. Not enough time to finish activities 18 10 .5 
4. All components or parts of objective 
not mastered (not 90% accuracy) 14 8 .2 
5. Programming misunderstanding (writing, 
programs, variable, modular, recursive 
or interactive programs) 10 5 .8 
6. Geometry activity problems (Session 6) 8 4 .7 
7. Can only do with assistance from manual 8 4 .7 
8. Geometry activity using arrow heads 
inappropriately 5 2 .9 
9. Need to work with TONE (music) command 5 2 .9 
10. Concerns regarding usefulness to 
classroom teaching 5 2 .9 
11. Problem with angles and degrees 5 2 .9 
12. Complete some or a]1 activities lacking 
general understanding or ability to 
internalize 5 2 .9 
13. Can't use STARTUP to link pages together 4 2 .3 
14. Used trial and error lacking planning 
skills (need direction) 4 2 .3 
15. Confusion or practice working with 
four turtles 3 1 .8 
16. Debugging problems and correcting errors 3 1 .8 
17. Can only do with assistance from 
instructor or peer 3 1 .8 
18. Objective not mastered because of work 
on another activity (e.g., microworld) 3 1 .8 
19. Concerns using animation program 
procedures 
3 1 .8 
20. Need a page (index) to find 
information quickly 3 1 .8 
21. Problems using Logo Grammar and 
Punctuation (i.e., MAKE and PRINT) 3 1 .8 
Total 171 100 .1* 
aoue to the rounding of decimals, the percent total is 
greater than 100%. 
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Table J-24. Reasons given for non-mastery of objectives and 
concerns recorded on the END-OF-DAY INVENTORY 
Response 
Individual Sample 
Response 
Number Percent 
1. Need additional practice (review) for 
mastery and confidence to teach 15 78.95 
2. Excessive keys, commands, and 
terminology to remember to create 
graphics (i.e., too much to learn) 13 68.42 
3. Not enough time to finish activities 11 57.90 
4. All components or parts of objective 
not mastered (not 90% accuracy) 8 42.11 
5. Geometry activity problems (Session 6) 8 42.11 
6. Programming misunderstanding (writing 
programs, variable, modular, recursive 
or interactive programs) 6 31.58 
7. Geometry activity using arrow heads 
inappropriately 5 26.32 
8. Need to work with TONE (music) command 4 21.05 
9. Concerns regarding usefulness to 
classroom teaching 4 21.05 
10. Can't use STARTUP to link pages together 4 21.05 
11. Can only do with assistance from manual 3 15.79 
12. Problem with angles and degrees 3 15.79 
13. Complete some or all activities lacking 
general understanding or ability to 
internalize 3 15.79 
14. Confusion or practice working with 
four turtles 3 15.79 
15. Debugging problems and correcting errors 3 15.79 
16. Can only do with assistance from 
instructor or peer 3 15.79 
17. Objective not mastered because of work 
on another activity (e.g., microworld) 3 15.79 
18. Concerns using animation program 3 15.79 
procedures 
19. Used trial and error lacking planning 
skills (need direction) 2 10.53 
20. Need a page (index) to find 
information quickly 2 10.53 
21. Problems using Logo Grammar and 
Punctuation (i.e., MAKE and PRINT) 2 10.53 
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Table J-25. Responses from the "Discussion Questions 
Regarding Logo Adoption and Integration into 
the Classrom" reported by individual 
participants 
Response 
Number Instructional Technique 
1. "Through keyboarding commands (I would) give a 
list of commands and descriptions. Hit return to 
see what happens. Build up a reference and different 
activities." 
2. "I would introduce and present commands: 1) visually -
transparency plus handout, 2) by modeling, and 3) 
by having an activity where students would use all 
the commands." 
3. "(I would use) a very structured presentation using 
materials from the Logo box of materials, or teaching 
on the board, allowing students to take notes then 
go to the lab and try themselves." 
Table J-26. Responses from the "Discussion Questions 
Regarding Logo Adoption and Integration into 
the Classrom" reported by individual 
participants 
Response 
Number Concerns Regarding Use of Debugging Skills 
1. "As I gain more skill, I hope to use it." 
2. "I think they should (debug) if using this program. 
I think some of my students would enjoy trying to find 
the error. However, most students with B.D. problems 
would get easily frustrated with a challenging task 
like that. They can't handle errors." 
3. "If we get into modular programming! Not from me at 
this time, I'm not that proficient at this time." 
4. "I don't know specifics until I try it. I assume some . 
instruction would be given if programming is used." 
5. "I don't feel competent to do this alone. I'll try 
to find others who know Logo to help." 
6. "I wish my students could debug, but I feel that it 
would be a very frustrating situation for my students 
and might actually cause more problems." 
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Table J-27. Student project ideas and teaching strategies 
presented at session 12 by 15 participants 
Project 
Number Instructional Technique or Microworld 
1. A recipe book written by students using the 
word processing features of LogoWriter. 
Students wrote recipes starting each sentence 
with a verb. 
2. A student war video showing the bombing and 
destruction of a UFO and an alien space being. 
3. Students were instructed to create a branched 
story. Students were showed a student story 
called VACATION in which they were given 
choices as to whether to travel to California 
or Florida and then decide what to do when in 
that state (e.g., go to Disneyland or to the 
hotel pool) . 
4. Students created animation projects and 
narrated these with a written script. 
5. Taught students sound and motion and showed a 
student project of a moving helicopter dropping 
a bomb on a walking man. 
6. Instruction in word processing and stamping 
shapes in creating REBUS stories. Showed a 
class REBUS story book printed out. 
7. Showed a student project creating an animation 
scene of a rocket on a launch pad blasting 
off. 
8. Student animation with a village scene and 
a helicopter dropping a bomb on the village. 
9. Students create programs starting with simple 
program procedures. Students add and expand 
the program procedures using Logo commands 
(e.g., start with a house procedure). 
10. Students create a pie graph using Logo program 
procedures for a circle. Students figured out 
the angles to accurately create the graphs 
(i.e., created pie graphs showing information 
about Australia). Students used the label key 
or word processing characters to label the 
graph along with the FILL command. Some 
students wrote pie graph programs. 
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Table J-28, (Continued) Student project ideas and teaching 
strategies presented at session 12 by 15 
participants 
Project 
Number Instructional Technique or Microworld 
11. Used LogoWriter with Behavior Disability 
students in creating graphics. Taught students 
directionality using the right (RT) and left 
(LT) commands. Found the students required 
lots of one and one instruction and displayed 
a lack of patience to wait for a command to 
execute successfully. 
12. Spent time teaching Learning Disability 
students turtle commands requiring 
directionality and having studènts work the 
turtle through mazes. 
13. Used the EZ Logo program and the Turtle Talk 
program (non-graphic interactive words and 
lists dialogue) with students. 
14. Used Logo with students in working through 
mazes and in daily oral language. Students made 
corrections in stories using word processing. 
15. Provided a handout from the LCSI Logo Link 
Scrapbook of a procedure for drawing trees. 
Showed examples of inventions students have 
graphically drawn and narratively typed using 
LogoWriter. 
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Table J-29. Inservice evaluation descriptive statistics 
for the evaluation of workshop activities by 
participants 
Item No. Aspects of Workshop Mean S.D. 
1. Stated purpose and objectives 4 .63 .50 
2. Clarity of content and information 4 .05 .71 
3. Organization and efficiency 4 .42 .51 
4. Usefulness of texts 4 .26 .87 
5. Usefulness of handouts 4 .26 .73 
6. Software materials (Activity disk) 4 .84 .38 
7. Software materials (Geometry disk) 4 .74 .45 
8. Sufficient time for the workshop 4 .00 1 .11 
9. Computer practice time provided to 
understand concepts 3 .42 1 .12 
10. Sufficient practice for creating 
Logo microworlds 3 .32 1 .11 
11. Help provided by facilitator 4 .37 .68 
12. Sequence of workshop objectives and 
activities 4 .53 .70 
13. Learning environment and climate 4 .63 .50 
14. Adequate examples provided 3 .89 .90 
15. Clarity of explanations by 
facilitator 4 .00 .67 
16. Applicability to your teaching 
responsibilities 3 .84 .90 
17. Opportunity for interaction, 
participation, and discussion 4 .26 .56 
18. Enthusiasm of facilitator 4 .84 .38 
19. Differentiated learning strategies 4 .11 .88 
20. Facilitator encouraged progression 
of workshop activities 4 .63 .68 
21. Facilitator promoted participant 
interest 4 .68 .48 
22. Facilitator attended to individual 
needs 4 .32 .67 
23. Pace of workshop 3 .58 .84 
24. Evaluation instruments (e.g., the 
LogoWriter Basic Comprehension Test) 3 .16 1 .12 
25. Overall evaluation of workshop 
effectiveness 4 .22 .55 
Average Mean / S.D. = 4 .20 .72 
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Table J-30. Inservice evaluation descriptive statistics 
for the mean overall evaluation of workshop 
activities (items one to 25) by individual 
participants 
ID No. Mean S.D. 
01 4.44 .82 
02 4.68 .56 
03 4.21 .98 
04 4.84 .37 
05 4.32 .69 
06 4.32 .69 
07 4.00 .71 
08 3.88 .78 
09 4.13 .61 
10 3.24 1.30 
11 4.32 .63 
12 4.00 .91 
13 3.96 .74 
14 3.64 1.08 
15 4.20 .91 
16 4.80 .65 
17 3.76 .72 
18 4.68 .63 
19 4.40 .65 
Average Mean / S.D. = 4.20 .76 
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Table J-31. Narrative comments recorded by participants on 
the inservice evaluation expressing workshop 
strengths 
Individual Sample 
Response 
Response Number Percent 
1. Learned a lot of information (workshop 
was thorough) with helpful ideas and 
procedures for the classroom 7 36.84 
2. Facilitator helped learning environment 
(i.e., encouragement, enthusiasm, feel 
comfortable with computer, relaxed 
atmosphere, patience and promotes 
cooperative learning) 6 31.58 
3. Time to work (at own pace), practice, 
explore, and share ideas was provided 5 31.58 
4. The workshop was well organized with 
sequential (step by step) objectives 4 21.05 
5. Knowledge facilitator shared (e.g., 
taught basics) 3 15.79 
6. Materials gained from the workshop 
(e.g., disks and manuals for later use) 3 15.7 9 
7. Facilitator allowed and covered for 
different ability levels 1 5.26 
8. Facilitator was flexible 1 5.26 
9. The inservice provided a good overview 1 5.26 
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Table J-32. Narrative comments recorded by participants on 
the inservice evaluation expressing workshop 
changes and areas in need of improvement 
Individual Sample 
Response 
Response Number Percent 
1. Too fast paced (i.e., too encompassing 
for amount of time provided) 5 26.32 
2. Provide more in depth and complete 
instruction with more examples 
(guidance) explaining why things happen 
using less discovery 5 26.32 
3. More practice time was needed (e.g., 
for microworld creating) 3 15.79 
4. Reduce sessions hours (e.g. to two) 
instead of three and provide no break 3 15.79 
5. Level and ability group beginning and 
advanced instruction < 3 15.79 
6. Provide more opportunity to select out 
ideas and spend more time on ideas 
applicable to individual participants 2 10.53 
7. Provide more access to individual 
computer use 1 5.26 
8. Facilitator needed to provide more 
rules (e.g., time breaks and start 
inservice on time) 1 5.26 
9. Access to other manualsd 1 5.26 
10. Learn how to use Lego Logo 1 5.26 
11. Provide a sharing time five to 10 
minutes each week explaining what you 
are doing with students 1 5.26 
12. Provide a helper or assistant available 
to a smaller class 1 5.26 
13. Offer follow-up training at another 
session 1 5.26 
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Table J-33. END-OF-DAÏ INVENTORY summary of session ratings 
as reported by participants 
Rating 
Very Very 
Session/Cat. Low Low Medium High High NR Mean S.D. 
1 Interest — —  — —  —  5 14 — —  4.74 .45 
1 Relevance —  —  1 — —  4 14 — —  4.63 .76 
1 Informative — — —  —  1 18 — —  4.95 .23 
1 Organized — —  —  —  19 5.00 .00 
1 Pace — —  — —  11 4 4 — — 3.63 .83 
2 Interest —» — mm 2 3 13 1 4.61 .70 
2 Relevance — —  1 1 4 11 2 4.47 .87 
2 Informative — —  —  —  4 13 2 4.77 .44 
2 Organized — —  2 2 12 3 4.63 .72 
2 Pace — —  — — 5 7 5 2 4.00 .79 
3 Interest M — mm — M 3 14 2 4.82 .39 
3 Relevance —  —  — — — —  3 14 2 4.82 .39 
3 Informative 1 16 2 4.94 .24 
3 Organized —  —  1 16 2 4.94 .24 
3 Pace — — 9 3 5 2 3.77 .90 
4 Interest mm — 3 13 3 4.81 .40 
4 Relevance —  —  1 1 5 9 3 4.38 .89 
4 Informative 3 13 3 4.81 .40 
4 Organized —  —  2 13 4 4.87 .35 
4 Pace —  —  — — 8 4 4 3 3.75 .86 
5 Interest 1 5 13 4.63 .60 
5 Relevance 1 5 5 8 —  —  4.05 .97 
5 Informative — — 1 5 13 4.63 .60 
5 Organized — —  1 4 14 4.68 .58 
5 Pace — —  — - 6 7 6 — —  4.00 .82 
6 Interest mm 6 5 8 4.11 .88 
6 Relevance 1 1 6 3 7 1 3.78 1.22 
6 Informative — —  4 7 8 — — 4.21 .79 
6 Organized — —  3 7 8 1 4.28 .75 
6 Pace — —  — — 4 7 6 2 4.12 .78 
7 Interest — — — 1 9 9 M — 4.42 .61 
7 Relevance 4 4 8 3 3.53 1.02 
7 Informative • —  —  1 11 7 4.32 .58 
7 Organized —  —  2 9 8 4.32 .67 
7 Pace 1 6 7 5 ' 3.84 .90 
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Table J-34. (Continued) _END-OF-DAY INVENTORY summary of 
session ratings as reported by participants 
Rating 
Session/Cat. 
Very 
Low Low Medium High 
Very 
High NR Mean S.D 
8 Interest 5 6 8 4.16 .83 
8 Relevance —  —  1 7 5 6 3.84 .96 
8 Informative —  —  5 6 8 4.16 .83 
8 Organized — — 2 7 10 4.42 .69 
8 Pace — —  1 9 5 4 —  —  3.63 .90 
9 Interest mm 1 5 12 1 4.61 .61 
9 Relevance — — _ 2 1 4 11 1 4.33 1 .03 
9 Informative — — 1 1 4 12 1 4.50 .86 
9 Organized — —  — —  — 5 13 1 4.72 .46 
9 Pace — —  — —  8 3 7 1 3.94 .94 
10 Interest » H 1 5 13 4.63 .60 
10 Relevance 1 1 2 8 7 —  —  4.00 1 .11 
10 Informative — — 2 6 11 —  —  4.47 .70 
10 Organized — —  — — 2 5 12 —  —  4.53 .70. 
10 Pace • — —  11 2 6 —  —  3.74 .93 
11 Interest  ^mm ^ — 3 5 11 » — 4.42 .77 
11 Relevance 1 1 4 2 11 —  —  4.11 1 .24 
11 Informative 1 — — 1 5 12 4.42 1 .02 
11 Organized 1 5 13 4.63 .60 
11 Pace — — 9 4 6 3.84 .90 
12 Interest mm M M « 5 13 1 4.72 .46 
12 Relevance 1 1 7 10 4.37 .83 
12 Informative —  —  — — 7 12 4.63 .50 
12 Organized — — — — 4 15 4.79 .42 
12 Pace — — 6 6 6 1 4.00 .84 
EG Interest —• — — — — — 3 15 1 4.83 .38 
EG Relevance — —  —  —  5 13 1 4.72 .46 
EG Informative —  —  4 14 1 4.78 .43 
EG Organized — — 3 15 1 4.83 .38 
EG Pace — — 11 2 5 1 3.67 .91 
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APPENDIX K: INDIVIDUAL PROFILE ANALYSIS FOR 19 SUBJECTS 
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Subject 1 
Participant one showed a pretest profile indicating 
someone not as aware and positive about wanting more 
information about the innovation. A high Stage 1 and 
moderately low Stage 2 indicated he/she were generally open 
to and interested in the innovation. The posttest profile 
indicated higher concerns about the management (Stage 3) 
with significant tailing up of Stage 6. This strong tailing 
up, especially evident on the posttest, would suggest 
someone showing resistance to using the innovation. This 
resistance may reflect comments written on the END-OF-DAY 
inventories expressing a need for more practice to feel 
confident teaching students. A written response on the 
inservice evaluation was, 
I just need more time. I felt there was more 
material than I could possibly master with my 
background. 
The posttest profile shows continued gtrong concerns about 
gaining more information about the innovation. 
Subject 2 
The pretest profile of the second participant showed a 
high pretest peak score at Stage 4 which suggests concerns 
about the consequences of the innovations use with students. 
Relatively high Stage 2 and 5 scores also indicated personal 
concerns about Logo and its consequences, along with 
concerns about working with others in relation to the 
innovation. These concerns about student consequences, 
along with working with others, may reflect this 
individual's role as a media specialist who teams with other 
teachers in providing Logo instruction to students in the 
building. This individual's LogoWriter use does not support 
the minimal "one/two split" evident in the pretest profile 
suggesting nonuse of the innovation. Previous formal 
training in LogoWriter, along with this participant's 
involvement using LogoWriter with students for five years, 
would provide support for Logo use. However, the presence 
of a "one/two split" may be indicative of a less diversified 
use of Logo with students. A comment made on the inservice 
evaluation instrument was, 
I haven't been working with students using Logo 
graphics at this time; it mainly has been word 
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processing. 
.While the pretest profile indicated no concerns about 
getting more information about the innovation, the posttest 
suggested a user wanting more information about the 
innovation. The posttest also revealed consequences (Stage 
4) with students were not so severe. The relatively high 
item responses on the posttest suggested someone who tends 
to be outspoken with definite opinions (Hall, George and 
Rutherford, 55, 1986) . 
Subject 3 
Participant three showed a definite nonuser profile. 
The individual has a great number of management concerns 
(high intensity Stage 3) shown on the posttest profile. The 
posttest profile showed a "one/two split" with a tailing-up 
of Stage 6. This is a typical nonuser concerns profile 
(Hall, George, and Rutherford, 40, 1986). This is referred 
to as the "one/two split" when Stage 2 concerns are equal to 
or more intense than the Stage 1 concerns (Hall, George and 
Rutherford, 36, 1986). Written comments on the END-OF-DAY 
inventories were given expressing difficulty with 
understanding session material and concepts, which could 
prohibit adoption of Logo skills and later teaching to 
students. This subject's response to objective performance 
resulted in an overall mastery of 18 out of 28 objective or 
about 64 percent (sample mean was 74.09 percent). Comments 
written regarding objective mastery included. 
With help from the manual! 
I think? 
With lots of help! 
Once again, unfamiliarity with terms. 
This participant recorded on 31 occasions in 15 response 
categories on Tables J-23 and J-24 (See Appendix J) the 
highest number of reasons for not mastering inservice 
objectives. Comments written on the inventory included, 
(Provide) more demonstrations of primitive 
commands for new beginners. 
Flip side disk and all its options need to review. 
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I did (objective 4.0) with lots of help. Can't 
remember order of all commands. Continue to 
review. 
Always feel the need to refer to the manual. 
I need a lot more examples by you and go through 
them with you. 
Can do with assistance from manual; can not write 
own interactive program. The words READCHAR and 
READLISTCC do not have meaning for me as yet. 
Additional evidence supporting later nonuse and classroom 
implementation, was this participant's low relevance rating 
of the sessions. A mean relevance rating of 2.54 (sample 
mean was 4.23) was given for the workshop experience. On 
the inservice evaluation instrument this participant wrote, 
(The inservice) was too fast paced for me. Tended 
not to understand (the) latter part of materials in 
class. 
This nonuser profile may be due to the individual's concern 
and difficulty expressed using Logo with behavior disability 
students. 
Subject 4 
Participant four's pre- and posttest profiles were 
relatively similar, with exception of lower awareness (Stage 
0) and higher refocusing concerns (Stage 6) on the posttest. 
This higher Stage 0 on the pretest reflects low sorting of 
these items and a relatively high response for question 23 
(i.e., concerned with things in this area). These concerns 
were no longer evident on the posttest. Both test profiles 
may be due to the fact this user began' the Logo course 
having familiarity with Logo and expedience teaching it with 
students. The demographic information recorded by this 
subject indicated previous four year intermediate use of 
LogoWriter with students. This participant received prior 
workshop training using LogoWriter. This experience and use 
of Logo with students may reflect these lower management 
scores shown on the profiles. Peak first and second high 
stage scores for concerns about the consequences of use for 
students (Stage 4) and working with others in relation to 
the innovation (Stage 5) are shown on the pre- and posttest 
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profiles. The only difference between the profiles was 
shown on the posttest showing a high Stage 6 (refocusing 
concerns). This posttest profile indicated an experienced . 
user of Logo with movement in making changes (i.e., 
refocusing). 
Subject 5 
Participant five had a pretest profile showing 
unawareness and indications of an inexperienced user of the 
innovation. On the posttest the participant was becoming 
more aware of the innovation with the latter stages 
increasing. High management concerns (Stage 3) were shown 
on both test profiles indicating concern with implementing 
the innovation into the classroom. Support for these 
management concerns were shown on the inservice evaluation 
instrument when this participant identified the major 
strength of the workshop as, "Background information to use 
in the classroom." Concerns reported on the discussion 
questions focused on meeting individual students needs when 
teaching a large group with varying abilities and 
availability of a Logo expert to supervise students. A 
strengthening of percentile scores on Stages 4 to 6 of the 
posttest profile, with continued high management concerns, 
suggest concerns about consequences of use for the students, 
working with others in relation to the innovation, and 
having,ideas about how to do things differently. 
Subject 6 
The sixth participant's pretest and posttest profiles 
showed someone who was unaware of and wanted more 
information about the innovation. This high unawareness on 
the posttest may be due to other concerns. The higher Stage 
0 on the posttest reflects a relatively high response for 
question 23 (i.e., concerned about other things in this 
area). The higher collaboration (Stage 5) score, which 
increase along with management concerns (Stage 3) on the 
posttest profile, indicated a user with management concerns 
who was making progress interested in working with the 
innovation with others. These concerns may reflect this 
person's role as a media specialist working closely with 
classroom teachers. 
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Subject 7 
Participant seven showed a pretest profile of a 
positive nonuser becoming aware of the innovation with a 
desire to learn more information about the innovation (high 
Stages 0 and 1). This participant had high concerns about 
the consequences (Stage 4) of use for students and working 
with others (a moderately high Stage S) in relation to the 
innovation. This moderately high collaboration concern may 
reflect the fact that two other participants in this study, 
from this individual's building, are experienced Logo users. 
The profile of the posttest indicated earlier concerns (low 
to moderately lower Stages 0 to 4) had been resolved. 
Personal concerns and concerns about the use for students 
had been replaced with new concerns. New concerns about 
wanting to work with others and refocusing concerns (high 
Stage 6) about going farther with Logo were evident on the 
posttest. This type of user was someone interested in 
revision of an innovation to improve teaching. This profile 
may reflect observation of this participant, by the 
researcher, to change Logo instructional programs on the 
disk to meet classroom needs to graph data in social 
studies. 
Subject 8 
The eighth pretest profile represented a nonuser 
unaware of the innovation (high Stage 0) and wanting more 
information about the innovation (high Stage 1). He/she 
showed high to moderately high management (Stage 3) and 
collaboration (Stage 5) concerns. These higher management 
concerns and working with others with the innovation may 
reflect this participant's leadership role as a school media 
specialist. The collaboration concerns increased as shown 
by the posttest peaked score and indicated someone who 
enjoys working with others. These concerns for classroom 
teachers were shown by comments written on an inventory 
during the study of words and lists in Logo programming, 
...isn't it possible that most classroom teachers 
who have neither the interest or the time will reach 
a stopping point in this program! 
... if I am feeling frustrated about this, should 
I hide the fact from teachers in my building and 
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sell, sell, sell? 
Subject 9 
Participant nine showed a pretest profile of someone 
not that aware of the uses of the innovation (high Stage 0) 
with concerns about how to manage (high Stage 3) Logo with 
what is happening in the classroom. The posttest profile 
showed management concerns as a peaked score indicating 
concerns as to how to integrate Logo with other classroom 
activities. The high management concerns, high total 
posttest score (i.e., total percentile score equals 98), and 
prior training and use of LogoWriter with students for three 
years, suggests this teacher already had definite ideas on 
how to teach Logo to his/her students. A high Stage 6 
posttest profile score suggests someone having ideas about 
how to do things differently. The posttest profile 
indicated a degree of doubt and potential resistance to the 
innovation (i.e., a slight "one/two split" with tailing up 
of Stage 6). This may provide further evidence that newly 
acquired Logo ideas and use with students will not be 
readily achieved. Additional support for limited Logo use 
may be a reflection of narrative comments and concerns 
written on the END-OF-DAÏ session inventories as follows, 
I need to have demonstrations of commands. 
I need to know where to find information and 
procedures (fast)! 
More simple instructions and guidance in 
procedures. 
Concerns to feel more competent and confident. 
Not enough time or lack of time (session six and 
seven). 
Another concern expressed by this participant, supporting 
this profile interpretation, suggested newly acquired Logo 
skills may not be readily achieved: "How to (can I) motivate 
students to be creative and excited." Additional evidence 
of implementation problems was supported by informal 
conversation at the beginning of the inservice training 
program and at a final teaching sharing session, revealing 
no chéuige in one approach to teaching Logo graphics to 
students. 
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Subject 10 
The tenth participant pretest showed a user who was 
just becoming more aware of the innovation, with high 
management (Stage 3) and concerns about the consequences 
(Stage 4) of use for students. The pretest profile 
indicated occupation with other concerns related and not 
related to the innovation (high item response for questions 
21 and 23). The pretest also indicated concern about the 
impact of Logo on student learning and integrating it into 
the classroom. A higher personal than informational 
concerns (i.e., a negative "one/two split") on the posttest, 
with no tailing-up of Stage 6, suggest potential resistance 
and nonuse of the innovation with students. While evidence 
of Logo resistance was indicated by this profile, this 
participant did provide work samples (i.e., word processing 
stamped shapes) of student projects using LogoWriter for 
sharing. However, this user did report only limited Logo 
use of tool applications with students (e.g., word 
processing and creating shapes). A high concern for 
awareness (Stage 0) and personal concerns (Stage 2) on the 
posttest may reflect this participant's expressed need 
during the inservice for more practice of Logo commands and 
programming strategies. These concerns were expressed in 
narrative comments written on the END-OF-DAY inventories and 
included. 
Not enough time to practice (session 1). 
Need more practice to be confident. I appreciate 
the slower pace today (session 2). 
I need more practice (more simple to complex). I 
need more practice using variables' and recursive 
variables. I couldn't do it independently with 
success. 
Need more instruction on geometry activities so it 
wasn't all trial and error figuring. 
These posttest concerns along with reported limited Logo 
classroom use may account for the "one/two split" found on 
this profile. 
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Subject 11 
Participant eleven pretest scores showed a typical 
nonuser interested in becoming more aware of (high Stage 0) 
and interested in learning more about the innovation (high 
Stage 1) from a positive perspective. This individual had 
higher collaboration concerns (medium intensity Stage 5) 
suggesting a desire to talk with others. The earlier 
concerns (Stages 0, 1, and 2) become resolved with an 
increase in management concerns (posttest peaked score). 
The management peaked score suggest concern in implementing 
Logo into the existing schedule. The posttest profile 
showed the "one/two split" with tailing-up of Stage 6. 
Because the overall profile indicates more intense 
management concerns, the "one/two spïit" may be a 
consideration in future work with Logo indicating potential 
resistance. This potential resistance of Logo use may 
relate to written comments recorded on the END-OF-DAY 
session inventories regarding confidence in understanding 
and using Logo. Some of these comments were. 
More demonstration of primitive commands for 
beginners (session 1). 
Review this material again (at the) beginning 
of next class. 
I need to work on debugging my program. 
Review [and] need practice with modular programs 
using cognitive monitoring. 
(Provide) more demonstration of beginning geometry 
activities. [I] felt a little lost. 
[II need assistance from the manual or text. 
On the Inservice Evaluation instrument this participant 
stated he/she wanted, "More demonstrations on each 
objective." Additional support for this nonuser concerns 
profile with management concerns may be due to 
implementation problems and use of Logo with learning 
disability students. 
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Subject 12 
The pretest profile of participant twelve showed a 
typical nonuser interested in becoming aware of (high Stage 
0) and learning more about the innovation from a positive 
perspective (Stage 1 is slightly higher than Stage 2). The 
individual at this time had some msuiagement concerns (Stage 
3), but was not intensely concerned about the innovation's 
consequences (low Stage 4) for students. The posttest 
profile showed some progress made in seeking information 
about the innovation (drop in awareness with continued 
informational concerns). Personal concerns were no longer 
evident (low Stage 2). Interest in learning more about the 
innovation (high Stage 1) with some other ideas regarding 
its use (moderately high Stage 6) were shown on the 
posttest. This participant's microworld teaching idea, 
creating a counting book using word processing and stamped 
shapes, provided support for rêfocusiflg the use of Logo in 
teaching numbers. Earlier concerns (low Stages 0, 2, and 3) 
were becoming resolved. 
Subject 13 
Participant thirteen showed a pretest profile, of a 
potential resistant person wanting more information about 
the innovation (high Stage 0 and 1). This participant 
showed a strong tailing-up of Stage 6, suggesting potential 
resistance to use of the innovation. This may be due to 
this individual's use of LogoWriter with students for one 
year and expressed concerns for peer teacher permanently 
available in the lab to provide help and assistance. This 
concern for assistance, supports comments made on the 
END-OF-DAY inventories, 
I am beginning to understand the process but 
nowhere near mastery (session 5) . 
I can complete activities, but I am not able to 
write these programs. 
The posttest profile showed high concerns for Logo 
collaboration and seeking more information about the 
innovation. Personal (Stage 2), management concerns (Stage 
3), and the innovation's consequence (Stage 4) of use for 
students were still relatively high on the posttest profile. 
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The tailing-up of Stage 6 was also evident on the posttest 
with a peak score of 97. 
Subject 14 
The pretest profile of participant fourteen showed an 
interested nonuser who was somewhat aware of and concerned 
about the innovation (Stage 0) and was interested in 
learning more from a positive perspective (Stage 1 is 
slightly higher than Stage 2). The pretest indicated 
occupation and concerns about other things related and 
unrelated to the innovation (item 21 and 23 rated fairly 
high). The posttest profile showed a similar inexperienced 
nonuser pattern with continued interest in learning more 
about the innovation from a positive perspective. Greater 
concerns regarding management (moderately high Stage 3) and 
use of Logo with students was shown on the posttest profile. 
Basically the two profiles have shown marginal shifts in 
concerns of Logo use with students. This lack of change in 
concerns may reflect this subject's difficulty using 
computers and learning Logo programming concepts. These 
concerns were stated on the inservice evaluation instrument 
as follows: 
Skills and concepts that were missed the first 
time around were hard to get back to later. I 
felt I got further and further behind. 
Until computer skills become more fully developed, the 
posttest profile indicated a nonuser worried about other 
things related and not related to the innovation. 
Subject 15 
Participant fifteen's pretest profile indicated an 
interested inexperienced individual who was aware and 
concerned about the innovation. The peaked score of 97 
percentile point for Stage 1 suggests interest in learning 
more about the innovation from a positive perspective. 
Posttest scores show this user had management (Stage 3) 
concerns and collaboration concerns (moderately high Stage 
5) about working with others and putting the innovation to 
use in the classroom. Evidence of classroom use of Logo 
" with learning disability students was given by this subject 
reporting use of Logo with university block students. This 
participant also reported working with students on an 
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individual basis learning primitive commands to create 
graphics and using words and lists in program procedures. 
Subject 16 
The profile of the pre- and posttests of participant 
sixteen were quite similar, with the exception of somewhat 
lower informational (Stage 1) and moderately higher 
collaboration (Stage 5) posttest scores. The pretest 
profile indicated this participant wanted more information 
about the impact of Logo on the student. The similarity of 
these profiles may reflect previous Logo training and use 
teaching LogoWriter to students for three years. Peaked 
scores at Stage 4 (consequence) on the pre- and posttests 
showed continued concerns about the consequences of the 
innovation on students. These concerns were evident in 
statements made by this subject, during the large group 
discussion, about Logo being more oriented for boys than 
girls. These statements were based on observation of after 
school Logo use and competition between boys using Logo in 
the classroom. Another concern during the discussion were 
questions asked regarding use of Logo with newly arriving 
students to the classroom. Other contributions made by this 
participant to the discussion focused on concerns related to 
managing and delivering Logo skills tô students. 
Subject 17 
The seventeenth participant showed a rather dramatic 
pre- to posttest change in concerns. The pretest profile 
and high item response (question 3) indicated someone not 
aware of what the innovation was. A moderately high pretest 
collaboration score (with Stage 1 being high) showed a 
concern about looking for ideas from others, reflecting more 
a desire to learn from what others know and are doing (Hall, 
George, and Rutherford, 54, 1986). The early concerns 
(Stages 0, 1, 2, and 3) had been resolved. The posttest 
profile showed intense concerns about working with others 
(high Stage 5). This participant showed a high Consequence 
(Stage 4) on the posttest profile, indicating concerns about 
the use of the innovation with students. The profile shifts 
show a change in concerns from how to use Logo in the 
classroom to how it will impact on the students. This 
profile shift may reflect comments on the inservice 
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evaluation reporting learning a lot of information about 
Logo and a pre- to posttest gain of 13 points (mean = 10.58) 
on the LogoWriter Basic Comprehension Test. Student 
concerns appear to be evident in written responses on the 
discussion questions regarding concerns about the spread in 
background knowledge of students, peer teaching to assist 
new students, and appropriate information to teach students 
at this level. 
Subject 18 
Participant eighteen showed high Stage 0 and Stage 5 
scores on the pretest. This indicated an experienced user, 
with early concerns about the innovation having been 
resolved and having intense concerns about working with 
others in relation to the innovation. The posttest profiles 
showed continued high Collaboration (Stage 5) concerns, with 
an increase in Stage 6 on the posttest, suggesting an 
experienced user who had ideas about how to do things 
differently. The experienced user profile (i.e., resolve of 
early concerns) on both the pre- and posttest (low Stages 1 
to 4) may reflect this person's previous training in 
LogoWriter and use with students for over five years. The 
posttest profile resembles the "renewing user" or wave 
motion from left to right profile . (Hall, George, and 
Rutherford, 34-35, 1986). 
Subject 19 
The pretest profile of participant nineteen showed an 
individual who is aware of, concerned about, and is 
interested in learning more about the innovation from a 
positive perspective (Stage 1 is higher than Stage 2). 
Management (Stage 3), collaboration with others (Stage 5), 
and refocusing concerns (Stage 6) were low. Moderately high 
Stage 4 concerns about consequences of use for students 
(which intensify on the posttest profile) and Stage 6 
tailing-up, may reflect this teacher's work with behavior 
disability students. Increased management concerns and high 
collaboration and refocusing scores are show on the posttest 
profile. This suggests this person still had concerns about 
learning more about the innovation, with increased concerns 
about managing and working with others. Higher posttest 
personal concerns with Stage 6 tailing-up indicated this 
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subject had questions about the innovation's worth. These 
higher stage posttest concerns may reflect the team teaching 
and coordination responsibilities necessary to meet the 
needs of different classrooms of behavior disability 
students in one building. The discussion questions and 
large group discussion revealed these comments, 
The patience of my behavior disability students 
really determines how much I can teach on each day. 
Also the teacher demand by each student, and their 
different abilities causes a lot of time management 
situations. 
I had all kids ... and it was just real frustrating 
for them if you couldn't given help right now. I 
had five kids, and if they didn't get it, they would 
start banging on the computer. 
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APPENDIX L: FOLLOW-UP SHARING SESSION LARGE GROUP 
DISCUSSION TRANSCRIPT 
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Follow-up Sharing Session 
Procedure 
Three weeks following inservice session 12, a follow-up 
sharing session was provided for teachers to share Logo 
teaching strategies and identify implementation and teaching 
problems encountered using Logo with their students. 
Participants discussed in cooperative groups of three to 
five and recorded responses to the "Discussion Questions 
Regarding Logo Adoption and Integration into the Classroom" 
and "LogoWriter Implementation Concerns and Teaching 
Strategies." Following the forty-five minute discussion, 
participants came together for a large group taped sharing 
session to explore in further detail teaching strategies 
teachers are using with their students and Logo 
implementation problems. Participants responded to the 
"LogoWriter Follow-up Sharing Session Guided Questions." 
The discussion questions and implementation concerns and 
teaching strategies worksheet is presented at the end of 
this appendix. 
Setting 
Follow-up Session Taped Discussion 
Date: 5/23/91 
Time: 5:00-5:45 
Subject of Observation; LogoWriter Teaching Strategies and 
Implementation Problems 
Place: Elementary School Media Center 
Discussion 
Facilitator: Begin and talk about some basic questions, 
some questions you may have seen in the green book, and go 
through and get some feed back from these questions. Then, 
I would like to get right to the heart of the problem of 
some implementation problems (or use problems) with Logo and 
some possible solutions. Maybe by the time we leave here we 
will have this all mapped out ... all planned out ... all 
ready to go and you will have no problems by that time. I'm 
sure we'11 still leave with some unknown ... some areas of 
Logo that are difficult to solve. Which Logo activities 
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have you tried with your students and which do you feel have 
worded effectively? How did your teaching and instruction 
make it work? Why was it successful? How did you teach it 
to make it a successful experience? If we could go around 
(the table) and if you can't think of something say, "Pass." 
Subject 13: Pass! 
Subject 12: Do you mean like teaching how to stamp and 
color? 
Facilitator : Right ! 
Subject 12: They like that because it is impressive when it 
happens on the screen. So we work on the commands in the 
classroom and apply it in the lab. 
Subject 10: My first application was the word processing 
after having taught keyboarding for six weeks. Then we 
used that to type up some recipes. 
Subject 1: I like the mazes for the children. Going through 
the mazes I think they really enjoy that, and it helps them 
with the commands also. 
Facilitator: So you use some of the transparencies and put 
them on the monitor? 
Subject 1: Yes! I put them right on the monitor. 
Subject 16: We were talking about in our group that we think 
the structure is really important at the beginning of any 
session even if it is review for upper grades or whatever. 
One of the activities I will do is give the kids a piece of 
paper with a set of commands on it, or type it on the 
monitor, and they and their partners need to get together 
and get that in as accurately as possible and then we all 
hit RETURN at the same time and they have to look at it and 
see if they came out with the same thing. And then it is a 
mini-debugging session after that to fix it. But it allows 
by them putting in an activity that I give them, top to 
bottom, then everybody has success with it and they have an 
example and they can save that example and so when they can 
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refer back to that example later when they want to have 
music or whatever. 
Facilitator: It is a little bit like cognitive monitoring 
where you try to get a match between the predicted and the 
outcome. 
Subject 16: Although they don't predict. They're just going 
to type it in and hit RETURN to see what it is and then 
debug it from there. But then if there happens to be music 
with that or stamping procedures or something, then that 
information is there and they can see how it works. And 
then when they go to work their own animation they can come 
back to refer to that. 
Subject 4: I do some of the same idea we were sharing over 
there, but I do have my students do a lot of predicting of 
what they are going to get. An then that report comes with 
the debugging. 
Subject 7 : Pass ! 
Subject 18: Pass! 
Subject 17: As a problem solving mechanism I think it is 
terrific! Because after we are done talking about it in a 
very sequential manner (and hopefully more sequentially 
earlier next year) we start and reteach and introduce and 
get to a point where they are making a microworld and 
creating their own. Creating scenes, shapes and so on as a 
problem solving mechanism it is wonderful, and it is highly 
motivating and interesting for students. I have a really 
difficult class this year, and it has been a really tough 
year, and one of the things that I think has been a real 
turn around, and was a turn around for the class, was their 
involvement in a three week Logo unit. It was like a high 
point and something to look forward to. It was extremely 
interesting, fun, motivating, a joy for them every day, and 
it changed their attitudes about a lot of things. And it 
just made them feel more positive about themselves and what 
was going on. 
Facilitator: Some good points! Some research that has been 
done on Logo that have found classroom behavior has improved 
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as a result of using Logo with students. Some of the 
social problems that maybe they were experiencing in your 
classroom or may have not been as evident as they were prior 
to not using Logo. Some really good points! I'm glad this 
showed up in your room. 
Subject 9: I like to teach the children commands, how to 
practice and to experiment with them. And then give them a 
job to do or task and they have to make a modular programs 
and incorporate them into super prograuns and then they can 
be very creative after that. I like them to add animation 
or music to what they (we) created. 
Facilitator: Good! 
Subject 14: I think Logo teaches a lot of thinking skills 
and I remember last year I had a boy who didn't know right 
or left, and I could see him thinking as he turned his 
turtle. I haven't done anything very complicated with Logo, 
but we have learned some simple commands. I know today, for 
instance, I had given them a specific kind picture to draw 
and one girl had put in a sun with a good bit of detail and 
she says. How do I get this out?" Well, the only thing to 
do was to erase the whole picture or figure out all the 
moves to go back and erase and Bernie and I were both in 
there and I said, "I wouldn't do that; just leave it." 
Bernie said, "No way!" The girl just sat there and thought 
through the whole thing and was taking it out. It is really 
using a lot of thinking. 
Facilitator: Good problem solving example. 
Subject 8: I probably better pass because I have been used 
mainly as a resource either with someone else or with 
students from Iowa State. Not as a resource ... more like a 
second person in the lab. I think I eun probably weaker of 
the team members at this point. But ... 
Facilitator; I imagine the role of the media specialists 
would be going in with classes and picking it up with them. 
Subject 15: I guess I have done it a different way because I 
don't take my kids to the computer lab to learn Logo. I 
have a computer in my room every other week and so one thing 
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I do is I pair up my honor student that integrates into 
Tom's room for Logo and he sits with a friend and he is 
teaching my kids Logo. Half of them know the beginning 
commands (the basic commands) and he is so enthusiastic the 
others can't wait to learn a little bit, which has helped 
Danny and has helped the other ones to go, so that the next 
time they get the computer they can do a little bit on their 
own. They have asked for some of the diskettes that I have 
had from class. For example, TURTLETALK they want to be 
able to type in some things. Then it has helped my students 
who are really low readers just to learn things like "F" for 
forward and "B" for back. And it all really does make sense 
and then they can control that turtle and see that they are 
in control of something. It has been a real motivator for 
my kids ... I have the LD SCIN room. 
Subject 5: Like Paulette said ... Logo is problem solving. 
Subject 11 : Since I have been back in school now for two 
weeks, after maternity leave, I have used it every day now 
and haven't gotten much further than what we did in maybe 
one session with them, but we are taking a little bits at a 
time. Some kids pick up on it really quick, so I quickly 
use them as my peer helpers for the ones who are lost. They 
look forward to it each day now. 
Subject 19: Just basically doing the mazes. My students 
enjoy doing those and learning the commands. It took us a 
long time to learn the commands so they kind of got bored 
with that. 
Facilitator: Alright 1 Think about the way you generally 
teach. Maybe the traditional way you teach or your style of 
teaching. Have you made any changes in your instructional 
methods that have given you a more effective teaching 
strategy with better results. Have you changed the way you 
teach ... that (which) have resulted in a better use or 
better results of Logo. Maybe you are teaching one way and 
have changed. Can anybody think of any changes they may 
have made or changes in teaching styl« which might be 
different in the way they normally teach? 
Subject 18: When I first started I really was into doing it 
the way the originators Papert and others had said and just 
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let them discover. And many of the students became very, 
very frustrated with it. They just didn't know what to do 
... they didn't know where to go ... it was too open. So I 
went to being much more specific with a task and showing 
them the commands, and they became much more successful much 
quicker and then were willing to go beyond what I assigned. 
Facilitator: And they call that teacher scaffolding so you 
were intervening and guiding their microworlds and learning. 
Subject 18: Yes! I found almost nobody at first handled it 
by just handing it to them. But they got very excited about 
it once they ... once they felt do something and be 
successful. 
Facilitator: So you have found a happy medium between 
discovery and structure? 
Subject 18 : Yes ! And I really ... And Karl and I were 
sharing about his having something the children could type 
in and then giving it to them and then if they wanted to use 
that, fine, or if they wanted to go out on their own, fine. 
And I like that idea because that combines both of them 
again. And giving those students that have a terrible time 
coming up with things on their own, and ideas on their own, 
and suddenly they had an idea. And if they want to throw 
the whole thing out and change it (by the time they are 
done), that is great ... but at least they started 
somewhere. 
Facilitator: Alright! Anybody else? 
Subject 16: I use to take may entire class in there and say, 
O.K., we have an hour and partner A is going to watch for 
thirty minutes and kind of "kibbutz" and partner B is going 
to type and then thirty minutes later we are going to 
switch. And that was O.K., but it really wasn't efficient 
because the off person would get bored or distracted 
sometimes and cause problems. So I kind of came up with a 
pattern of doing a little informal inventory and finding out 
who really believes they have confidence to know some of the 
commands before we can go in. And I will pair that person 
up with someone who says, "Hey, I know nothing" for about a 
week while we get the basic commands in. And then by that 
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time your person with some knowledge is getting frustrated 
and so the second week I will pair the people with professed 
knowledge together and then the people who were weaker and 
trying to practice their stuff that they just learned 
together. They are all flying at their own levels then. 
And then the third week and now they receive their 
assignments in LogoWriter and so I will take an hour and a 
half chunk, which fortunately at Crawford we can do, and 45 
minutes I will give the math assignment to the entire class 
and 45 minutes 12 of them will be in the lab and 12 of them 
will be in the media center working on math and then at 45 
minutes we will switch and I am in the lab the entire time. 
And then they can all fly at their own speed at that point. 
But they have to have some help getting off the ground and 
so that is a big change in which the way I have approached 
it over the last several years. 
Facilitator; So you do some pairing initially but then 
divide the class later on? 
Subject 16: I have a peer tutoring to start then ability 
grouping second, and then on your own after that. 
Subject 10: Can I ask a question? Karl when you say the 
first week do you mean one time or five times? 
Subject 16: Five times ... once a day. 
Subject 5: How many minutes for the first two weeks in the 
year? 
Subject 16: Forty-five minutes to an hour if I can get it. 
We kind of drop a (like I do with typing) we kind of drop a 
curriculum subject a day for the week so I don't shelve 
social studies for a week I'll take one on one day and math 
the next day and something else the next day. 
Facilitator: So you try to balance it? 
Subject 16: Yes! 
Facilitator: Anybody else have any instructional methods or 
anything changed that are strategies that work for them? 
Maybe something will come to mind later. These next 
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questions have to do with (concern) the management and 
delivery of instruction using LogoWriter. Are you using 
large group or small group instruction? Like when teaching 
with students are you using whole class, half class, ability 
grouping, whatever grouping? 
Subject 18: Yes! 
Facilitator: All of the above! 
Subject 18: Because that's what it ends up being. I started 
out with whole group because they needed, they all needed, 
to see the commands. I do review though, using the mazes 
and the ones I showed you. I start by you having them run 
those and immediately a lot of that comes back very quickly 
... because they have used the simple commands and then they 
know what the further command is ... because Hester has done 
some work with it before in fourth grade and that comes back 
to them very quickly and they're ready to go then. So we do 
that the first day and that's worked out beautifully. 
Facilitator: So you work more with whole grouping? 
Subject 18: And then go to doing the mazes, in which they do 
in pairs and then off they go with the assignment I give 
them. 
Facilitator: So pretty much throughout the year, then, you 
use the whole (total) class, or do you break the class in 
ability groups? 
Subject 18: No ... it is whole class then to pairs, then to 
individually. 
Facilitator: How about the rest of you ... what have you 
tried? There is no right or wrong answer here. 
Subject 16: Does anybody find that it is sort of a 
testosterone kind of thing? Meaning that my boys are ones 
that really run with this and that the girls think it is 
nice and they will do it but the boy will stay after until 
the media center lady kicks them out at 4:30. I mean I will 
have a group of eight, or ten or twelve of them that knock 
on my door and say we are leaving. And they just have a 
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riot; it is like baseball cards to them. They (just) are in 
to it. 
Facilitator: It is almost like an after school club. 
Subject 16: Yes, but it is like, "I bét I can make my stuff 
do neater stuff than yours!" It is competitive! 
Subject 10: It is kind of a boy thing. 
Subject 16: Is it? 
Subject 18: I have had several girls that really got into it 
... I have had several girls that really got into it and 
thoroughly enjoyed it and could outdo anything anyone else 
was doing, but as he says it is more of a competitive thing. 
Facilitator: It is interesting. Because sometimes there are 
some who believe it may be a gender type of a thing, like 
mathematics. And how are we doing more for girls to help 
them achieve and be competitive also? Have other people 
seen this as a problem, Logo is more for boys? 
Subject 10: We don't have the availability of the lab after 
school. I think that is great! I know the school that my 
kids go to have had some computer clubs and they have 
separated them into grade levels and they have send home 
notes if you want to stay on a Friday to be in the lab 
whatever you want to do is fine. That's not an option 
always. 
Subject 5: I really haven't noticed this boy girl thing at 
the third grade level. That may come later. But I see an 
equal amount of interest among boys and girls (third grade). 
Don't you think or what have you noticed, Tom? 
Facilitator: I would probably say that at my level too. 
Generally, I have not noticed too much difference. But it 
may be more a function of age. Competition may be a factor 
too. 
Subject 16: It is not disinterest on the part of the girls, 
it is just intense interest on the part of the boys. They 
like doing it, girls love doing it. 
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Subject 17: It may be that girls have more options and 
things to do other hours. 
Subject 16; It could be! 
Subject 10: Maybe they haven't played Nintendo as much. 
They can't stick to the screen that long. There is a 
Nintendo factor that is scary. 
Subject 18: I think it does have something to do with the 
activity you have them do. You have them do the graphics, 
and they can blow things up. That type of activity would 
probably lend itself more that direction then say when I was 
doing the mazes I didn't see that much difference. Because 
the girls could ec[ually produce the mazes. And then when I 
add the little program to it, the tool, and they could run 
it around as much as anyone else. See there is success 
there in both cases. 
Subject 10: For as in keyboarding, girls usually fly. They 
are the one willing to zip through it and keep taps and the 
boys get bored. 
Subject 7: And they are very competitive with it too! 
Subject 10: Yeah! 
Subject 18: Yeah! And very much so! 
Facilitator: So the nature of the Log» lesson may dictate 
gender outcome? 
Subject 18: I think so. I think the outcome of what you are 
asking for may make a difference. 
Subject 14: I was wondering if the boys in his class see him 
as a role model because they know he is very interested? 
Does that have a possibility? 
Subject 16: Yeah! But I think Joni, it will be interesting 
to see how the kids react next year, because Joni had an 
intense interest this year. Last year's teacher did not. 
So you could be right in that case for this year. But I bet 
next year it will be different. 
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Subject 4: I have only four boys and sixteen girls in my 
class right now. The boys that go with it, even now. I 
mean the girls really enjoy it too, but .... 
Subject 18: The girls must have moved into your district! 
And the boys moved to ours! 
Subject 4; But I see that (Oregon Trail) more toward the 
boys than girls. 
Subject 16: As far as the disk swapping and my microworld 
that I did I see that carried over, not only sixth grade 
level, it is not only LogoWriter and they do anything that 
they whip up and then they copy each other's stuff and play 
with it at home or after school. 
Facilitator: So you find both boys and girls use Logo and it 
is not a gender issue? 
Subject 7: Well, a few girls but more boys. 
Facilitator: O.K. Does anyone else have any comments about 
Logo use and gender? This is interesting! Do you have 
students paired or working in cooperative groups? Are 
students paired or working in cooperative groups? Or are 
students working by themselves? 
Subject 12: How do you distinguish between paired and 
cooperative groups? 
Subject 13: You could have a pair of cooperative groups. 
Facilitator: They could be the same. They could be paired 
or teamed to worked together to use both heads (that would 
be more cooperative). Or do you have them working more 
individually? Let me change the wording of that a little 
bit. Do you tend to have students work more as individuals 
or as pairs in cooperative groups. 
Subject 12: Pairs! 
Subject 13: Pairs! 
Subject 10: Pairs! 
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Subject 1; Pairs! Pairs in cooperative groups. 
Subject 18: Pairs! Mainly because of the equipment and 
availability. 
Facilitator: Because of equipment and availability both 
pairs. Would anybody have them work more in singles? 
Subject 10: For word processing .... Yes! 
Facilitator: For word processing you do more singles? 
Subject 10: If they are going to type their own story or 
letter. 
Facilitator: So some of the language arts applications you 
do more single(ly)? 
Subject 10: Yes! This is the first opportunity, I think 
that at least for me as a teacher to even be able to work 
cooperatively with the computer. I think that was kind of a 
nice discovery. That we could figure out some things if we 
both gave our input. Whereas on our own we'd 
Facilitator: Fumble! O.K.! It seems that most of you would 
say paired or cooperative. Is support personnel available 
or being used (for example, media specialists, student 
teachers, block students, or knowledgeable peers)? Are you 
using them in the lab with your students at all? Or are you 
functioning pretty much on your own? 
Subject 1: I use the Iowa State. 
Facilitator: You use the Iowa State students? 
Subject 1: I use the Iowa State ... when they are available. 
Facilitator: Is that block students? 
Subject 1: No, computer students with Ann Thompson. 
Facilitator: O.K.! Ann Thompson computer block students. 
Subject 1: O.K.! 
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Facilitator; Anybody else? 
Subject 8; We do too! 
Facilitator; Use computer block students? 
Subject 8: Yes! 
Subject 16; I had a student teacher that chose to do 
LogoWriter as their unit instead of science, social studies, 
or language. It was outstanding! The kids really responded 
and she had a different slant than I did, and so we kind of 
got the best of both worlds that time I think. I would 
recommend that! Plus, that's is a very saleable thing when 
they are going out to look for a job instead of taking the 
wire and making the light bulb light up. Showing their 
computer knowledge when they show the unit to the person who 
is trying to hire them, its a very saleable thing. 
Facilitator: That's a good idea ... I'll have to try to 
remember that ! 
Subject 15: I have used ISU block students twice. One was 
terrific! Joni was terrific with my kids. Joni was real 
good because she knew what she was talking about, she was 
real confident, she was really organized, and could present 
really well. My kids could follow her really well. I would 
use one again if I had the opportunity. 
Facilitator: I'm sure that could be arranged. How much 
assistance do you provide? This gets back to the issue 
whether you are more of a believer in discovery or 
structuring or are you somewhere in between? How much 
assistance do you like to provide your students when you 
work with Logo? Do you act more like a mediator (in 
between) trying guide their learning or our you much more 
discovery oriented and say you are on your own a little bit 
more? Or do you like to really structure it? Where are you 
at this point? Where would you place yourself? It is like 
a continuum ... discovery, structure, or in between? 
Subject 13: It depends on the student and their abilities 
and background. Some of them could go ahead and take off on 
their own and others need to be told how to turn it on. 
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Facilitator: So you vary it with the individual? 
Subject 13: I haven't used it that much. But, when we did 
the word processing I had kids that needed a considerable 
amount of help and others that were just ready to take off 
because they had a computer at home and do that kind of 
thing all the time. 
Subject 16: I think the way that you ran your program here 
is typical of the way a lot of us do . In that if you 
just sat us down and said we had nine weeks of come on in 
and given it a try we wouldn't have learned that much. You 
have got to have structure every day and then you can allow 
them time to free lance if they want to. But there has to 
be some structure. 
Subject 17 : There is a basic set of knowledge you want them 
to know in order to function with. I mean ... it would take 
a long time to figure that out on your own. 
Facilitator: Right! And learn a command by osmosis. 
Subject 17: Or experimentation! 
Facilitator: Right! 
Subject 18: My favorite statement to them once they get 
going in a day is, "What do you think you should do?" Like 
they say, "How do I get it to do that?" I say, "What do you 
think you should do?" So then when they tell me I say, 
"Well try that." And they don't like that at first because, 
"Why didn't you tell me exactly what to do?" And then they 
try it and they say, "It went off the wrong way, what might 
you have done differently?" 
Facilitator: See, that is what they are use to. Students 
are used to being conditioned of having definite yes or no 
type answers. 
Subject 18: But once I have done that for them and going 
beyond that and then I would say, "What do you think you 
should do?" and try it. 
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Subject 4: Lot of the basis I believing and strategy of Logo 
I see that education is going to go toward that. That we as 
educators are going to have to do (start) our learning and 
teaching in that mode. That it is going to be, yes you have 
the structure but more of the discovery learning in a sense. 
I hope eventually it will be that way but we have a long way 
to go. Using Logo gives the kids an opportunity or chance 
for that. 
Facilitator: I think you're right ! I think it is moving 
that way in the future. HyperCard on the Macintosh, that 
environment, is very similar. 
Subject 4; Because there is no limits to that and really no 
limits to this. 
Facilitator: Like the Logo environment. 
Subject 18: Unless there are commands we can't find. 
Facilitator: Right! Anybody have anything to add to that. 
Are you more discovery or structured? 
Subject 16: One of my students is so in to it that they 
will, when they are bored at home, they will sit down and 
write out commands on paper and then come back to school the 
next day and type them in and spend his time debugging 
instead of trying to create. So he will type it all in and 
then the first line "craps" out on him. Then he'll fix it 
from there. But he's doing it at home and bringing it in 
and typing it and then trying to fix it from there. And so 
there ... it is pretty ultimate discovery, I think. 
Facilitator: Good plan ... then try it out. What do you do 
if your students that are doing Logo, and you have a Logo 
assignment and they complete their project early? What do 
you do with free time in the computer lab? How do you 
handle that? Let's say you have a certain amount of time 
and they finish their project early, what do you have 
students do? 
Subject 4: I guess as far as my class goes, they always 
wanted that extra discovery-based learning time, every time. 
You do have the structure. I ask them, "We are going to 
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work with sound now, and I want you to experiment and do 
these things." And they want that extra fifteen minutes or 
half an hour for themselves to go back to other projects 
that they couldn't debug the day before. It just works out 
fine. 
Facilitator: What about the rest of you. How do you handle 
free time? Or don't you have any free time? 
Subject 14: They always seem to know something they want to 
do. 
Facilitator; Sometimes I don't have an extra sponge 
activity. I just say you have free time. They go back and 
do shapes pages or something on their own they have been 
working on. How do you (is your) use of the printers 
managed and organized? Sometimes printers can be a problem. 
Like today I definitely could have had more help in the lab, 
we had all these projects going on and one of the printers 
ran out of paper. So I spent time taking the top off and 
putting the paper in, and you have three or four behind you 
with questions. What do you do to help manage and use the 
printers? Or don't you use them? 
Subject 14; We used them for the first time today and that 
was an experience! 
Facilitator; It is an experience the first time. 
Subject 14; It took both Bernie and me in there. 
Facilitator: So you relied on extra help ... you got extra. 
Subject 14: I got extra help. Even so we had to get some 
organization. 
Subject 8: We are pretty close, all we have to do "holler 
up" and walk over. 
Facilitator: Printer manager! You could have a manager, 
just in charge of printers. How about the rest of you? Has 
printers been an issue or is that not an issue? 
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Subject 5: I taught mine how to use the printers and how to 
turn it from A, B, C, and to D. 
Facilitator: So you had to do instruction on that? 
Subject 5; I couldn't get to that many computers. 
Subject 10 : I had problems with when we had more than one 
page or more than one screen print. Getting them to come 
together without leaving that big gap. That frustrated the 
kids; they wanted it to be all run together. So we cut and 
pasted and made Cannon copies and that is very time 
consuming. 
Facilitator: Sometimes it can be a problem with the 
perforation edge. 
Subject 10: Yes! 
Facilitator: What do you think students are primarily 
learning and getting out of Logo? If you had to identify 
one or two really key things, what is the main benefit of 
Logo? Why do it? 
Subject 17: Problem solving! 
Facilitator: You say problem solving, O.K.! What do you 
think Sandy? 
Subject 19: Well, my kids we did, it was basically following 
directions and listening skills. We use it more as a social 
thing. 
Facilitator: O.K.! You say problem solving? 
Subject 15: Yes and also when they put commands in they have 
to think through step by step in a logical sequence 
sometimes for it to come out right. And being clear and 
precise and accuracy is very importanf. 
Facilitator: Accuracy and planning skills is what you are 
talking about. 
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Subject 9: I agree ... they need concrete experience to 
understand how to make shapes and exactly how to make a 
square and learning exactly what you have to do. 
Facilitator: So learning some geometry ideas and angles is 
what you are saying? 
Subject 9: Right! 
Subject 18: Having the computer do what they tell it to 
not them doing what the computer tells them to. 
Subject 16: I have seen in the past that some of my students 
may not have been the best math student or athlete, but they 
might have an affinity for LogoWriter. And it is another 
avenue for children to reach success in the classroom. 
Facilitator: O.K.! 
Subject 12: We have talked about this earlier but it is 
motivational, and it's lots of fun. 
Subject 13: Everything that has been said is good, but you 
also have to use a certain amount of proof reading skills 
too. Like when you are doing the debugging and checking the 
word processing for errors. Lots of the test taking we do 
today are proof reading. 
Facilitator: O.K.! I just have one more cpaestion and then 
we will get back to problems. I want to try to wrap up in 
five minutes. Can you identify at least one Logo activity 
you want to try with students in the future, something you 
are not doing now, but something you would like to try out? 
My goal this year was words and lists. I had the students 
do something with TURTLETALK and my assignment was first 
they had to type it in to get it to work. Then they did 
something with the PRINT pages (about the PRINT statement). 
Then I had them use the READLIST command and explain how it 
works. They were able to write a simple interactive program 
with words and lists. This was my goal this year. 
Something I had never done before ... I was scared of doing 
it. But I found out they could do it. Later on if you want 
to see these projects, I would be happy to share them, they 
are back in my room. How about the rest of you? Is there 
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something you would like to try in the future that you 
haven't done yet? 
Subject 14: I would like to try geometry sometime. 
Facilitator: Some of the geometry activities? 
Subject 14: Geometry activities, yes. That's what I wrote 
down on my paper ... I was going to get together with Marie. 
Facilitator: You wrote geometry activities? 
Subject 14: Yes! 
Subject 9: The stories you showed us. The word processing 
stories. 
Facilitator: O.K.! The word processing stories. Like Joni 
had the idea of the rebus stories. Where they put the shape 
in place of a word. That's a good idea. How about the rest 
of you. Bonnie what would you like to do with your students 
in the future that you haven't done yet? 
Subject 10: I haven't done any yet! T haven't started. 
Ideally, I definitely, I would like to have that consistent 
time to be in the lab. You know, one time a week. I'm not 
motivated to do anything once a week. To me there is too 
much lapse time. You know in fourth grade we get six weeks 
of keyboarding our primary emphasis. I'd love to see that 
not be the primary emphasis. I'll do six weeks of 
LogoWriter but nobody ... is going to give me nine weeks in 
the lab consistently. I think you need at least, to do what 
we have done it was frustrating for me to even take this 
class, to go from one week to another week and not have the 
time to practice it right away and each day ... even that 
much time. 
Facilitator: O.K.! 
Subject 10: I'm willing to try. 
Subject 12: Tom, don't you do it on a weekly basis? 
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Facilitator: I personally do it on a weekly basis. And when 
whenever I have time, a moment here or there, I may take out 
some flash cards and review commands, and do a quick review 
for five or ten minutes. 
Subject 17; But, you see it is workable after you get going 
after you have been in there week after week. 
Facilitator; But I have found the command carry over. But 
without review ... you made a very good point ... some of 
those commands are lost and not applied. 
Subject 10: And never having any inservice on the program I 
think has been kind of a shame ... to never having been part 
of a plan. And like the way Ames does things ... we adopt 
programs, and we then we don't inservice everyone 
adequately. When we finally decide to take this for that 
reason, then maybe it is a couple years late, but it is a 
starting point. 
Facilitator; O.K.! How about the resf of you? What would 
you like to do in the future with Logo? 
Subject 7: Lego Logo. 
Facilitator; Lego Logo? 
Subject 7; Yes! 
Subject 10; I like the music. 
Facilitator; Do some music things with the TONE command? 
Subject 10: Yes! 
Subject 12: Animation! 
Subject 5; Use it for more word processing. I haven't 
gotten into that yet. 
Facilitator: O.K. more word processing applications! 
Anybody else? 
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Subject 15: Since I am just beginning. I have never taken 
my whole group down to really work on it. They have just 
done it in my classroom kind of one on one two on one. I 
like the idea of mazes because then you are applying what 
they have learned and they can really get going. I guess I 
would like to start off next year with the work in my 
classroom, do the flashcards, do the review, and then hit 
the computer lab and do mazes, and then go on from there. 
So I guess mazes will be my starting point. 
Facilitator: O.K.! Does anyone else have any goals they 
want to share? Lets get right to the problems here. What 
do see as being some implementation problems using Logo? If 
you have some solutions or questions about this, what are 
the biggest problems right now that is maybe stopping you 
from using this? Or makes you feel reluctant to use Logo? 
Subject 14: I think a valid one we talked about was having 
enough people to help. 
Facilitator: O.K. Having enough help in the lab. 
Subject 1: That's the frustration I have too. So many 
children need help and everybodys' hands are up and 
everybody is saying, "I need help!" And we can't get around 
to everybody. 
Facilitator: One thing nice about this environment, sometime 
if you probably wait ... if you do have some students that 
are asking for help and by not getting back to them right 
away eventually they no longer need help ... especially if 
they are paired up sometimes. 
Subject 18: Which isn't all bad! 
Facilitator: It does teach patience. 
Subject 18: But it also teaches them to do some discovery on 
their own to figure out why it didn't work. 
Facilitator: Right! A very good point! Sandy, how does it 
work for you working with B.D. students? 
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Subject 19: Like she said, in the meantime they destroy the 
computer. I had all kids, just like their classes, and it 
was just real frustrating for them if you couldn't give help 
right now. And I had five kids, and if they didn't get it, 
they would begin banging on the computer. 
Subject 18: If my kids start doing that I send them to you! 
Facilitator: What are some other problems you see? 
Subject 16: Students that move into your class that have 
zero background. You have pair them up with somebody that 
can nurse them along a little bit until they get going. 
Facilitator: In that case, you pair them up with someone who 
is more high ability and try to bring them up? 
Subject 16: I think next year if I know at the beginning of 
the next month I am going to start Logo, then the month 
before I am going to start and have that person go in with 
someone who is knowledgeable and get them "fired up" before 
we go into the lab so we can start running soon as we get in 
there. 
Facilitator: O.K. Any other problems? 
Subject 7: I think a lot of times people just kind of like 
do Logo for three weeks or six weeks, or whatever, and then 
it kind of gets forgotten. I think we need to implement it 
more into the curriculum and use it for reading more or 
writing stories, or use it for math as much as possible. 
And implement in the curriculum now! 
Facilitator: So they do a one shot Logo unit and put it 
away? 
Subject 7: Yes! 
Facilitator: I think there is something to be said for the 
old adage, if you don't use it you lovse it. I think there 
is something to be said for long term repetitive use of 
Logo. O.K. Any other problems you see using Logo ... that 
you wrote down? 
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Subject 5: We can sign up for the computer lab 30 minutes a 
week. If they are not having keyboarding, then which case 
you can sign up for it every other week. 
Facilitator; So limited lab assessability is a real problem? 
Subject 5 and Subject 15: Yes! 
Subject 8: Along with that ... every building has different 
kinds of problems ... but sometimes it has to do with the 
structure that has already been adapted by grade groups. 
For example, if you are teaming, and you got three or four 
people that are (people) teaming, you don't take an hour or 
hour or a half to do this today because within that time, 
forty-five minutes of it, they are switching kids with 
somebody else. That may be a unique kind of problem. But, 
for example, there are times when our lab is empty because 
everybody is doing something that is teaming or everybody is 
doing something so it isn't being used. And other times 
when everybody wants to sign-up for it at the same time 
because that's the time they have available. 
Facilitator: So that gets back to the availability 
assessability problems. Logistics of it. 
Subject 8: And I don't have any suggestions on how to solve 
that. 
Facilitator: Keep on going ... I know this report is going 
down to the Lincoln building ... so any other comments will 
be reported ... of course your name will not be labeled with 
this ... so feel free to fire away? 
Subject 16: Laser printers! 
Subject 18: More labs ! 
Subject 10: I sat in when they hired the computer, hired 
Kevin, I sat in on those interviews. And one of the 
candidates there I thought did an excellent job of 
explaining how he was going to raise the comfort level of 
usage of the computer lab. And to do that, it was suggested 
that there was a person that was hired as a computer 
teacher, teacher combination teacher technician, available 
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in the lab, full time basis that teachers were rotated 
through that teacher and that teacher did the instructing 
and used the classroom teacher as an assistant. Increased 
their comfort level so that eventually they weren't needed. 
But we have never had ... what do you call it? Where you 
try to get into something easily? Transition? Adjustment? 
Facilitator: Like a mentor? 
Subject 10: Right! Right a teacher mentor! To build the 
confidence and some of us are definitely more confident than 
others. That's obvious in a class like this ... and the 
kinds of activities you are willing to try. But I really 
think that we have shown interest in taking this class, 
obviously. Providing more inservices is definitely a plus. 
But I thought that was an excellent idea. 
Facilitator: I think so too! 
Subject 12: That person didn't get hired? 
Subject 10: Of course not! 
Facilitator: If I could take this one step farther! 
Subject 10: This one was even traveling ... I think! 
Facilitator: Really adopting this and using this with 
students is someone ... who could be there with you for a 
while then break away. 
Subject 10: Yes! To actually have yotell us some 
strategies or hear strategies is great and wonderful, but to 
see them is the best teacher in my opinion! 
Facilitator: Have them model it to you! 
Subject 10: Yes! Yes! Bring my class and me down there and 
show me ... and then I can learn from you. It is a mentor 
or peer teaching or whatever you want to call it. 
Subject 5: That's what we are suppose to do with our 
students ! 
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Subject 10: Right, it is! 
Subject 5: So they are not doing it to us! 
Subject 10; Right! 
Subject 12: Actually the district needs to do that in many 
curriculum areas. 
Subject 10: Right! 
Subject 12: And they don't do that! 
Subject 10: Right! Whole reading, whole language, you name 
it! 
Subject 9: This is one we came up with too. If the teacher 
could become more skilled and use more practice sessions 
like this and get a mentor. 
Subject 10: Right ! 
Subject 9: Use the activities and exactly how you go about 
doing these. 
Subject 10: And handle the class while you are doing it so 
that you will know how to handle the same situations. 
Facilitator: This particular issue goes beyond Logo ... it 
is an issue of any new computer software ... . 
Subject 10: And technology itself! 
Facilitator: Does anybody have any other problems? 
Subject 16: And there will be six minutes bleeped out! 
Facilitator: I had you fill out a packet of questions. 
Anything you would like to add or anything that comes to 
mind before we close this discussion? Does anybody have 
anything they want to say? 
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User 1 User 2 
Discussion Questions Regarding Logo Adoption and Integration 
into the Classroom 
DIRECTIONS: Discuss in cooperative groups of two the 
following questions. Record responses on the 
lines provided. Answer questions based on 
Logo instruction you have used or plan to 
use with students. 
1. What are your major implementation concerns in teaching 
Logo to your students? 
2. How can these implementation concerns be alleviated or 
solved? 
3. How will you introduce and present commands and 
keystrokes to students? How will you know they have 
learned these concepts? 
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4. How will Logo be integrated into your classroom? Will it 
be integrated into other curriculum areas? How frequent 
will instruction be provided (i.e., once a week or on a 
unit basis)? 
5. Will Logo geometry activities be used and integrated into 
your classroom? Which activities will be used and how? 
6. Will Logo be used as a tool software program? How will 
it be used? For example, will it be used in word 
processing activities, creating graphics using commands 
typed in the command center, creating and stamping 
SHAPES, and/or for math calculator activities (e.g., PR 
9875 + 6578) . 
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7. Will students be provided programming instruction in 
writing simple programs, modular programs (i.e., a 
program subprocedure written into a program 
superprocedure), programs with variables, recursive 
programs, non-graphic interactive programs, programs 
using animation, and using STARTUP in program writing? 
8. Where in your Logo instruction will you incorporate 
discovery-based learning? 
9. Where in your Logo instruction will you incorporate 
more structured teacher controlled learning? 
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10. Will students be taught debugging skills? Will 
debugging skill instruction be provided using Cognitive 
Monitoring procedures? 
11. How will Logo be used in promoting problem solving 
skills? 
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LogoWriter Implementation Concerns and Teaching Strategies 
DIRECTIONS: Brainstorm implementation concerns or teaching 
problems encountered using LogoWriter. Work in 
cooperative groups to identify possible 
solutions or teaching strategies to help 
alleviate these problems. 
Implementation Problems Suggested Solutions 
(use back of sheet if needed) 
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LogoWriter Follow-up Sharing Session 
Guided Questions 
DIRECTIONS : Tape record the sharing session so the 
information may be recorded and provided to 
participants as feedback. 
1. Which Logo activities have you tried with students and 
which do you feel have worked effectively? How did your 
teaching and instruction make it work? 
2. Have you made any changes in your instructional methods 
that have given you a more effective teaching strategy 
with better results? 
3. The following questions concern management and 
delivery of instruction using LogoWriter. 
a. Are you using large group or small group instruction? 
b. Are students paired or working in cooperative groups? 
c. Is support personnel available or being used (e.g., 
media specialist, student teachers, block students, or 
knowledgeable peers)? 
d. How much assistance is provided by the instructor? 
e. Do you structure the learning of concepts or are 
more discovery learning oriented techniques used? 
f. What do students do if they complete a Logo assignment 
or project early (i.e., use of free time)? 
g. How is use of the printers managed and organized? 
4. What do you think students are learning in their Logo 
experiences? 
5. Identify at least one Logo activity you want to try with 
students in the future. 
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APPENDIX M; DEFINITION OF TERMS 
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Concerns: The feelings, attitudes, thoughts, ideas, or 
reactions an individual has related to an 
innovation (Hord, 1979). 
Concerns-Based Adoption Model (CBAM): A 
conceptualization of the way concerns of 
individual teachers change as they become 
familiar with and involved in new programs or 
processes (Hord, 1979). The model consists of 
three diagnostic dimensions: Stage of Concern 
(SoC), Levels of Use (LoU), and Innovation 
Configurations (IC). 
Impact Concerns: Concerns predominantly focused on how 
teaching is affecting students and on self-
improvement . These concerns are reflected as 
high intensities at Stage 4 Consequence, Stage 5 
Collaboration, and Stage 6 Refocusing. Typical 
expressions of concern at these stages are, "How 
will using this innovation affec^ my students?" 
(Hord, 1979, p. 4) or "Are they learning what 
they need?" (Blanchard and Zigarmi, 1981, p. 
44 )  .  
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Implementation Plan: Set of steps necessary to ensure 
that the innovation is used (Hall and Hord, 1987). 
Innovation: The program or process being implemented; 
either product, such as new textbooks or 
curriculum materials, or process such as 
instructional procedures (Hall and Hord, 1987). 
Levels of Use: Focuses on knowledge, skills, and 
behavioral aspects of the individual's 
involvement with change of use of the innovation 
(Hall et al., 1986). 
Logo: Computer programming language developed by 
Seymour Papert and associates at the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology for use in 
a programming environment with educational 
applications. It is a list-processing language 
which facilitates intellectual exploration and 
experimentation by creating a learning 
environment combining formal procedural 
representations with concrete and immediate 
feedback to the student. 
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LogoWriter: A computer software package by the LCSI 
(Logo Computer Systems, Incorporated) company 
which has the same structure available in other 
versions of Logo but includes improved editing, 
word processing, and expanded shape and turtle 
graphic capabilities. 
Microworlds: Student construction and experimentation 
on the computer (i.e., creating Logo graphics and/or 
programs) to explore ideas and test hypotheses in 
learning math and developing problem solving skills. 
Phase III: Funds available to public school teachers 
in Iowa to participate in projects which meet 
defined district goals (e.g., inservice 
workshops, conferences, curriculum development, 
and travel). 
Profile: The graphical representation illustrating the 
relative intensities of the different stages of 
concern. These graphical representations 
(profiles) can compare the relative intensities 
of the concern in each stage. Figure 1 shows an 
example of a hypothesized development of stages 
of concern. . 
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Self-related Concerns: Concerns that are focused on 
the innovation but are self-related to the user, 
for example, feelings of potential inadequacy, 
self-doubts about the knowledge required, or 
uncertainty about the new situation. Typical 
expressions of concern at this stage are, "In 
what ways will I be affected by this innovation?" 
(Hord, 1979, p. 4). On a profile, these concerns 
are illustrated by relatively high intensities at 
Stage 1 Informational and Stage 2 Personal. 
Stages of Concern (SoC); Categories of concerns that a 
teacher experiences as the change process 
unfolds. Table 1 describes each stage; Figure 1 
lists statements that are typical expressions of 
concern for each stage. 
Task-related Concerns: Concerns that appear once the 
innovation is in use which focus on logistics, 
preparation of materials, coordination, and 
scheduling. Expressions of concern at this stage 
are, "How can I make this innovation work?" 
(Hord, 1979, p. 4) or "Will I ever get it all 
o r g a n i z e d ? "  ( B l a n c h a r d  a n d  Z i g a r m i ,  1 9 8 1 ,  p .  4 4 ) .  
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Unrelated Concerns: Concerns that tend not to be 
related to the innovation at all. They are 
illustrated on the profile by a relative high 
intensity at Stage 0, Awareness. 
